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IN THE MA ITER OF

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC.
5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE

CLAYTON ACT

Docket 9089. Order, Oct. 29. 1979-Modifying Order, Oct. 7, 1980

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies definition (h)(l) and (2) of the
divestiture order issued on October 29 , 1979 , 44 FR 67643 , 94 F. C. 1054 , so
that, upon prior Commission approval , Noranda Mines Ltd. , INCa Ltd. , the
Anglo American Group, or any of their respective subsidiaries (previously
designated as "ineligible ), may be considered as "eligible" to purchase
properties to be divested or to engage in certain joint ventures with Atlantic
Richfield.

ORDER REOPENING PROCEEDING AND MODIFYING CONSENT ORDER

By letter dated January 14 , 1980, Noranda Mines Ltd. ("Noranda
requested that the Commission reopen this proceeding to reconsider
the designation of Noranda as absolutely ineligible to purchase the
properties subject to divestiture under the consent order issued in
this proceeding on October 29, 1979. ' One of the principal objectives
of the consent order was to promote deconcentration of the copper
industry through divestiture of the subject properties to firms that
presently are not major producers. Atlantic Richfield may divest the
properties to, or engage in certain joint ventures with, any person
who is "eligible" under the terms of the order. ' Because eligibility
based solely on market share criteria could not meet the Commis-
sion s competition objectives in this instance, three major compa-
nies-Noranda, INCO Ltd. and the Anglo Amertcan Group-were
designated by name as ineligible. Those companies '- actual or
potential competitive positions were believed to be inadequately
reflected by reference solely to market share criteria.

Upon consideration of Noranda s request, the Commission deter-
mined that it would be in the public interest to reopen the

, The Commission h!l treated Noranda s correspondence as a request that the Cummissiun reopen this

proceeding On ij: own initiative, at authorize by Sections 3,71 and 372 uf the Commission s Rules uf Practice
Rules 3.71 and 3.72(b)(1), 45 I-' R. 21(i22 (Apr, 2 , 1980),

, To determine eligibility, the October 29 cons",nt ord",r defines "Eligible Person" and " Ineligible Person:' It
designates as absolutely ineligible any p€r'on having more than trm percent (10%) of the United States copper
market for any of the three ca!endaryears preceding an attempt to purchase the suhject properties or to engage in
certain joint ventures with Atlantic Richfield, Any person having between five percent (5%) and ten percent (10%)
of the United States cupper market for any of the three calendar years is eligible to purchase the subject properties
or to engage in certain joint ventllres with Atlantic Richfield only upon prior approval of the Commission. Three
companies, Noranda, INCa Ltd, and the Anglo American Group, arc declared absolut",ly in",!igij,!e D",finitions (h)
and (i) of the order
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proceeding for the purpose of modifying the consent order. The

Commission was of the opinion that the public interest in improving
competition in the copper industry may adequately be served by
designating Noranda, INCO Ltd. and the Anglo American Group as
eligible upon prior approval of the Commission. ' On June 19 , 1980
the Commission issued an order to show cause why the consent order
should not be modified. The show cause order invited interested
persons to comment on the proposed change.

Having carefully considered the comments received, ' the Commis-
sion continues to believe that the competitive positions of N oranda,

INCO Ltd. and the Anglo American Group are not adequately
reflected by reference solely to market share criteria. The Commis-
sion has concluded that the public interest would adequately 
served by giving each of the three firms an opportunity to present its
views in the context of a specific request for prior Commission
approval of a proposed divestiture transaction or a proposed joint
venture subject to Paragraphs IX and X of the consent order.

Now. therefore. it is hereby ordered, pursuant to Section 5(b) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.s.c. 45(b), and Rule 3.72(b) of
the Commission s Rules of Practice, 16 C.F.R. 3.72(b) (1979), that the
October 29, 1979 consent order be modified in part as follows (new

language is italicized, deleted language is hyphened out):

For purposes of this Order, the following definitions shall apply:

(h) (1) Subject to the provisions ofsuhparagraph (2) of this definition "

, "

Eligible
Person" means all Persons ethel' tRHR NeraRQa Minm, ltd , I rCg Ltd , the " agIo

m.erieaR CrBup. ana an)' gf fb.fi r fQEp'..-ti,,1; '''I)'iidi.u

;"" ",.

. -:ny nfh ""r P...,.,nn

having not more than ten percent (10%) of the Copper Market for any of the three
calendar years immediately preceding (i) an attempt by such Person to acquire a
property or interest to be divested under the provisions of Paragraphs 1 through V of
this Order, or (ii) an attempt by such Person to enter into a Joint Venture with
Respondent which may be subject to the provisions of Paragraphs IX and X of this
Order. The: " \l'g1a . \n.erieaf1 CFfJ\1fJ" means the: Ang16 : mt:iedn C.EhPv1tlt; u v
:JuLL Af. ;.... L I1J ;Lc , Cl... . O..roul;J..LeJ Ltd. , Dc &.,,, Cuu",u l;d.. to.J M H"" Ltd.
IIuJ",uu fia-y :M;I1 U6 Su.Clt;u6 Cu. , L I1J;tc , l\Luc.al" aLId n "'UUJo.c" Culpvla vJj
Ltd.

, :

I.glo l.merieBn Carp8TatiaH sf Canaea Limikd, atld II. ;La tioJJ Co". t.,
VPt"1 C"llJ'dtl) 8.1. .: their l€aJ'eeti. 3t1b :did. il.'I.
(2) Noranda Mines Ltd., INCO Ltd., the Anglo American Group, and any of their

respective sub.-;idiaries, and any Person otherwise eligible under subparagraph (1) of

, Although Noranda is the only one of the three companies that ha requested a reopening of this proceeding,
it. position is not substantially different from t.hat of INca Ltd. or the Anglo American Group. Therefore , the
Commission has concluded that it would be appropriate lo modify the order with respect to all three lirms

. Comment. were received from Nor"nd" and from respondent Atlantic Richfield. Noranda proposed an
alternative rnodific"tion Atlantic Richfield stated that it dot.s not object to the Commission s propm;e,
modification
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this definition "h" having between five percent (5%) and ten percent (10%) of the
Copper Market for any of the three calendar years immediately preceding any of the
events described in sections (i) and (ii) of subparagraphs (1) of this definition " , shall

be considered to be an "Eligible Person" only upon prior approval of the Commission.
The ' 'Anglo American Group " means the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa
Limited, Charter Consolidated Ltd. , De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd.. Hudson Bay
Mining and Smelting Co.. Limited. Minerals and Resources Corporation Ltd. , Anglo

American Corporation of Canada Limited. and Inspiration Consolidated Copper
Company and their respective subsidiaries.
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IN THE MATTER OF

ZAYRE CORPORATION

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C- 908. Decision, Oct. 27, 1977-Modifying Order, Oct. 8. 1980

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the order issued against the firm on
October 27. 1977. 42 FR 60138, 90 F. C. 329, in connection with the

availabilty and pricing of advertised specials. In conformity with the
modification allowed on Apri 9, 19BO to the order issued against Pay N Pak
Stores. Inc., Docket C-2780, the order requires only a liited diclosure of
availbilty where closeout merchandise is involved (merchandise whose en-

tire inventory is being disposed of at a reduced price and which is Dot planned
to be restoked).

ORDER REOPENING THE PROCEEDING AND MODIFYING DECISION
AND ORDER

On October 27 , 1977 , the Commission issued a Decision and Order
against Zayre Corp. in connection with the availability and pricing of
advertised specials. The Order includes a provision to prevent Zayre
from representing in its advertisements that merchandise is avail-
able at its stores at any price unless each advertised item is readily
available for sale at or below the advertised price and that each
advertised item is properly marked. There are certain exceptions to
the availability and pricing requirements of the Order.

On July 18, 1980, Zayre Corp. petitioned the Commission pursuant
to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended on
May 28, 1980 , and Section 2.51 of the Commission s Organization
Procedures and Rules of Practice, 16 C. R. 2. , to reopen the

proceeding for the limited purpose of modifying the consent order in
conformity with the modification allowed on April 9, 1980, to the
Order issued against Pay'N Pak Stores, Inc., Docket C-2780 , dealing
with "closeout" merchandise. On August 15, 1980, Zayre fied
supplemental papers with respect to its petition.

Closeout" merchandise was defined in the modified Pay N Pak
order as merchandise whose entire inventory is being disposed of at a
reduced price and which is not planned to be restocked. Zayre
proposal embodies the same definition. It would, as the Pay N Pak
order, require only a limited disclosure of availability where closeout
merchandise is involved.

After due consideration, the Commission believes that the public
interest wil be served by modifying the Zayre Corp. Decision and
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Order to allow a general availability limitation on "closeout"
merchandise.

It is ordered, That the proceeding is reopened.
It is further ordered, That the Zayre Corp. Decision and Order

issued on October 27 , 1977 , is modified as follows:

The following paragraph is to be inserted after the first subpara-
graph in Section 2(b) of the Order which concludes with the words
rain check.

For closeout items, in instances where an advertisement is for more than one store
the quantity limitation will be deemed to be complied with by disclosures that the
items are closeout items and that the ' quantities are limited to stock Dn hand'
Closeout designation is only appropriate for items where Zayre both is disposing of the
entire inventory of an item at a reduced price and is not planning on restocking the

item.
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IN THE MATTER OF

KELLOGG COMPANY, ET AL.

Docket 8883. Interlocutory Order, Oct. 9, 1980

ORDER DENYING IN PART MOTION To DISMISS AND DIRECTING THE
FILING OF A REPORT AND OF SUBSEQUENT BRIEFS

In its Order of July 31, 1980, the Commission deferred ruling on
one portion of the motion of General Foods Corporation ("General
Foods ) dated April 3 , 1980, for dismissal of the complaint in this
matter. ' In this portion of its motion General Foods contends that
the Commission has deprived it of due process of law "by impermissi-
bly intermingling its prosecutorial, administrative and judicial
functions to the point where the prosecution formulated the course
which the Commission then followed." Motion at 2. In the alterna-
tive, General Foods seeks a full evidentiary hearing into the matters
raised in its motion.

General Foods contends that dismissal of the complaint is required
because of the " improper and prejudicial" participation of former
chief administrative law judge Daniel Hanscom and of offcials of the
Bureau of Competition "in determining Judge Hinkes' status.
Memorandum of General Foods Corporation (1) In Support of its
Motion to Dismiss the Complaint, and (2) In Response to the Federal
Trade Commission Order of March 4, 1980 ("Memorandum ) at 38.

In our order of July 31, we noted that this contention had not

previously been raised, and before addressing it we determined to
augment the record by obtaining affdavits from those who appeared
best able to provide evidence relevant to the negotiation process with
Judge Hinkes and the role of Bureau of Competition offcials in that
process. In compliance with our order, Messrs. Daniel C. Schwartz
Peter Brickfield, Barry R. Rubin , John F. Dugan and Barry Kefauver
have fied affdavits. ' Having reviewed these affidavits, Mr. Kefau-
ver s affidavit of December 13, 1979, Judge Hanscom s affidavit of

December 5, 1979, and certain additional material, discussed in Part
II of this order, we have determined (1) to deny the reserved portion
of General Foods ' motion of April 3 , 1979 , insofar as it relates to the
activities of Judge Hanscom; (2) to defer disposition of that portion of
the motion insofar as it relates to the activities of offcials of the
Bureau of Competition; (3) to direct the Bureau of Competition to fie
the report specified in Part II of this order; and (4) to direct the
parties to file their views on the need for additional factfinding.

, The motiofl waS in other resp"cL t!l'nied in our order of July 31
, By memorandum uf August 21. 1m;O . Mr- Rubin corrected typographical errurs in his affid!lvit
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General Foods asserts that Judge Hanscom, in his former capacity
as Assistant Director for Evaluation in the Bureau of Competition
had signed and approved the memorandum . to the Commission
recommending issuance of the complaint in this proceeding. Memo-
randum at 35. While the memorandum recommending the complaint
is not part of the record in this adjudication, General Foods
assertion is evidently correct.' Having acted in this prosecutorial
capacity, Judge Hanscom was disqualified from participating in
adjudicative decision-making in the proceeding. 5 U.8.G 554(d). ' The
question, therefore, is whether Judge Hanscom s participation in the
process leading up to the contract with Judge Hinkes violated this
separation of functions requirement, or whether it was a permissible
involvement in an administrative decision divorced from the merits
of the proceeding.

We held, in our order of July 31 , that Judge Hanscom could
properly appoint a successor to Judge Hinkes, though he is disquali-
fied from the adjudication. Order at 13. As noted in our order, the
Commission some years ago held that the Chairman, who was not
participating in the adjudication in question, might nevertheless

properly exercise his discretion as administrative head of the agency
in the decision whether to seek to retain an ALJ in the very
proceeding as a retired annuitant. Hearst Corp., 81 F. C. 1028, 1029
(1972).

This distinction between adjudicative and administrative decision-
making wil inevitably be clearer in some instances than in others.
Whenever a decisionmaker acts in his or her administrative
capacity, and that decision directly relates to the adjudication, as
would always be true of a decision on retention of an ALJ, the action
wil perhaps inescapably be susceptible to the accusation of improper
motive. But suspicion alone is not enough. Officials who routinely
make administrative decisions of a particular kind wil not be held to
have exceeded the proper scope of their authority without clear
evidence of impropriety.

The evidence here falls short. There is not the slightest suggestion
in the record that Judge Hanscom recommended the contract out of
any belief that retention of Judge Hinkes in the Kellogg case would
result in rulings favorahle either to complaint counselor to
respondents.

, IrJ a colloquy at a hearing in November, 197" complaint counsel identified Judge Hanscom as one of the
signatories of the memorandum. Tr. 262Hl

. nAn employee or agent engaged in the performance of investigative or pfOs uting fUfH:tions for an agency 

a cas may not, in that ora factua!ly re!atedcas. , participate or advise in thedecisi Oil

" " .
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Instead, the record reflects that Judge Hanscom s only concern

was that if Judge Hinkes left the case, a retrial might be required, at
enormous expenditure, which could do little more than replicate the
record that had already been before Judge Hinkes. Such a concern is
not, as General Foods claims, a "direct, partisan interest in
preserving the consequences of (Judge Hanscom s) earlier involve-

ment " because it is not in any way addressed to the merits of the
adjudication. Rather, it is a purely administrative concern that
public resources not be wasted on duplicative proceedings. It follows
from these facts that as a matter of law, Judge Hanscom s action
involving the contract with Judge Hinkes did not amount to
participation in the decisionmaking process of the adjudication,
within the meaning of the applicable restriction in 5 U.S.C. 554(d).

Even if it be assumed that Judge Hanscom s participation in the
negotiations and his recommendations to the Chairman violated the
separation of functions requirement in the Administrative Proce-

dure Act, we hold that the remedy of dismissal sought by General
Foods is altogether inappropriate and unnecessary. If the contract
with Judge Hinkes was fundamentally flawed because of Judge
Hanscom s involvement in the process leading up to it, as General
Foods alleges, then the remedy would be removal of Judge Hinkes
which indeed is what General Foods urged when it first contended
that the contract was improper. Motion of General Foods Corpora-
tion to Disqualify the Administrative Law Judge, dated October 13
1978. The Chairman s decision of December 8 , 1978, not to submit the
contract to the Civil Service Commission for approval, together with
the Commission s order of the same date holding that, in the

circumstances, Judge Hinkes had become unavailable within the
meaning of 5 U.S.c. 554(d) as of the date of his retirement, had
precisely the effect of removing Judge Hinkes from the proceeding.
Thus we conclude that, even if we were to accept (which we do not)
that Judge Hanscom erred in recommending the contract, General
Foods has not been prejudiced, for any arguable harm has been
ameliorated by the removal of Judge Hinkes.

II.

With respect to the contentions of General Foods about the role of
offcials of the Bureau of Competition in the process leading to the
offer of the contract to Judge Hinkes, we have concluded that more
evidence is needed before we can rule.

, Insofar as General Foos intends to suggest that Judge Hanscom s actions Were unlawful under any of the
them;e:; outlined On pages 43 to 46 orits Memoraodum , we fiod that suggestion to be wholly without merit.
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As we indicated in our order of July 31, the purpose of the
ancilary inquiry now is to establish facts suffcient to permit our
disposition of allegations that officials of the Bureau of Competition
violated the Commission ex parte rule, Rules of Practice Section 4.
or otherwse improperly breached the separation of functions

requirement of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 UB.C. 554(d).
The affdavits submitted in response to that order, together with
materials previously entered in the record, provide an account of the
Bureau s involvement from August 14, 1978, in the negotiation

process that culminated in the contract with Judge Hinkes. With one
exception ' the Commission concludes that no further factual
development is necessary at this time with respect to the actions of
the various participants in the process from August 14, 1978, on.

However, the affdavits do not establish how offcials of the
Bureau first learned that Judge Hinkes was contemplating retire-
ment. Mr. Schwartz states that he "first learned of Judge Hinkes
contemplated retirement from members of the staff of the Bureau of
Competition on or about the date of the meeting which was held on
August 14, 1978, . . . . " Schwartz Aff. 1; see also id. 4. He does
not state who the "members of the staff' were.

There is a second ground for our continuing the inquiry. It arises
from material brought to the Commission s attention by the General
Counsel. In the course of preparing the Commission s defense to an
action brought by Kellogg Co. on July 24 , 1980, under the Freedom of
Information Act for, inter alia, documents referring or relating to
the employment of law judges who have stated an intention to leave
their regular law judge position, and for documents referring or
relating to any policy or practice of the Commission regarding
actions to be taken by Commission employees upon an ALJ's leaving
or stating an intention to leave, the staff of the General Counsel'
offce undertook a thorough canvass to be certain that all responsive
documents had been located. In the course of that search, the

General Counsel obtained, from the fies of complaint counsel
documents which appeared relevant to this ancilary inquiry. The
General Counsel brought these documents to our attention, and we
now direct that they be placed on the record.

The first document is a memorandum to the fie from Anthony
Low Joseph, dated December 10, 1978, reporting a telephone
conversation with counsel for one respondent:

Mr. Savarese called to ask when I learned about the Judge s contract. I told him
that I learned of it via FTC: Watch. He asked about discussions between the Judge and

. Se footnote 7 infra
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me. I said that the Judge had mentioned he was considering retirement before the
announcement On the record, but that we had not discussed a contract. He asked if the
Judge and I had ever discussed the contract. I said no.

The others are a series of FTC staff proposed draft fiings, some of
which are hand-dated December 1977, that embody a projected
request that Judge Hinkes make notes on the demeanor of witnesses.
Should Administrative Law Judge Hinkes, for any reason, be

unable to continue presiding over the Kellogg hearings " the drafts

state, "such preliminary notes would facilitate the transition to a
successor administrative law judge

* *

The circumstances under which complaint counsel learned of
Judge Hinkes ' plans to retire, and any actions taken in consequence
by complaint counselor other Bureau staff, are potentially material
to our disposition of the reserved portion of General Foods ' motion.
The documents brought to our attention by the General Counsel may
or may not be relevant, but they do require explanation.

We turn, then , to the means by which this further inquiry is to be
carried out. In endeavoring to establish the facts relevant to the
disposition of motions before us in the ancilary proceeding, we have
twice requested affdavits from those who appeared best able to
provide such facts. Order of November 13 , 1979; Order of July 31
1980. The taking of affdavits is a proper means of initial inquiry.
GraZier, Inc. v. FTC, 615 F. 2d 1215 (9th Cir. 1980), and cases cited in
our order of July 31 , 1980, at 19, note 15. Indeed, this device yielded a
satisfactory evidentiary basis for our conclusion that, measuring the
material facts against applicable legal standards, the relief sought by
respondents as a consequence of the contract with Judge Hinkes and
the negotiations preceding it was unwarranted. Order of July 31
1980, at 14-23.

In this new phase of the inquiry, focusing on allegations of
misconduct by the Bureau of Competition, the affdavits fied in
compliance with our order of July 31 have likewise provided useful
evidence. In particular, the affdavits set forth the discussions at the
meetings of August 14 and 16, 1978, in suffcient detail so that no
additional inquiry of the known participants in those events appears
necessary. However, as noted earlier, the affdavits fail to establish
how the Bureau of Competition learned of Judge Hinkes' intention
to retire, and of course they do not account for the documents from
complaint counsel' s files quoted above.

While additional affidavits might resolve these matters, it is not
clear to whom instructions to fie such affdavits ought to be
directed. Therefore, we are imposing on the Bureau of Competition
itself the obligation to fie, within 45 days, a report stating with
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specificity, and accompanied by appropriate affdavits and docu-
ments, the date, circumstances, and content of any extrarecord
conversation between Judge Hinkes and any member of the Bureau
staff, presently or formerly employed, concerning Judge Hinkes
possible retirement, or of any conversation between any other law
judge or any employee of the Office of Administrative Law Judges
and any member of the Bureau staff, presently or formerly em-
ployed, concerning Judge Hinkes ' possible retirement; and the date,
circumstances, and content of any subsequent conversation among
members of the Bureau staff, presently or formerly employed,
concerning actions to be taken with respect to the employment or
other status of Judge Hinkes, or the content of any document
concerning such actions.

It is impossible at this point to predict whether further factfnding
will be needed after the Bureau fies its report, and if so, by what
precise method such factfinding ought to be accomplished. The
report of the Bureau is a means by which those who know the facts
may explain on the record the significance, if any, of the documents
and events in question to the issues before us. If this report, together
with the other evidence of record, proves to be insuffcient to permit
our determination of the allegations that offcials of the Bureau of
Competition breached the separation of functions and ex parte

barriers in the Administrative Procedurl! Act and the Commission
rules, it may be necessary to seek the services of an administrative
law judge from another agency to superintend such additional
inquiry as will be required.

We want the facts to be produced, promptly and fully, that wil
enable us to sustain or reject these allegations. An ambiguity in one
affdavit, and newly discovered documents that require explanation
leave us unable to find those facts after the initial round of
affdavits. Aided by the views of the parties, we shall review the
report and other evidence to determine whether further inquiry,
under the superintendence of an outside law judge, is needed.

It is therefore ordered, That:

A. General Foods ' motion to
insofar as the motion is based

activities of Judge Hanscom;
B. The Bureau of Competition shall fie with the Commission

Nithin 45 days of the date of this Order, the report specified in Part
'1 of this Order.

dismiss the complaint is denied

upon allegations concerning the

, In addition, jf it is a fact that Anthony Low Joseph attended the meeting with Messrs- Schwartz, Brickfield
ugan , Kefauver , and Rubin on August 14 , 1978 (see Rubin Aff. '15). then the Bureall s report shaH be accompanied
I an affidavit from Mr- Joseph, responding to the qlJestiOf15 posed in Paragraph fo' ofour Order of ,Ju!y 31
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C. Within 20 days of the fiing of the report, the parties shall fie
their views on whether additional factfinding is necessary prior to
our determination of the reserved portion of General Foods ' motion
and if so, what material facts they believe need to be adduced in such
additional factfinding.
D. The Secretary shall place on the docket of this proceeding, and

serve upon the parties, the following documents:

(1) A memorandum to the file from Anthony Low Joseph, dated
December 10, 1978; and

(2) Five drafts of proposed requests pertaining to preparation of
notes on demeanor, prepared by unidentified staff members of the
Bureau of Competition.

Chairman Pertschuk and Commissioner Pitofsky did not partici-
pate.
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IN THE MATTER OF

SMITHKLINE CORPORATION

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF

THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket 30#3. Complaint. Oct. 9, 1980-Decision, Oct. 9, 1980

This consent order requires , among other things , a Philadelphia , Pa. manufacturer
of prescription medicines, proprietary pharmaceuticals, and animal health
products, to divest itself of the assets of Sea & Ski, except for its plant and
equipment, within six months of the effective date of this order. Respondent is
further required , upon request of the buyer , to furnish technical, market and
quality control information for a one-year period specified in the order and to
maintain the value of the products OT assets of Sea & Ski and preserve it as a
viable , ongoing business pending divestiture.

Appearances

For the Commission: C. W Corddry.

For the respondent: Robert
Ingersoll Washington, D.

Lewis, Ballard, Spahr, Andrews &

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the
above named respondent, subject to the jurisdiction of the Commis-
sion, wil, on April 10, 1980, have acquired all the stock of Allergan
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended, (15 V. C. 18) and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, (15 U.S.C. 45), and having found that a
proceeding in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby
issues its complaint, pursuant to Section 11 of the Clayton Act (15

C. 21) and Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15
C. 45(b)), stating its charges as follows:

DEFINITION

1. For purposes of this complaint, the term "sun care products
means any formulation designed, promoted, and sold for application
to the skin before or during exposure to sunlight in order to prevent
inhibit, facilitate, or simulate any condition of the skin.
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II.

RESPONDENT

2. SmithKline Corporation is a corporation organized, existing,
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania with its principal offce and place of
business located at 1500 Spring Garden St. , Philadelphia, Pennsylva-
nia.
3. In 1979 SmitbKline, including its foreign subsidiaries, had

consolidated revenues of approximately $1.35 bilion and consolidat-
ed assets of approximately $1.2 billon.

4. SmithKline is engaged primarily in the research, development
manufacture, and marketing of prescription medicines, proprietary
pharmaceuticals, animal health products, ultrasonic and electronic
instruments, cosmetics, and sun care products. and in the operation
of numerous clinical laboratories.

5. SmithKline has been engaged in the manufacture and sale of
sun care products through its subsidiary, the Sea & Ski Corporation,
since the 1960'

THE ACQUIRED CORPORATION

6. Allergan Pharmaceuticals, Inc. is a corporation organized,

existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware with its principal offce and place of business at
2525 Dupont Drive, Irvine, Caliornia.
7. In 1979 Allergan, including its foreign subsidiaries, had

consolidated revenues of approximately $82.45 milion and consoli-
dated assets of$88.75 milion.
8. Allergan is engaged primarily in the research, development

manufacture, and marketing of prescription and non-prescriptior
pharmaceutical products in the specialty fields of ophthalmolog:
and dermatology.

9. Allergan, through its Herbert Laboratories division, has bee!
engaged in the manufacture and sale of sun care products since 197,

IV.

JURISDICTION

10. At all times relevant herein, respondent has been and
engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Clayton Act
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amended, and engaged in or affecting commerce within the meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.

THE ACQUISITION

n. As of April 10, 1980, respondent SmithKline Corporation wil
have acquired all of the issued and outstanding shares of Allergan
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and the former shareholders of Allergan wil
hold approximately 4 300,000 shares of SmithKline common stock
worth approximately $259 milion. In this manner Allergan wil
become a wholly-owned subsidiary of SmithKline.

VI.

TRADE AND COMMERCE

12. For the purposes of this complaint, the relevant product

market is the manufacture and sale of sun care products and the
relevant geographic market is the United States.

13. Sun care products are comprised primarily of sun tanning
and sun screening preparations used to control the effects on the
skin of exposure to sunlight.

14. Factory sales of sun care products in the United States in
1979 are estimated to have been approximately $94 milion.
15. SmithKline and Allergan have been actual competitors in the

nanufacture and sale of sun care products since 1974.
16. In 1979, mithKline, through Sea & Ski, and Allergan ranked

pproximately fourth and seventh respectively in total sales among
II sun care products manufacturers. SmithKline s share is estimat-
:I to have been approximately 8.8% and Allergan s share approxi-
lately 2.7%.
17. The sun care products market is concentrated. In 1979 the
ur top ranking firms accounted for approximately 70 percent of

mestic sales.
18. The major manufacturers of sun care products, including
:pondent and Allergan Pharmaceuticals, Inc. , market their prod-
;s in all fifty states.

VII.

EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION; VIOLATIONS CHARGED

The effects of the acquisition by SmithKline of Allergan may
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be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly
in the manufacture and sale of sun care products in the United
States in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, and
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, in the
following ways, among others:

a. Actual competition between respondent and Allergan in the

manufacture and sale of sun care products wil be eliminated;
b. Allergan as a substantial , independent competitive factor in

the manufacture and sale of sun care products wil be eliminated;
c. Concentration in the manufacture and sale of sun care

products wil be increased, and the possibility of deconcentration

may be diminished;
d. Additional acquisitions and mergers in the industry may be

encouraged.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of tbe proposed merger of SmithKline Corporation and Allergan

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and the respondent having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of a complaint which the Bureau of
Competition proposed to present to the Commission for its consider-
ation and which, if issued by the Commission would charge
respondent with violation of the Clayton and Federal Trade Commis-
sion Acts; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by
the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such

complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent SmithKline Corporation is a corporation orga-
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nized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania with its office and the principal
place of business located at 1500 Spring Garden St., in the City of
Philadelphia, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Allergan Pharmaceuticals, Inc. was a corporation organized,

existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware with its offces and principal place of business
located at 2525 Dupont Drive in the City of Irvine, State of

California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

For the purpose of this order, the term "sun care products" means
any formulation designed, promoted, and sold for application to the
skin before or during exposure of sunlight in order to prevent

inhibit, faciltate, or simulate any condition of the skin.

It is ordered, That, subject to the prior approval of the Federal
Trade Commission, respondent, through its officers, directors, em-
ployees, subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions, successors, and assigns
shall within six (6) months from the date on which this order
becomes final divest absolutely and in good faith all assets, proper-
ties, rights, and privileges, tangible and intangible, of the subsidiary
of respondent SmithKline Corporation known as the Sea & Ski
Corporation, including but not limited to molds for the fabrication of
plastic bottles, raw material reserves, inventory, lists of customers
product trade names, product trademarks, patents, assignable li-
censes (non-assignable licenses shall be relinquished), manufactur-
ing specifications and procedures, market research materials, sales
training materials, research and development projects (including
licenses, license applications Notices of Claimed Investigational
Exemption for a New Drug (IND's)), but excluding real property,
plant, equipment and machinery of the Reno , Nevada, facility other
than molds for the fabrication of plastic bottles. Such divestiture
,hall be made to a third party which represents that it intends to use
;he assets in the manufacture, distribution or sale of sun care

Jroducts in the United States.
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It is further ordered That, upon the written request of the acquirer
of the divested property, respondent shall, for no longer than one (1)
year from the date of the agreement with such acquirer to transfer
the assets referred to in Paragraph I, furnish such technical, market,
and quality control information of SmithKline Corporation accumu-
lated as a result of its ownership of the Sea & Ski Corporation and
make available such personnel and technical assistance as may be
necessary to enable the acquirer to manufacture and market those
sun care products manufactured in the United States by SmithKline
Corporation at the time of its merger with Allergan Pharmaceuti-
cals, Inc.

It is further ordered, That, pending the divestiture required by this
order, respondent shall not cause and shall use its best efforts to
prevent, any diminution of value of the products or assets of Sea &
Ski Corporation, and shall preserve the Sea & Ski Corporation as a
viable, ongoing business.

It is further ordered, That, pursuant to the requirements of
Paragraph I above, none of the assets of the Sea & Ski Corporation
shall be divested directly or indirectly to anyone who is, at the time
of divestiture, an officer, director, employee, or agent of, or under the
control , direction, or influence of, respondent or any of respondent'
subsidiaries or affliated corporations whether direct or indirect, or
who owns or controls more than one (1) percent of the outstanding
shares of the capital stock of respondent.

It is further ordered. That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after the date of service of this order, and every sixty (60) days

thereafter until respondent has fully complied with the divestiture
provision of this order, and once thereafter on the expiration of the
provisions of Paragraph II of this order, submit in writing to the
Federal Trade Commission a verified report setting forth in detail
the manner and form in which respondent intends to comply, is
complying or has complied with this order. Until divestiture 
accomplished, all compliance reports shall include, among other

335- 34 0 - 81 - 40
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things that are from time to time required, a summary of contacts or
negotiations with anyone for the disposition of the assets specified in
Paragraph I of this order, the identity of all such persons and copies
of all written communications between such persons and respondent.

It is further ordered, That respondent notify the Federal Trade
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in
the corporate respondent such as dissolution, assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.
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IN THE MATI'ER OF

BENTON & BOWLES, INCORPORATED

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3044. Complaint, Oct. 10, 1980-Decision, Oct. 10, 1980

This consent order requires, among other things, a New York City advertising
agency to cease depicting, in advertising, children eight years of age or
younger operating non-motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicles in an unsafe
or illegal manner. This includes representing children operating such vehicles
in traffic thoroughfares without adult supervision , and performing stunts or
similar acts which create an unreasonable risk of harm to person or property.

Appearances

For the Commission: Susan Elliott.

For the respondent: Stuart Lee Friedel, Davis Gilbert New York

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Benton & Bowles
Incorporated, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent,

has violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Benton & Bowles, Incorporated is a
corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York with its offce and
principal place of business located at 909 Third Ave" New York, New
York.

PAR, 2, Respondent has been retained by AMF, Incorporated as its
advertising agency and is now and for all times relevant to this
complaint has been engaged in the production and distribution of
advertisements for a variety of bicycles, tricycles and other wheeled
toys manufactured by AMF, Incorporated.

PAR. 3. Respondent has prepared and placed for publication and
has disseminated advertising material, including, but not limited to
the advertising referred to herein , to promote the sale of bicycles and
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tricycles, including, but not limited to, the "Evel Knievel MX " the
Evel Knievel Hot Seat " and the "Avenger.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business,

respondent has been, and is now, in substantial competition in or
affecting commerce with other advertising agencies.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business

respondent has disseminated, and caused the dissemination of
certain television advertisements concerning said products in or
affecting commerce which were broadcast by television stations
located in various States of the United States, and in the District of
Columbia, having suffcient power to carry such broadcasts across
state lines, for the purpose of inducing, and which were likely to
induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said products in or
affecting commerce.

PAR. 6. Typical and illustrative of the statements and representa-
tions in respondent's advertisements disseminated by means of
television, but not all inclusive thereof, are the "Can t Wait" and
Avenger" advertisements. In "Can t Wait," two young boys are

shown riding their respective vehicles, a bicycle and tricycle, down
their parallel driveways, continuing a short distance into the

adjoining street so as to greet each other, without slowing down or
looking out for cars or other possible dangers to themselves or

others. In "Avenger " one young boy is shown riding a bicycle on a
one-way street , then turning onto a sidewalk and into a vacant dirt
lot without slowing down or looking right or left, riding over rough
and uneven ground in the dirt lot, and then turning into an alley
without slowing down or looking right or left.
PAR. 7. A. The aforesaid advertisements have the tendency or

capacity to influence young children to ride or operate a bicycle,
tricycle or other similar wheeled toy in a street, road , alley or other
traffc thoroughfare.

B. Furthermore, the aforesaid advertisements have the tendency
or capacity to influence children to engage in the following behavior
with respect to the use of bicycles, tricycles, or other similar wheeled
toys:

1. Riding across rough and uneven ground on a bicycle, tricycle
or other similar wheeled toy in a manner which creates an
unreasonable risk of harm to person or property;

2. Riding or operating a bicycle, tricycle or other wheeled toy in a
manner which is contrary to generally recognized standards of safety
for the operation or use of a bicycle, tricycle or other similar wheeled
toy.
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Therefore, such advertisements have the tendency or capacity to
induce behavior which involves an unreasonable risk of harm to

person or property, and were and are therefore unfair or deceptive
acts or practices.

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid businesses, and at
all times mentioned herein , respondent has been and is now in
substantial competition, in or affecting commerce, with other
corporations engaged in the advertising of bicycles, tricycles or other
wheeled toys.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts or practices of respondent, as herein
alleged as aforesaid, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of
the public and of respondent's competitors, and constituted and now
constitute unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce
and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce , in
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the named respondent having been furnished thereafter
with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its consider-
ation and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge the
named respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission
Act; and

The named respondent, Benton & Bowles, Incorporated, its

attorneys, and counsel for the Commission having thereafter execut-
ed an agreement containing a consent order, and admission by the
named respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by the named respondent that the law has been violated
as alleged in such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the named
respondent has violated the said Act, and that complaint should
issue stating its charges in that respect, and having thereupon
accepted the executed agreement and placed such agreement on the
public record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Sec. 2.34 of its Rules,
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the Commission hereby issues its complaint, makes . the following
jurisdictional findings, and enters the following order:

1. The named respondent, Benton & Bowles, Incorporated, is a
corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York with an office and place
of business located at 909 Third Ave. , New York, New York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

For the purpose of this Order, the term "non-motorized two- or
three-wheeled vehicle" shall include bicycles, tricycles, and other
similar non-motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicles. The term
minibike" shall refer to motorized two-wheeled vehicles without

gears and shall not include mopeds.

It is ordered, That respondent Benton & Bowles, Incorporated, a
corporation. hereinafter referred to as respondent, its successors and
assigns, and their offcers, agents, representatives, and employees
directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other
device, in connection with the advertising in or affecting commerce
of any non-motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicle or minibike,
cease and desist from, directly or by implication:

A. Representing, in any manner, any child who appears to be
eight years old or younger operating any non-motorized two- or

three-wheeled vehicle in any public street, road, alley or other traffc
thoroughfare; provided, however that this provision shall not apply
to the depiction of any child who appears to be five to eight years old
operating a non-motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicle in any
public street, road, alley, or other traffc thoroughfare when such
child is accompanied and closely supervised by a person who appears
to be eighteen years old or older and who is operating a non-
motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicle.

B. Representing, in any manner, any person(s) performing
stunts, jumps, wheelies, or any other similar act while operating a
non-motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicle when such act(s)
create(s) an unreasonable risk of harm to person or property;
provided, however, that this provision shall not apply to the depiction
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of persons using motorcross bikes in an adult-supervised off-the-road
setting and in which the participants are shown wearing helmets
and where arms, legs, and feet are suitably covered.

C. Representing, in any manner, any person(s) operating or
riding a non-motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicle in any public
street, road, alley or other traffc thoroughfare:

1. without obeying all applicable offcial traffc control devices;

2. other than upon , astride or straddling a regular seat attached
thereto;

3. with more persons on it, at anyone time, than the vehicle is
designed or safely equipped to carry, except that an adult rider may
carry a child securely attached to its person in a back pack or sling;

4. while carrying any package, bundle, or article which obstructs
vision or interferes with the proper control of the vehicle;
5. when such person attaches himself/herself or the vehicle to

any other vehicle; provided, however, that this provision shall not

apply to the depiction of a bicycle trailer or bicycle semitrailer
attached to a bicycle if that trailer or semitrailer has been designed
for such attachment and when the operation of such a bicycle with
such an attachment does not create an unreasonable risk of harm to
person or property;

6. unless such vehicle is equipped with reflectors in conformance
with Section 1512. 16 of the "Revised Safety Standards for Bicycles
(16 CFR 1512 (1978)) or any successor provision, rule or regulation
issued by the Consumer Product Safety Commission and, in addition
a functioning headlamp whenever such person is operating or riding
a non-motorized two- or three-wheeled vehicle at dawn, dusk or
night;
7. while wearing loose clothing or long coats that can catch in

pedals, chains or wheels;
8. against the flow of traffc;

9. unless such person exercises proper caution, such as by riding
at a reasonable speed and at a reasonable distance from parked cars
and the edge of the road, with respect to:

car doors opening and cars pullng out into traffc; and,
drain grates, soft shoulders and other road surface hazards;

10. in other than single fie when travellng with other such
vehicles; provided, however. that this provision shall not apply to the
depiction of persons riding in other than single fie when such
behavior does not impede the normal and reasonable movement of
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traffc and does not create an unreasonable risk of harm to person or
property;

11. unless such person exercises proper caution before entering

or crossing any public street, road, alley or other traffc thoroughfare
from any non-traffc area by first stopping and looking right and left
and yielding the right-of-way to all vehicles approaching on such
public thoroughfare to the extent necessary to safely enter the flow
of traffc;

12. unless such person exercises proper caution before entering
or crossing any sidewalk or other pedestrian pathway by first
looking right and left and yielding the right-of-way to all pedestrians
approaching on such pedestrian pathway.

D. Representing, in any manner, any person operating a mini-
bike in any public street, road, alley or other traffc thoroughfare
unless such operation is lawful under applicable vehicle codes.

II.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this Order to each of its operating divisions which engage or
shall engage in the preparation or dissemination of advertising.

It is further ordered, That respondent notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change such as
dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a

successor corporation. the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the Order.

It is further ordered, That the respondent herein shall, within
sixty (60) days after service upon it of this Order, fie with the
Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which it has complied with this Order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

BINNEY & SMITH INC.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3045. Complaint. Oct. 16. 1980-Deision, Oct. 1980

This consent order requires, among other things, a manufacturer of art materials
located in Easton , Pa. , to cease fixing the prices of its products. The firm is
required to establish interest-bearing escrow accounts for the purpose of
making restitution to consumers for purchases of certain school art materials.
Further, the firm is required to distribute consumer redress funds to any state
institutions which purchased said products; the FTC, with the cooperation of

the State Attorney General, will distribute the repetive funds in lump-sum

amounts to each of the states which satisfy the application requirements for
receiving the money.

Appearances

For the Commission: Susan L. Belman.

For the respondent: Bruce A. Hecker

Casey, New York City.
Shea. Gould. Climenko &

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the
above-named respondent has violated the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, issues this complaint.

RESPONDENTS

1. Respondent Binney & Smith Inc. is a Delaware corporation
with its principal offce located at 1100 Church Lane, Easton,
Pennsylvania.

2. At all times relevant to this complaint, respondent has been
engaged in the manufacture, offering for sale, sale, and distribution
of chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera paints.

COMMERCE

3. Respondent maintains, and has maintained, a substantial

course of business, including the acts and practices alleged in this
complaint, in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.
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COMPETITION

4. In the course and conduct of its business, and at all times

mentioned herein , respondent has been in competition with other
corporations, firms, or individuals engaged in the manufacture,
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of chalks, crayons, waterco-
lors, or tempera paints, except to the extent that competition has
been restrained by the acts and practices alleged in this complaint.

NATURE OF THE OFFENSE

5. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent has

engaged, or is engaging, in the following acts or practices, among
others:

(a) For some years from at least as early as 1972 through at least
as late as 1978, respondent and competitors engaged in the manufac-
ture and sale of chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera paints, met
discussed and exchanged, prior to the publication of price lists for the
forthcoming year, certain prices for those products, which were to be
contained in such price lists.

(b) Through the meetings, discussions, and exchanges alleged in
paragraph 5(a), respondent and competitors engaged in the manufac-
ture and sale of chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera paints
reached understandings or agreements concerning certain prices for
those products to be contained in the published price lists for the
forthcoming year.

(c) From at least as early as 1972 through at least as late as 1978

respondent and competitors engaged in the manufacture and sale of
chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera paints published and had in
effect price lists which reflected a uniformity of retail prices for
certain , if not all, chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera paints.
The price lists usually were in effect for one year, and were used to
establish uniform prices for sales to distributors and other custom-
ers.

(d) The price lists alleged in paragraph 5(c) reflected the under-
standings or agreements alleged in paragraph 5(b).

6. By means of certain, if not all, the acts and practices alleged in
paragraph 5, among others, respondent, in combination , agreement
understanding, or conspiracy with others, has fixed or is fixing the
prices at which certain, if not all, chalks, crayons, watercolors, or
tempera paints were or are sold.

Thus, respondent has engaged, or is engaging, in unfair acts or
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practices in violation of Section 5(a)(1) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

EFFECTS

7. The capacity,
respondent was to:

(a) Fix , control, establish, stabilze, or maintain the prices at which
various of respondent's chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera
paints are sold or resold.

(b) Lessen, eliminate, frustrate or hinder actual or potential
competition in the sale and distribution of various of respondent'

chalks, crayons , watercolors, or tempera paints.
(c) Artificially inflate the price paid by consumers for various of

respondent' s chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera paints.
(d) Deprive consumers of prices determined by free and open

competition and of the other benefits of competition.

tendency or effect of the above conduct of

8. The acts and practices of respondent alleged here constitute
unfair acts or practices in violation of Section 5(a)(1) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Cleveland Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with a
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent, and its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent

order, dated March 17 , 1980, and modified as of August 20, 1980, an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter and having deter-
mined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has violated
the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its charges in
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that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed consent
agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for a
period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the comments
fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2.34 of its
Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in
Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint
makes the following jurisdictional findings, and enters the following
order:
1. Respondent Binney & Smith Inc. is a Delaware corporation

with its principal offce located at 1100 Church Lane, in the City of
Easton, State of Pennsylvania.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

As used in this order:

(a) Person means any individual, partnership, firm, corporation,
association, or other business or other legal entity.

(b) State means a state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, the Northern Mariana
Islands, and any other territory of the United States.

(c) State Institution means any state agency, instrumentality, or
institution or any political subdivision thereof, including, but not
limited to, any county, city, town, municipality, or school district
which purchases school art materials.

(d) 'Art materials" means any of the following products: adhesives
(including art and craft glue and white paste), art kits (including
combinations of crayons, watercolors, brushes, glue or chalk),
brushes, chalks (including art, chalkboard and industrial chalk),
craft kits (including fabric crayons and fabric crayon kits), crayons
(including drawing, checking, and marking crayons), modeling clays,
oil pastels, paints (including finger paint, finger paint powder

tempera, poster paint, watercolors, and transparent, powder, and
textile paints), paper (including finger paint paper and stencil
paper), water color markers, stencil brushes, chalkboard cleaner

stencil knives, pencils (including drawing and charcoal pencils),
modeling material, excello squares, ink (including printing ink),
linoleum blocks, linoleum, acrylics, and media mixer.

(e) Respondent" means Binney & Smith Inc. , a Delaware corpora-
tion , its subsidiaries and divisions , with its principal offce located at
1100 Church Lane, Easton, Pennsylvania.
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It is ordered, That respondent, its successors and assigns, and its
officers, and respondent' s agents, representatives, and employees,
directly or indirectly, or through any corporation, subsidiary,
division or other device, in connection with the manufacture,
offering for sale, sale or distribution of art materials in or affecting
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act, do forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly:

(1) Entering into, maintaining, or enforcing any agreement
combination, understanding or plan with any competitor to fix
determine, establish, or maintain the prices, discounts or other
terms or conditions for the sale of art materials.

(2) Submitting any bid to any customer or prospective customer for
the sale of any art materials when any price, term or condition of
sale or any element contained in such bid was discussed with
disclosed to, or received from, directly or indirectly, any competitor
actual or potential.

(3) Circulating or sending to, or exchanging with, any other person
who manufactures, distributes, markets or sells art materials, any
price list, price quotation or pricing factor applicable to art materi-
als-except for price lists, price quotations, or pricing factors

provided to or received from any person in the course of, and solely
related to, negotiating for, entering into, or carrying out bona fide
sales or potential sales by respondent directly to such person-
advance of the printing, publication, effectuation, circulation or

communication of such price lists, price quotations, or pricing factors
to customers generally.

(4) Collecting from, circulating to or exchanging with, or reporting
or recommending to any competitor who manufactures, distributes,
markets or sells art materials, any cost factor or average cost of
manufacture or sale of art materials, or any formulas for computing
such cost.

(5) Communicating or exchanging with any other person who
manufactures, distributes, markets, or sells art materials, any actual
or proposed price, price change, discount, or other term or condition
of sale at or upon which art materials are to be, or have been, sold-
except for such information provided to or received from any person
in the course of, and solely related to, negotiating for, entering into
or carrying out bona fide sales or potential sales by respondent
directly to such person-prior to the communication of such
information to customers generally.
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(6) Disclosing to, or communicating to, any other person who
manufactures, distributes, markets, or sells art materials:

(a) respondent' s intention to submit, or not to submit, a bid to any
purchaser

(b) the fact that a bid has or has not been submitted prior to the
communication of such information to the general public, or

(c) the content of any bid prior to the communication of such
information to the general public; except that, in declining to furnish
a price quotation to a distributor to be used in connection with a
particular bid, respondent may disclose that the reason for such
refusal is respondent' s intention to bid directly.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, for a period of five (5)
years from the date of entry of this order, furnish simultaneously
with each bid or quotation required to be sealed which is submitted
by it for the sale of art materials to any purchaser, a written

certification by an offcer of respondent, that such bid was not in any
way the result, directly or indirectly, of any agreement, understand-
ing, or communication with any other producer, seller or distributor.

It is further ordered, That, for a period of five (5) years from the
date of entry of this order, respondent shall preserve all written
price computations and other written calculations actually per-

formed by respondent in the preparation and submission of any bid
required to be sealed which is submitted to any actual or potential
purchaser of art materials. Respondent shall retain such written
computations and calculations for a period of at least five (5) years
from the date each bid which is based on such computations or

calculations is submitted to any purchaser.

It is further ordered, That:

(1) Respondent establish, within five (5) days after the date this
order is served on respondent, an Escrow Account at the Continental
Bank, 30 North LaSalle St. , Chicago, Ilinois, and designate Conti-
nental Bank as the Escrow Agent to receive monies , information and
documents , to disburse monies and to carry out such other functions
as may be provided for pursuant to the terms of this order, and the
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written directions of the Federal Trade Commission or its designee.
The duties of the Escrow Agent shall be as outlined in the Escrow
Instructions here attached as Appendix A and incorporated herein.
Further, the parties shall be bound to the terms of said Escrow
Instructions whether or not they are signatories thereto.

(2) Respondent shall deposit one milion dollars ($1 000 000) in the

Escrow Account in the following manner. A first deposit of five
hundred thousand dollars ($500 000) shall be made within five (5)
days after the order is served on respondent and the second deposit
of the remaining five hundred thousand dollars ($500 000) shall be

made on or before February 1 , 1981. In the event that the order is not
served on respondent prior to February 1, 1981 , the second deposit of
five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) shall be made within three
(3) months after such service occurs.

(3) All interest earned on the funds deposited in the Escrow
Account shall be added to the Escrow Account and disbursed by the
Escrow Agent pursuant to the terms of this order, the Escrow
Instructions, and the written directions of the Federal Trade
Commission or its designee.
(4) Respondent shall not issue any instructions or directions

respecting the Escrow Account to the Federal Trade Commission or
its designee, or to the Escrow Agent with respect to the performance
of their duties. These duties shall be pursuant to this order and to
the Escrow Instructions, and shall include, but not be limited to, the
investment of the property held by the Escrow Agent, the disburse-
ment of the property held by the Escrow Agent, and compliance with
any written directions of the Federal Trade Commission or its
designee. Respondent shall not exercise any control over the
property in the Escrow Account.

It is further ordered, That:

(1) Respondent shall submit to the Federal Trade Commission
within thirty (30) days after the date this order is served on

respondent, a notarized affidavit executed by a duly authorized
offcer of respondent listing, to the best of its knowledge, the names
of all the states within which any state institutions made purchases
of respondent's chalk, crayons, watercolors, or tempera paints
during any of the years 1972 through 1979, inclusive.

(2) As it has been determined by the Federal Trade Commission
that the most readily identifiable and most significantly affected
market consists of the school art materials purchasers, the sole
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purpose of the Escrow Account established pursuant to Section IV of
this order is to disburse the consumer redress funds to any state
institutions that purchase chalks, crayons, watercolors, or tempera
paints for schools and are located in a state listed pursuant to
Section V(l) of this order. Provisions contained herein or to be
adopted in the future for the distribution of the funds are and shall
be designed to accomplish such purpose in a manner most feasible
effcient and not inconsistent with the other provisions of this order.

(3) The Federal Trade Commission or its designee shall determine
the appropriate recipients of funds in the Escrow Account, the sum
paid to each recipient, and the most appropriate method to distribute
the funds, taking into consideration the amount of funds available,
the administrative feasibilty and costs of disbursement, and the
purpose of the Escrow Account, and shall instruct the Escrow Agent
to distribute the funds in accordance with its determination.

(4) Funds to be distributed pursuant to paragraphs (1) through (3)
of Section V of this order shall be paid out of the Escrow Account
within three (3) years after the date of service of this order. All funds
remaining in the Escrow Account after three (3) years from the date
of service of this order shall be returned to respondent.

It is further ordered, That respondent:

(1) Serve within sixty (60) days after the entry of this order a copy
of this order upon each of its offcers and directors, and upon each of
its employees and agents who have any responsibility for establish-
ing prices, discounts or other terms or conditions for the sale of art
materials.

(2) File with the Federal Trade Commission two (2) separate
written reports setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order; the first report to be filed within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, and the second
report to be fied within thirty (30) days after February 1 , 1981.

(3) Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in the respondent which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of this order.
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ApPENDIX A

To: Continental Ilinois National Bank
and Trust Company of Chicago

Trust and Investment Service

Corporate Trust Division , Escrow Setion
30 North LaSalle Street-10th Floor
Chicago, Ilinois 60693

The following property will be deposited with you by the undersigned within the
designated times:

Two deposits, each of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($.500,000), for a sum total
of One Milion Dollars ($1 000 000), wil be deposited in accordance with the
instructions designated in paragaph 2 of section IV of the Agreement
Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist entered into between Binney &
Smith Inc. and staff of the Cleveland Regional Offce of the Federal Trade

Commission, date March 17 1980.

As Escrowee, you are hereby directed to hold , deal with and dispose of the aforesaid
property and any other property at any time held by you hereunder in the following
manner subject, however, to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth:
A. You will hold the property and any other property at any time held by you

hereunder (hereinafter caned the "Prperty ) until direte in wrting by the FTC or its
designee to distribute the Prperty, in which event the Property shaH be distrbute in
acrdance with its instructions. In addition to deducting such fees , costs and expens as
incurred by you under paragraphs 7 and 8 heref, you also wiIl pay from the Prperty, as
directe in wrting by the FTC or its designee, such sums as you ar authori by the
FTC or its designee to pay for the administration of the distribution scheme established
by the FTC or its designee puruant to the Agrment Containing Consnt Orer to
Ceas and Desist and the Decision and Orer. In addition , you shall execute such
contracts regarding administration and distrbution of the Esrow Accunt as the FTC
or its designee directs. Subject to this paragraph, this Esrow will termnate upon the
disbursement of all the Property pursuant to the wrtten diretion of the FTC or its
designee.

B. Upon receipt of the Property you wil invest the proceeds in either certificates
of deposit other than certificates of deposit of Escrowee, or obligations of the United
States Government or its agencies, either of which will have maturity not exceeding
six (6) months from date of purchase. You wil invest the Property with the aim of
securing principal, while maximizing interest income. In the exercise of your sound
discretion, if you determine it necessary to sell any or all of the Property prior to
maturity and invest the proceeds in either other certificates of deposit or obligations
of the United States Government or its agencies, you may do so.

C. Upon maturity of any of the Property you wil invest the proceeds in either
additional certificates of deposit other than certificates of deposit of Escrowee, or

obligations of the United States Government or its agencies , either of which wil have
maturity not exceeding six (6) months from date of purchase. You wil invest the
proceeds with the aim of securing principal , while maximizing interest income. In the
exercise of your sound discretion, if you determine it necessary to sell any or all of the
Property prior to maturity and invest the proceeds in either other certificates of
deposit or obligations of the United States Government or its agencies , you may do so.

D. You wil send the FTC or its designee, monthly cash and asset statements of
this Escrow Account.

34" 0 - 81 - 41
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E. These Escrow Instructions may be amended any time by a document duly
executed by the FTC or its designee entitled "Amendment to Escrow Instructions" to
which you acknowledge receipt.

F. If the FTC decides to use a designee, you wil not act pursuant to such
designee s orders, until you receive a certified copy of the order of the Fl naming
such designee.

Terms and Conditions

1. Your duties and responsibilities shall be limited to those expressly set forth in
these Escrow Instructions, and you shall not be subject to, nor obliged to recognize
any other agreement between , or direction or instruction of, any or all of the parties
hereto even though reference thereto may be made herein; provided, however, with
your written consent, these Escrow Instructions may be amended at any time or times
by an instrument in writing signed by the FTC or its designee.

2. You are authorir..d , in your sole discretion , to disregard any and all notices or
instructions given by any of the undersigned or by any other person, firm or
corporation, except only such notices or instructions as are hereinabove provided for
and orders or process of any court entered or issued with or without jurisdiction. If
any Property subject hereto is at any time attached, garnished , or levied upon under
any court order or in case the payment, assignment , transfer , conveyance or delivery
of any such Property shall be stayed or enjoined by any court order, or in case any
order, judgment or decree shall be made or entered by any court affecting such
Property or any part thereof, then and in any of such events you are authorized, in
your sole discretion , to rely upon and comply with any such order, writ, judgment or
decree which you are advised by legal counsel of your own choosing is binding upon
you; and if you comply with any such order, writ, judgment or decree you shall not be
liable to any of the parties hereto or to any other person , firm or corporation by reason
of such compliance even though such order, writ, judgment or decree may be
subsequently reversed, modified , annulled , set aside or vacated.

3. You shall not be personally liable for any act taken or omitted hereunder if
taken or omitted by you in good faith and in the exercise of your own best judgment.
You shall also be fully protected in relying upon any written notice , demand
certificate or document which you in good faith believe to be genuine.

4. Unless otherwise specifically indicated herein you shall proceed as soon as
practicable to collect any checks or other collection items at any time deposited
hereunder. All such collection shall be subject to the usual collection agreement
regarding items received by your commercial banking department for deposit or
collection. You shall not be required or have a duty to notify anyone of any payment
or maturity under the terms of any instrument deposited hereunder, nor to take any
legal action to enforcement payment of any check, note or security deposited
hereunder. You shall have no liability to pay interest on any money deposited or
received hereunder.

5. You shall not be responsible for the suffciency or accuracy of the form
execution, validity or genuineness of documents or securities now or hereafter
deposited hereunder , or of any endorsement thereon, or for any lack of endorsement
thereon, or for any description therein, nor shall you be responsible or liable in any
respect on account of the identity, authority or rights of the persons executing or
ielivering or purporting to execute or deliver any such document, security or
mrlorsement or these Escrow Instructions.
6. Any notices which you are required or desire to give hereunder to the ITC or

ts designee shall be in writing and may be given by mailing the same to the address
Irovided by the FTC or its designee, by United States mail , postage prepaid. For all
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pUrpose hereof any notice so mailed shall be as effectual a', though served upon the
FTC or its designee to whom it was mailed at the time it is deposited in the United
States mail by you whether or not the FrC or its designee thereafter actually receives
such notice. Notices to you shall be in writing and shall not be deemed to be given
until actually received by your trust department employee or offcer who administers
this EscTOw. Whenever under the terms hereof the time for giving a notice or

performing an act falls upon a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday, such time shall be
extended to the next business day.

7. If you believe it to be reasonably necessary to consult with counsel concerning
any of your duties in connection with this Escrow, or in case you become involved in
litigation on account of being Escrowee hereunder or on account of having received
Property subject hereto, then in either case, your costs , expenses, and reasonable
attorney s fees shall be paid by you from the Property with the approval of the FIC or
its designee.

8. You shall be paid a reasonable fee for your services and reimbursed for your
costs and expenses hereunder by you from the Property in accordance with the fee
schedule attached hereto as Appendix 1 and incorporated herein.

9. If your fees , costs , expenses, or reasonable attorney s fees provided for herein
are not promptly paid, you shall have the right to sell the Property held hereunder
and reimburse yourself therefor from the proceeds of such sale or from the cash held
hereunder.

10. It is understood that you reserve the right to resign as Escrowee at any time

by giving written notice of your resignation , specifying the effective date thereof, to
the FTC or its designee. Within 30 days after receiving the aforesaid notice, the FTC
or its designee agrees to appoint a successor Escrowee to which you may distribute the
Property then held hereunder, less your fees, costs and expenses. If a successor

Escrowee has not been appointed and has not accepted such appointment by the end
of the 3D-day period, you may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the
appointment of a successor Escrowee, and the costs, expenses and reasonable
attorneys ' fees which you incur in connection with such a proceeding shall be paid
from the Property.

11. The Escrowee will have no liability if, in order to make the distribution , there
is any loss of interest resulting from the liquidation of investments prior to their
maturity.

12. The Escrowee shall have no responsibility for any taxes arising with regard to
the Escrow Account. Such tax obligation, if any, shall be the responsibility of the
recipients of the Property.

13. This Escrow Agreement shall be construed, enforced, and administered in
accordance with the laws of the State of Ilinois.

14. The undersigned Escrowee hereby agrees to hold, deal with and dispose of said
Property and other Property at any time held by it hereunder in accordance with the
foregoing Escrow Agreement.

15. Executed this day of at Chicago, Ilinois.

Parties to Escrow Addresses
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A TrEST, Continental Ilinois National Bank
Company of Chicago , Escrowee

and Trust

By,
Trust Offcer Vice President

Executed in Copies

ApPENDIX 1

SCHEDULE OF FEES FOR SERVICES AS ESCROW AGENT

A. ADMINISTRATION FEES

The following rates are applicable for ordinary services in handling an escrow subject
to a minimum acceptance fee of $250 and minimum annual charge of $250. The
Acceptance Fee wil be based on the initial value of the deposits at the opening of the
account.

ACCEPTANCE FEE

$250 minimum on assets up to $50 000
$1.25 per $1 000 on next $300 000 valuation

$ .

50 per $1 000 on next $350 000 valuation

$ .

20 per $1 000 on next $1 000 000 valuation

$ .

10 per $1 000 on excess above $1 700 000 valuation

ANNUAL ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

$250 minimum on assets up to $50 000
$1.25 per $1 000 on next $300 000 valuation

$ .

50 per $1 000 on next $350 000 valuation

$ .

20 per $1 000 on next $1 000 000 valuation

$ .

10 per $1 000 on excess above $1 700 000 valuation

The Annual Administrative Fee wil be based on the value ofthe assets in the account
at the beginning of the fee period plus any deposits made through the fee biling
period.

When our only current duties consist of holding life or casualty insuranc policies, the
minimum annual fee will be reduced to $150 until the occurrence of a casualty, at
which time the regular schedule wil apply to the insurance proceeds.

B. OPERATING SERVICE FEES

When the escrow account requires the maintenance of participants' or claimants'
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records, the issuance of payments
schedule applies:

and the preparation of tax forms, the following

1.) $2. 50 per account per year (includes up to two distributions),
) $O.fiO per check issued over two distributions.

When the escrow requires the investment of funds , a $50 charge wil be made for each
purchase or sale transaction. A $35 charge will be made for any free deposit or
delivery of assets (securities , deeds , insurance policies, etc.

C. TERMINATION

There are no separate termination charges. Fees for the final billing period wil be
prorated to the date of termination; subject to a minimum of six months from the date
of inception.

D. MISCELLANEOUS

The fees quoted in this schedule apply to services ordinarily rendered in administer-
ing an escrow account, and are subject to a reasonable adjustment if we are called
upon to undertake unusual duties, responsibilities , procedures , or if the cost of doing
business increases. The cost of all stationery and supplies, telephone, postage
printing, or other out-of-pocket expenses wil be added to our regular service charges.

In determining our general schedule of fees, we have taken into consideration the
various incidental benefits occurring to us from the operation of accounts. These
include temporary availabiliy to the Trust Department of funds resulting from the
retention of dividends or interest in accounts pending disbursement, the execution of
securities transactions for accounts, and funds from other sources.
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IN THE MATTER OF

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3046. Complaint, Oct. 16. 1980-Decision, Oct. 16, 1980

This consent order requires, among other things, a manufacturer of art materials
located in Springfeld, Mass., to cease fixing the prices of its products. The
firm is required to establish interest-bearing escrow accounts for the purpose
of making restitution to consumers for purchases of certain school art
materials. Further , the firm is required to distribute consumer redress funds
to any state institutions which purchased said products; the FfC, with the
cooperation of the State Attorney General , wil distribute the respective funds
in lump-sum amounts to each of the states which satisfy the application
requirements for receiving the money.

Appearances

For the Commission: Susan L. Belman.

For the respondent: Richard 

Chicago, Ill.
Schultz, Foran, Wiss Schultz,

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the
above-named respondent has violated the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest issues this complaint.

RESPONDENT

1. Respondent Milton Bradley Company is a Massachusetts
corporation, with its principal offce located at 1500 Main St.
Springfeld, Massachusetts.

2. At all times relevant to this complaint, respondent has been
engaged in the manufacture, offering for sale, sale, and distribution
of chalks, crayons, watercolors or tempera paints.

COMMERCE

3. Respondent has maintained a substantial course of business,
including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint, in or

affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.
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COMPETITION

4. In the course and conduct of its business, and at all times
mentioned herein, respondent has been in competition with other
corporations. firms, or individuals engaged in the manufacture
offering for sale, sale and distribution of chalks, crayons, watercolors
or tempera paints, except to the extent that competition has been

restrained by the acts and practices alleged in this complaint.

NATURE OF THE OFFENSE

5. In the course and conduct of its business, for some years
continuing into 1976, respondent and other manufacturers of chalks
crayons, watercolors or tempera paints, communicated with each
other prices which were to be contained in proposed price lists for
those products, and entered into a horizontal agreement, conspiracy,
planned common course of action, or series of horizontal arrange-
ments to fix, stabilze, maintain, or tamper with the manufacturers
price structure of chalks, crayons, watercolors or tempera paints at
the primary level of distribution.

Thus, respondent has engaged in unfair acts or practices in
violation of Section 5(a)(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

EFFECTS

6. The capacity, tendency or effect of the above conduct 
respondent was to:

(a) Fix, control, establish or maintain the prices at which various
of respondent' s chalks, crayons, watercolors or tempera paints are
sold.

(b) Artificially inflate the price paid by consumers for various of
respondent' s chalks, crayons, watercolors or tempera paints.

(c) Deprive consumers of prices determined by free and open
competition and of the other benefits of competition.

7. The acts and practices of respondent alleged here constitute
unfair acts or practices in violation of Section 5(a)(1) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
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copy of a draft of complaint which the Cleveland Regional Offce
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with a
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent, and its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent
order, dated January 25, 1980, and modified as of August 18, 1980, an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter and having deter-
mined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has violated
the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its charges in
that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed consent
ageement and placed such agreement on the public record for a
period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the comments
fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2.34 of its
Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in
Section 2. 34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint
makes the following jurisdictional findings, and enters the following
order:

1. Respondent Milton Bradley Company is a Massachusetts
corporation, with its principal offce located at 1500 Main St. , in the
City of Springfeld, State of Massachusetts:
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

As used in this order:

(a) Person means any individual , partnership, firm , corporation
association, business or other legal entity.

(b) State means a state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico
the Virgin Islands, Guam , American Samoa, the Northern Mariana
Islands , and any other territory of the United States.

(c) State Institution means any state agency, instrumentality, or
institution or any political subdivision thereof, including, but not
limited to, any county, city, town, municipality, or school district.

(d) 'Art materials" means any of the following products: adhesives
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(including art and craft glue and white paste), brushes, chalks
(including art, chalkboard and industrial chalk), crayons (including
drawing, checking, and marking crayons), modeling clays, oil pastels
paints (including finger paint, finger paint powder, tempera, poster
paint, watercolors, and transparent, powder, and textile paints),
watercolor markers, stencil brushes, chalkboard cleaner, stencil
knives, modeling material, excello squares, ink (including printing
ink), linoleum blocks, linoleum, media mixer, acrylics, and paper
trimmers.

(e) Respondent" means the Milon Bradley Company, a Massa-

chusetts corporation, its subsidiaries and divisions, with its principal
office located at 1500 Main St., Springfeld, Massachusetts 01115.

It is ordered. That respondent, its successors and assigns, and its
offcers, and respondent's agents, representatives, and employees

directly or indirectly, or through any corporation, subsidiary,

division or other device, in connection with the manufacture

offering for sale, sale or distribution of art materials in or affecting
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act, do forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly:

(1) Entering into, maintaining, or enforcing any agreement
combination, understanding or plan with any competitor to fix
determine, establish, or maintain the prices, discounts or other

terms or conditions for the sale of art materials.
(2) Submitting any bid to any customer or prospective customer for

the sale of any art materials when any price, term or condition of
sale or any element contained in such bid was discussed with

disclosed to, or received from, directly or indirectly, any competitor
actual or potential.

(3) Circulating or sending to, or exchanging with, any other person
who manufactures, distributes, markets or sells art materials, any
price list, price quotation or pricing factor applicable to art materi-
als-except for price lists, price quotations, or pricing factors
provided to or received from any person in the course of, and solely
related to, negotiating for, entering into, or carrying out bona fide
sales or potential sales by respondent directly to such person-
advance of the printing, publication, effectuation, circulation or

communication of such price lists , price quotations, or pricing factors
to customers generally.

(4) Communicating or exchanging with any other person who
manufactures, distributes, markets, or sells art materials, any actual
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or proposed price, price change , discount, or other term or condition
of sale at or upon which art materials are to be, or have been, sold-
except for such information provided to or received from any person
in the course of, and solely related to, negotiating for, entering into,
or carrying out bona fide sales or potential sales by respondent
directly to such person-prior to the communication of such
information to customers generally.

(5) Disclosing to, or communicating to, any other person who
manufactures, distributes, markets, or sells art materials:

(a) respondent's intention to submit, or not to submit, a bid to any
purchaser,

(b) the fact that a bid has or has not been submitted prior to the
communication of such information to the general public, or

(c) the content of any bid prior to the communication of such
information to the general public;

except that, in declining to furnish a price quotation to a distributor

to be used in connection with a particular bid, respondent may
disclose that the reason for such refusal is respondent' s intention to
bid directly.

Nothing in Section I shall be construed to prevent New England
School Supply, a division of Milton Bradley Company, from carrying
out its ordinary, lawful course of business, which business is limited
to the secondary level of distribution and includes the purchasing of
art materials and other educational products from Milton Bradley
Company, Milton Bradley s competitors, and others, and the resale
and distribution of such materials to the school and commercial
markets. However, respondent shall not use New England School
Supply, nor any distributor, as an instrument or medium to achieve
accomplish, promote or engage in any of the acts or practices
described in the paragraphs (1) through (5) of Section I or in any way
to circumvent the prohibitions contained in Section I of this order
all of which prohibitions are intended to address conduct between
horizontal competitors.

It is further ordered, That, for a period of five (5) years from the
date of entry of this order, respondent shall preserve all written
price computations and other written calculations actually per-

formed by respondent in the preparation and submission of any bid
required to be sealed which is submitted to any actual or potential
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purchaser of art materials. Respondent shall retain such written
computations and calculations for a period of at least five (5) years
from the date each bid which is based on such computations or

calculations is submitted to any purchaser.
Section II of this order shall not apply to New England School

Supply, a division of the Milton Bradley Company, in New England
School Supply s ordinary, lawful course of business, which business
is limited to the secondary level of distribution and includes the
purchasing of art materials and other educational products from

Milton Bradley Company, Milton Bradley s competitors, and others
and the resale and distribution of such materials to the school and

commercial markets.

It is further ordered That respondent shall not issue any instruc-
tions or directions respecting the Escrow Account to the Federal
Trade Commission or its designee, or to the Escrow Agent, with
respect to the performance of their duties. These duties shall be
pursuant to this order and to the Escrow Instructions, and shall
include, but not be limited to, the investment of the property held by
the Escrow Agent, the disbursement of the property held by the
Escrow Agent, and compliance with any written directions of the
Federal Trade Commission or its designee. Respondent shall not
exercise any control over the property in the Escrow Account.

It is further ordered, That:

(1) Respondent shall submit to the Federal Trade Commission
within thirty (30) days after the date this order is served on

respondent, a notarized affdavit executed by a duly authorized
offcer of respondent listing, to the best of its knowledge, the names
of all the states within which any state institutions made purchases
of respondent's chalks, crayons, watercolors or tempera paints
during any of the years 1972 through 1976 , inclusive.

(2) As it has been determined by the Federal Trade Commission
that the most readily identifiable and most significantly affected
market consists of the school art materials purchasers, the purpose
of the Escrow Account established pursuant to agreement para-
graphs 8, 9, 10, 11 and Section III of this order is to disburse the
consumer redress funds to any state institutions that purchase
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chalks, crayons, watercolors or tempera paints for schools and are
located in a state listed pursuant to Section IV(l) of this order.

(3) The Federal Trade Commission or its designee shall determine
the appropriate recipients of funds in the Escrow Account, the sum
paid to each recipient, and the most appropriate method to distribute
the funds, taking into consideration the amount of funds available,
the administrative feasibilty and costs of disbursement, and the
purposes of the Escrow Account, and shall instruct the Escrow Agent
to distribute the funds in accordance with its determination.

(4) Funds to be distributed pursuant to Section IV of this order
shall be paid out of the Escrow Account within three (3) years after
the date of service of this order.

It is further ordered, That respondent:

(1) Serve within sixty (60) days after the date this order becomes
final, a copy of this order upon each of its offcers and directors, and
upon each of its employees and agents who have any responsibility
for establishing prices, discounts or other terms or conditions for the
sale of art materials.

(2) Within sixty (60) days after servce upon them of this order, fie
with the Federal Trade Commission a report, in writing, setting

forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied
with this order.

(3) Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in the respondent which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of this order.

ApPENDIX A

To: Continental Ilinois National Bank
and Trust Company of Chicago

Trust and Investment Services

Corporate Trust Division , Escrow Section
30 North LaSalle Street-10th Floor
Chicago, Ilinois 50593

The following property is deposited with you by the undersigned:

Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000)

As Escrowee, you are hereby directed to hold , deal with and dispose of the aforesaid
property and any other property at any time held by you hereunder in the following
manner subject, however, to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth:
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A. In the event you are notified in wrting by the Federal Trae Comnssion
(hereinafter called the "FTC") or its designee that it has acpte the Agrment
Containing Consent Order to Ceas and Desist entered into between Milton Braley
Company (hereinafter called the "Company ) and the staff of the Cleveland Regional

Office of the Federal Trade Commission, date Januar 215 . 1980, and that the
FTC has issued a Decision and Order in the Matter of Milton Bradey Company, a
corpration , you will hold the property and any other property at any time held by you
hereunder (hereinafter called the "Property ) until direte in wrting by the FTC or its

designee to distribute the Property, in which event the Property shall be distribute in

acordance with its instrctions. In addition to deducting such fees , costs and expens as
incurred by you under paragraphs 7 and 8 heref, you also will pay from the Prperty, as

directe in wrting by the FTC or its designee, such sums as you ar authori by the
FTC or its designee to pay for the administration of the distribution scheme established
by the FTC or its designee pursuant to the Agrment Containing Consnt Orer to
Ceas and Desist and the Decision and Orer. In addition, you shall execute such

contracts regarding administration and distribution of the Esrow Accunt as the FTC
or its designee directs. Subject to this paragraph, this Esrow wil tennnate upon the
disbursement of all the Property pursuant to the wrtten dition of the FrC or its
designee.

B. In the event the FTC or its designee notifies you that it has determined not to
accept the Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist and to issue a
Decision and Order as provided in Paragraph A, this Escrow wil terminate and the
Property wil be returned by you to the Company not later than ten days after receipt
of written notice from the FTC or its designee that the Agreement was not accepted.

C. Upon receipt of the Property you wil invest the proceeds in either certificates
of deposit other than certificates of deposit of Escrowee , or obligations of the United
States Government or its agencies , either of which wil have maturity not exceeding
six (6) months from date of purchase. You wil invest the Property with the aim of
securing principal , while maximizing interest income. In the exercise of your sound
discretion, if you determine it necessary to sell any or all of the Property prior to
maturity and invest the proceeds in either other certificates of deposit or obligations
of the United States Government or its agencies , you may do so.

D. Upon maturity of any of the Property you wil invest the proceeds in either
additional certificates of deposit other than certificates of deposit of Escrowee, or
obligations of the United States Government or its agencies, either of which wil have
maturity not exceeding six (6) months from date of purchase. You wil invest the
proceeds with the aim of securing principal , while maximizing interest income. In the
exercise of your sound discretion, if you determine it necessary to sell any or all of the
Property prior to maturity and invest the proceeds in either other certificates of
deposit or obligations of the United States Government or its agencies, you may do so.

E. You wil send the FTC or its designee, monthly cash and asset statements of
this Escrow Account.

F. These Escrow instructions may be amended any time by a document duly
executed by the FTC or its designee entitled "Amendment to Escrow Instructions" to
which you acknowledge receipt.

G. If the FTC decides to use a designee, you wil not act pursuant to such

designee s orders , until you receive a certified copy of the order of the FTC naming
such designee.
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Terms and Conditions

1. Your duties and responsibilities shall be limited to those expressly set forth in
these Escrow Instructions, and you shall not be subject to , nOf obliged to recognize
any other agreement between, or direction or instruction of, any or all of the parties
hereto even though reference thereto may be made herein; provided. however, with
your written consent, these Escrow Instructions may be amended at any time or times
by an instrument in writing signed by the FTC or its designee.

2. You are authorized , in your sole discretion , to disregard any and all notices or
instructions given by any of the undersigned or by any other person, firm or
corporation, except only such notices or instructions as are hereinabove provided for
and orders or process of any court entered or issued with or without jurisdiction. If
any Property subject hereto is at any time attached, garnished , or levied upon under
any court order or in case the payment , assignment, transfer, conveyance or delivery
of any such Property shall be stayed or enjoined by any court order , or in case any
order, judgment or decree shall be made or entered by any court affecting such
Property or any part thereof, then and in any of such events you are authorized , in
your sole discretion , to rely upon and comply with any such order, writ, judgment or
decree which you are advised by legal counsel of your own choosing is binding- upon
you; and if you comply with any such order, writ, judgment or decree you shall not be
liable to any of the parties hereto or to any other person , firm or corporation by reason
of such compliance even though such order, writ, judgment or decree may be
subsequently reversed, modified, annulled , set aside or vacated.

3. You shall not be personally liable for any act taken or omitted hereunder if
taken or omitted by you in good faith and in the exercise of your own best judgment.
You shaH also be fully protected in relying upon any written notice , demand
certificate or document which you in good faith believe to be genuine.

4. Unless otherwise specifically indicated herein you shall proceed as soon as
practicable to collect any checks or other collection items at any time deposited
hereunder. All such collection shall be subject to the usual collection agreement
regarding items received by your commercial banking department for deposit or
collection. You shall not be required or have a duty to notify anyone of any payment
or maturity under the terms of any instrument deposited hereunder , nor to take any
legal action to enforce payment of any check, note or security deposited hereunder.
You shall have no liability to pay interest on any money deposited or received
hereunder.

5. You shall not be responsible for the sufficiency or accuracy of the form
execution, validity or genuineness of documents or securities now or hereafter
deposited hereunder , or of any endorsement thereon, or for any lack of endorsement
thereon, or for any description therein , nor shall you be responsible or liable in any
respect on account of the identity, authority or rights of the persons executing or

delivering or purporting to execute or deliver any such document, security or
endorsement or these Escrow Instructions.

6. Any notices which you are required or desire to give hereunder to the FTC or
its designee shall be in writing and may be given by mailing the same to the address
provided by the FTC or its designee by United States mail , postage prepaid. For all
purposes hereof any notice so .mailed shall be as effectual as though served upon the
:F'TC or its designee to whom it was mailed at the time it is deposited in the United
States mail by you whether or not the FTC or its designee thereafter actually receives
such notice. Notices to you shall be in writing and shall not be deemed to be given
until actually received by your trust department employee or officer who administers
this Escrow. Whenever under the terms hereof the time for giving a notice or
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performing an act falls upon a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday, such time shall be
extended to the next business day.

7. If you believe it to be reasonably necessary to consult with counsel concerning
any of your duties in connection with this Escrow, Dr in case you become involved in
litigation on account of being Escrowee hereunder or on account of having received
Property subject hereto, then in either case, your costs , expenses, and reasonable
attorney s fees shall be paid by you from the Property with the approval of the FTC or
its designee.

8. You shall be paid a reasonable fee for your services and reimbursed for your
costs and expenses hereunder by you from the Property in accordance with the fee
schedule attached hereto as Appendices 1 and 2 and incorporated herein.

9. If your fees, costs, expenses, or reasonable attorney s fees provided for herein
are not promptly paid, you shall have the right to sell the Property held hereunder
and reimburse yourself therefor from the proceeds of such sale or from the cash held
hereunder.

10. It is understood that you reserve the right to resign as Escrowee at any time
by giving written notice of your resignation. specifying the effective date thereof, to
the FTC or its designee. Within 30 days after receiving the aforesaid notice, the FTC
or its designee agrees to appoint a successor Escrowee to which you may distribute the
Property then held hereunder, less your fees, costs and expenses. If a successor
Escrowee has not been appointed and has not accepted such appointment by the end
of the ::O-day period, you may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the
appointment of a successor Escrowee, and the costs, expenses and reasonable
attorneys ' fees which you incur in connection with such a proceeding shall be paid
from the Property.

11. The Escrowee wil have no liability if, in order to make the distribution , there
is any loss of interest resulting from the liquidation of investments prior to their
maturity.

12. The Escrowee shall have no responsibility for any taxes arising with regard to
the Escrow Account. Such tax obligation, if any, shall be the responsibility of the
recipients of the Property.

13. The only financial responsibility or liability of the Company with regard' to the
Escrow Account shall be its obligation to make the timely payment of Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($200 000) to the Escrow Account.

14. This Escrow Agreement shall be construed, enforced, and administered in
accordance with the laws of the State of Ilinois.

15. The undersigned Escrowee hereby acknowledges receipt of the Property
described in the above Escrow Agreement and agrees to hold, deal with and dispose of
said Property and other Property at any time held by it hereunder in accordance with
the foregoing Escrow Agreement.

16. Executed this day of at Chicago, Ilinois.

Parties to Escrow Addresses
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ATTEST, Continental Ilinois National Bank and Trust
Company of Chicago, Escrowee

By,
Trust Offcer Vice President

Executed in Copies

ApPENDIX 1

SCHEDULE OF FEES FOR SERVICES AS ESCROW AGENT

A. ADMINISTRATION FEES

The following rates are applicable for ordinary services in handling an escrow subject
to a minimum acceptance fee of $250 and minimum annual charge of $250. The
Acceptance Fee will be based on the initial value of the deposits at the opening of the
account.

ACCEPTANCE FEE

$250 minimum on assets up to $50 000
$1.25 per $1 000 on next $300 000 valuation

$ .

50 per $1 000 on next $350 000 valuation

$ .

20 per $1 000 on next $1 000 000 valuation

$ .

10 per $1 000 on excess above $1 700,000 valuation

ANNUAL ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

$250 minimum on assets up to $50 000
$1.25 per $1 000 on next $300 000 valuation

$ .

50 per $1 000 on next $350 000 valuation

$ .

20 per $1 000 on next $1 000 000 valuation

$ .

10 per $1 000 on excess above $1 700 000 valuation

The Annual Administrative Fee wil be based on the value of the assets in the account
at the beginning of the fee period plus any deposits made through the fee billing
period.

When our only current duties consist of holding life or casualty insurance policies , the
minimum annual fee will be reduced to $150 until the occurrence of a casualty, at
which time the regular schedule wil apply to the insurance proceeds.

ApPENDIX 2

R. OPERATING SERVICE FEES

When the escrow account requires the maintenance of participants' or claimants'
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records, the issuance of payment..

schedule applies:
and the preparation of tax forms , the following

1.) $2. 50 per account per year (includes up to two distributions),
) $0. 50 per check issued over two distributions.

When the escrow requires the investment of funds, a $50 charge wil be made for each
purchase or sale transaction. A $35 charge wil be made for any free deposit or
delivery of assets (securities, deeds , insurance policies , etc.

C. TERMINATION

There are no separate termination charges. Fees for the final billng period wil be
prorated to the date of termination; subject to a minimum of six months from the date
of inception.

D. MISCELLANEOUS

The fees quoted in this schedule apply to services ordinarily rendered in administer-
ing an escrow account, and are subject to a reasonable adjustment if we are called
upon to undertake unusual duties, responsibilities, procedures , or if the cost of doing
business increases. The cost of all stationery and supplies. . telephone, postae

printing, or other out-of-pocket expenses wil be added to our regular service charges.

In determining our general schedule of fees, we have taken into consideration the
various incidental benefits occurring to us from thE: operation of accounts. These
include temporary availability to the Trust Department of funds resulting from the
retention of dividends or interest in accounts pending disbursement, the execution of
securities transactions for accounts, and funds from other sources.

336- 34S 0 - 81 - 42
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IN THE MATTER OF

1. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY

Docket .9108. InterlocutDry Order, Oct. 20, 1980

ORDER INVITING ADDITIONAL BRIEFS ON RESPONDENT S MOTION
FOR CONTINUED IN CAMERA TREATMENT

By motion fied January 16, 1980, respondent E. I. DuPont de
Nemours and Company ("DuPont") requested a three year extension
of in camera protection for certain documents in the record in this
case. Administrative Law Judge Miles J. Brown previously ordered
that these materials be given in camera treatment until the date of
the Commission s final order or as otherwise ordered by the

Commission. As indicated in DuPont' s motion and confirmed in a
subsequent pleading, complaint counsel have no objection to a three
year extension of in camera treatment except to the extent that the
Commission finds it necessary to refer to in camera evidence in its
opinion. In a supplemental memorandum, DuPont raised additional
issues concerning the effect of the Federal Trade Commission
Improvement Act of 1980, Pub. Law 96-252, on our adjudicative 

camera standards. Complaint counsel did not address respondent'

contention that the legislation modified the criteria for in camera
treatment because they do not oppose the requested extension.

We reject respondent' s supplemental arguments at the outset and
state our view that the provisions of the Improvement Act governing
treatment of confidential information do not apply to or affect the
Commission s standards for in camera protection of exhibits in

adjudicative proceedings. Those standards are clearly expressed in
HP. Hood Sons, Inc. 58 F. C. 1184 (1961); Bristol-Myers Company,
90 F. C. 455 (1977); and General Foods Corporation, Dkt. 9085, Order
of March 10, 1980.

In applying the standards set forth in these cases to the instant
motion for extended in camera treatment, we have found that
certain issues raised by the respondent require clarification before a
final determination can be made. While some of the documents
appear to warrant extended in camera protection, the appropriate
treatment for other data is less clear. Accordingly, we invite
respondent, and complaint counsel should they so desire, to submit
additional briefs on the following matters:

(1) Respondent has argued that certain earnings data should be
given in camera treatment not only because of their commercial

sensitivity, but also because a ruling by the Internal Revenue
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Service that "disclosure of non-LIFO basis financial information in
this proceeding does not constitute a violation of the LIFO conformi-
ty requirements of the Code" was apparently conditioned on such

data remaining in camera. Weare unconvinced, as yet, that the
respondent' s argument concerning the IRS ruling affords a satisfac-
tory basis to grant continued in camera protection. While increased
tax liability following the release of the earnings data might well be
something that DuPont legitimately desires to avoid, the in camera
standards enunciated in HP Hood and its progeny require us to
focus on the likelihood of injury to a company commercial 

competitive position. In addition to addressing the issue of the
continued commercial importance of these data, DuPont should also
address further the effect of removing in camera protection on the
IRS' ruling and the applicability of the Hood standard to the kind of
injury asserted here.

(2) Exhibits CX 129C, 173B, 173D, 178T, 182G, 182H, 182I, and 182J
are entitled to in camera treatment, according to DuPont, because
they contain recent and highly sensitive business information. The
data contained in these documents-generally profits, earnings, unit
costs, and sales volumes for titanium dioxide-do appear to comprise
information that, if recent, would normally be viewed as highly
sensitive. However, the data here concern the years 1973 through
1976, with estimates covering years no more recent than 1977.
DuPont should explain more fully how the release of this informa-
tion would result in serious injury to its competitive or commercialposition today. 

We also note that some ofthis information already may have been
publicly released. For example, CX 133N reveals DuPont' s actual
return on investment in titanium dioxide as of 1976, and CX 26I
projects sales volumes, investment volumes, earnings, and returns
on investment for titanium dioxide for 1972- 1984. In Bristol-Myers
Company, supra, the Commission stated that "demonstrating serious
injury requires the applicant to show that the documents (to be
protected) are secret. . . ." 90 F. C. 455, 456. DuPont has not
satisfactorily addressed the impact that prior disclosures have had
on the likelihood that serious competitive injury would result from
the release of exhibits CX 129C, 173B, 173D, 178T, 182G, 182H, 182I
and 182J.

(3) Information contained in exhibits CX 8lE, 81F, 82, 83, and 98C
similarly appears to have been disclosed or so closely resembles
information previously disclosed in the record that it may no longer
be commercially sensitive or secret. Specifically, CX 28E, apparently
prepared in 1972, shows the unit costs of titanium dioxide production
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by plant for both DuPont and its competitors, as well as sales prices
and operative earnings. CX 26M, also prepared in 1972, reveals costs,
operative earnings. return on investment and total investment for
DuPont' s plants. Exhibits CX 81E, 81F, 82, 83, and 98C evidently
contain the same types of information for the years 1973 and 1975. In

its additional briefs, DuPont should discuss any material differences
between the information in these five exhibits and data that have
already been disclosed.
(4) DuPont further assert that another group of documents

contains sensitive financial information from its departmental
quarterly reports, the release of which would give its competitors an
injurious insight into its strengths and weaknesses. However, among
these documents we notice several bare listings of sellng prices of
titanium dioxide by month for 1976 and 1977 , indexed to a base year.
These are exhibits RX 35K RX 36J, RX 37L, RX 38L, RX 39L, and
RX 40M. The age and apparent public nature of this information
suggest that the exhibits need not be given extended in camera
protection. We therefore request that DuPont explain why the
release of these data would be likely to result in serious injury to its
competitive or commercial position. Accordingly,

It is ordered, That the respondent and complaint counsel be given

thirty days from the date of issuance of this order in which to submit
briefs discussing the issues noted above. In camera protection of the
exhibits that are the subject of respondent's motion shall be
extended unti the Commission issues an order disposing of that

motion.
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IN THE MATTER OF

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY

FINAL ORDER, OPINION, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEe. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9108. Complaint. April 5, 1978 Order. Oct. 20, 1980

This order sustains the initial decision of the administrative law judge and
dismisses the complaint issued April 5, 1978 charging a Wilmington , Del.

chemical manufacturer with attempting to monopolize the domestic titanium
dioxide market. The Commission holds that since the conduct of the company
was "consistent with its own technological capacity and market opportuni-
ties " it was "reasonable" and not a violation oflaw.

Appearances

For the Commission: James Egan, Jr. and Robert W. Doyle, Jr.

For the respondent: William E. Kirk, Jr.
Wilmington, Del. and Daniel M Gribbon,
Washington , D.

and Howard J. Rudge,
Covington Burling,

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that E. I.
DuPont de Nemours & Company has violated and is now violating
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15

c. 45, and that a proceeding by it in respect thereof is in the
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, charging as follows:

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY

1. Respondent E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Company (hereinafter
DuPont") is a corporation organized, existing and doing business

under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its
principal offces and place of business located at 1007 Market St.,
Wilmington, Delaware.
2. DuPont is engaged principally in manufacturing and sellng

diversified lines of chemical products and other products related
thereto. In 1976, the company s sales were in excess of $8.3 bilion, its

net income was in excess of $459 milion, its assets at year end were
valued in excess of $7 bilion, and it ranked 16th on the Fortune 500
list.

, Mark L Levy, Esq. , was on the briefs for respondel1t. He is 110W AssiHtal1t to the Solicitor Gel1eral, Ofce of
the Solicitor Gel1eral of the Unite States , Depllrtmel1tof Justice , Washingtol1 , J) e 205.10.
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3. DuPont is the dominant domestic producer of titanium dioxide
pigments (hereinafter "TiO, ), presently accounting for more than
40% of domestic annual production. In 1976, TiO, produced by the
company in the United States was valued in excess of $265 milion
yielding the company pre-tax earnings of approximately $40 milion.
(2)

4. At all times relevant hereto, DuPont sold and shipped its
products throughout the United States, and engaged in or affected
commerce within the meaning of Section 4 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.c. 44.

TRADE AND COMMERCE

5. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant market is the
production of TiO, in the United States.
6. TiO, produced in the United States in 1976 was valued in

excess of $600 millon.
7. The relevant market is highly concentrated, with the top four

firms accounting for more than 80% of production.
8. Barriers to entry into the relevant market are high.
9. Except to the extent that competition has been hindered

frustrated, lessened, or eliminated by the acts and practices alleged
in this complaint, DuPont is in substantial competition with other
firms in the relevant market.

ACTS AND PRACTICES

10. Since as early as 1972, DuPont has engaged and is now
engaging in unfair methods of competition and unfair acts and

practices in or affecting commerce by using its dominant position
size and economic power in an attempt to monopolize the relevant
market alleged herein. Said unfair methods of competition and
unfair acts and practices by DuPont have included, but have not
been limited to, the following:

a. adoption and implementation of a plan to expand the compa-
s domestic TiO, production capacity by an amount suffcient to

enable the company to capture substantially all growth in domestic
demand for TiO, through at least the 1980's; and
b. adoption and implementation of a pricing policy designed to

frustrate the growth of smaller domestic TiO, producers and to
forestall entry by foreign producers. (3)
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EFFECTS AND VIOLATION

11. The aforesaid acts and practices have had and do have
among other things, the tendency and capacity to restrain, lessen, or
eliminate competition or to create a monopoly in the relevant
market alleged herein, and thus are to the prejudice and injury of
the public and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair
acts and practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.

INITIAL DECISION BY MILES J. BROWN, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE

AUGUST 31, 1979

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint in this matter
on April 5, 1978 (mailed April 10, 1978), charging respondent, E. I.
DuPont de Nemours & Company ("DuPont") with unfair methods of
competition and unfair acts and practices in or affecting commerce
in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended (15 U. C. 45).

More particularly, the Commission charged that DuPont had,
since as early as 1972, engaged in certain practices in an (2Jattempt
to monopolize the production of titanium dioxide pigments (UTiO,
in the United States. The Commission alleged that the practices
challenged included, but were not limited to, the following:

a. adoption and implementation of a plan to expand the compa-
s domestic TiO, production capacity by an amount suffcient to

enable the company to capture substantially all growth in domestic
demand for TiO, through at least the 1980's; and
b. adoption and implementation of a pricing policy designed to

frustrate the growth of smaller domestic TiO, producers and to
forestall entry by foreign producers.

The complaint alleged that DuPont's practices had the tendency and
capacity to restrain , lessen or eliminate competition or to create a
monopoly in the relevant TiO, market and were to the prejudice and
injury of the public and constituted unfair methods of competition in
violation of Section 5 (see Complaint).

In the notice of contemplated relief that accompanied the com-
plaint, the Commission suggested , among other things, (1) the
divestiture of DuPont's De Lisle , Mississippi, TiO, production facility
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as a viable, independent entity; (2) divestiture of either DuPont'
New Johnsonvile, Tennessee, TiO, facility or of DuPont's Edge
Moor, Delaware, TiO, facility as a viable, independent entity; and (3)
royalty-free licensing of all "technology and know-how" used by
DuPont in connection with the production of TiO, (Complaint p. 5).

In its answer, DuPont asserted that the complaint failed to set
forth a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act or
any other provision of law. As to the challenged practices spelled out
in the complaint, DuPont asserted that it has lawfully expanded its
capacity to produce TiO, in anticipation of increased demand and
has at all times lawfully priced its products. Among its specific
defenses, DuPont contended that the Commission lacks statutory
authority to order the relief set forth in the notice of contemplated
relief and that any sanction, such as divestiture or royalty-free
licensing, would infringe upon DuPont' s right to due process of law
as guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States (see Answer).

Thereafter complaint counsel engaged in intensive discovery of
DuPont, DuPont's TiO, competitors and certain TiO, users. The
return on complaint counsel's discovery of nonparties was made
available to DuPont. Confidential information was subject to strict
protective orders limiting access thereto to DuPont' s independent
outside" counsel. During this same period, DuPont engaged in

discovery directed to the Commission and, later to its TiO, competi-
tors. Following the exchange of trial briefs, witness and exhibit lists
adjudicative hearings (3Jcommenced on December 20, 1978, at which
time complaint counsel presented the bulk of their documentary
exhibits. DuPont' s requests for in camera treatment for certain
exhibits were granted (see tr 5 20).
On January 8, 1979, a hearing was held on the question of the

confidential status of certain production statistics of nonparty
competitors which were the basis for complaint counsel's statistical
charts, the final forms of which are in the record as CXs 220 227.
Although NL Industries ("NL"), formerly National Lead Co. , Gulf
and Western ("G&W") and American Cyanamid ("Cyanamid"
registered strong objections to certain procedures employed by the
administrative law judge resulting in the publication of the prelimi-
nary drafts of the charts themselves, the problems relating to the

, All in camera treatment for DuPont's confidential documents was grante with the understanding that 
camera status would expire on the date of the initial decision . On August 10, 1979 , thp. administrative law judge
issued an order extending in camera treatment for these documents until issuance of the final order by the
CommissiOTl or unless otherwise ordered by the Commission

3 DuPont and complaint coun"el stipulated that the charts would be considered accurate for purposes of this
proeeding only, thus settling all controvcrsi",s as to whethp.r different methods of calculating values were use by
the variou reporting source and all othcr questions regarding compilation of industry data (CXs 228A-E; 229).
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underlying documents were resolved by deleting certain sensitive
information not necessary to the adjudication of any of the issues in
this matter.

Complaint counsel presented one witness, Dr. Wiliam G. Shep-
herd, Professor of Economics, University of Michigan. His direct
testimony was reduced to writing in advance of hearings (CX 218).
The cross examination, redirect examination and recross examina-
tion of Dr. Shepherd consumed three hearing days (tr 129-582).
On February 12, 1979, complaint counsel's "charts" (CX 220-227)

were received into evidence, whereupon complaint counsel rested
their case-in-chief (tr 596). ' DuPont immediately began its answer-
ing case and in six days of hearings introduced the testimony of four
top DuPont offcials' and the testimony of Elaine Donald, Manager
of Marketing Analysis in the Chemical, Dye and Pigment Depart-
ment (tr 955-1007; 1172-1192).
On February 26, 1979, DuPont presented the direct (4)testimony of

Dr. Morris Albert Adelman, Professor of Economics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (tr 1530-1617). The cross examination,
redirect examination and recross examination of Dr. Adelman was
heard on March 1, 1979, after which DuPont offered several
documentary exhibits into evidence and rested its answering case (tr
1628-1782). On March 16, 1979, the fourteenth and last day of
hearings, complaint counsel offered their case in rebuttal, consisting
solely of documentary exhibits (tr 1792-1851). DuPont' s surrebuttal
consisted of two documents that were received into the record by
order dated March 26, 1979.
On April 16, 1979, after having been advised that the Offcial

Reporter had delivered the record to the Offce of the Secretary, the
administrative law judge closed the record for further receipt of
evidence, and set a schedule for the filing of proposed findings and
briefs. The parties fied their proposed findings on May 16, 1979, and
their answering briefs on June 5, 1979. On July 9, 1979, the

Commission granted the administrative law judge s request for an
extension of time unti August 24 , 1979 , in which to fie the initial
decision, and on August 21 , 1979, further extended this time until
August 31 , 1979.

Any motions appearing on the record not heretofore specifically
ruled upon either directly or by the necessary effect on the

. Respondent's motion to dismiss at the clUBe of the case- in-chief was denied (tr 584-5; 1)96)
, Crawford H GrccnewaJt, past President ami past Chairman of Board of Directors (tr 597-658); Irving S.

Shapiro, current Chairman of the Board of Director; and Chairman of the Executive Committee (tr 659-868);
James H. Baird. Genenll Manager of the Chemicals, Dyes and Pigments Department (created .January 1978) and
past ASIi,.tant General Manager of the Pigments Department (tr 869-954 , 1013- 1171; 1198- J227); and Harold B.
Clark , Manager, ReRearch and Development for White Pigments and Mineral ProducLo; (tr 1229- 1518)
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conclusions in this initial decision are hereby denied. The proposed
findings and conclusions submitted by counsel supporting the
complaint ("CSCPF") and counsel for DuPont ("RespPF")' have been
given careful consideration and to the extent not adopted by this
decision, in the form proposed or in substance, are rejected as not
supported by the evidence, as argumentative, or as immaterial.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The record in this case consists primarily of documents created in
the normal course of DuPont's TiO, business. These documents
include requests for appropriations for plant construction or expan-
sion, annual report of the Pigment Department to the Executive
Committee, and Pigments Department "Task Force" analyses of the
TiO, industry and DuPont's TiO, business. The record also includes
the testimony of some of DuPont's top offcials entrusted with
making or recommending decisions relating to the TiO, business.
DuPont' s answer to complaint counsel's request for admissions (CX
3) contains many of the evidentiary facts of this case. (5)

There is little dispute as to the actual events that took place
during the critical period from 1971 to 1978. The parties are
however, in total disagreement as to the meaning, weight, and
importance that are to be accorded certain documents and state-
ments contained therein. ' Although a long, and perhaps too detailed
recitation of the facts annotated to the record is included in this
initial decision, it is appropriate, I think, at the outset, to summarize
the findings and the factual issues raised by the parties.

Summary of the Findings

TiO, is a white chemical pigment employed in the manufacture of
other products to make them whiter or opaque and it is used
primarily by the manufacturers of paints, paper, synthetic fibers
plastics, ink and synthetic rubber.

There are two basic processes used in the manufacture of TiO,.
The "sulfate" process which uses a sulfuric acid reaction on a
relatively low grade feedstock (ilmenite ore or titanium slag) and a
chloride" process which uses a chlorine reaction upon either a high

grade titanium ore feedstock (rutile ore or synthetic rutile) or on
. Other abbreviations used in this initial decision are: CX-Commission s Exhibit; RX-- DuPont' s exhibit;

RcspBr--Brief in Support of ProfKsed Findings of Facts and Conclusions for DuPont; CSCReply-compl;;int
counsel's reply to DuPont's propoed findings; RcspReply- Rep!y BriefofDuPont; and tf- transcript of testimony.

, Many of these "events" were intracorporat. communications , pertinent. prJrtions of which have been set forth
verbatim in the " Findings a. to the Facts" section which begins at page 8. infra
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lower grades offeedstock (primarily ilmenite ore). Only DuPont used
the chloride process with lower grade feedstocks.

The so-called sulfate process was developed first. Because it is a
batch" process, as contrasted with the "continuous flow" operation

of the chloride process, the sulfate process is not as conducive to scale
economies. Following World War II, DuPont, already operating
several sulfate TiO, plants, decided to try to develop a commercially
feasible ilmenite chloride process using the relatively abundant low
grade ilmenite ore. By 1953 DuPont had built a fully operational
production unit at its Edge Moor, Delaware, facilty. By 1958 it had
built another plant at New Johnsonvile, Tennessee, utilizing its
ilmenite chloride technology." During this period, other TiO,

manufacturers built sulfate process plants.
In the late 1950's abundant rutile ore deposits were discovered.

From 1960 until 1970 all TiO, plants constructed (including DuPont'
Antioch, California, plant) were designed to use this high grade
rutile ore in a rutile chloride process. Unti the late 1960' , the

overall costs of production were substantially identical in the various
processes and except for short periods of time, the TiO, market was
stable and enjoyed a steady growth. DuPont did enjoy some
economies of scale at its large New Johnsonvile facilty and to a
lesser degree at its . by then enlarged, Edge Moor chloride plant.
Although only DuPont had the technological "know-how" for a

commercially (6Jfeasible chloride process on the lower grade ilmen-
ite ore feedstock, the relative costs of rutile feedstock and ilmenite
were such that none of the manufacturing processes enjoyed a
significant cost advantage.

The cost of rutie ore increased dramatically in the late 1960's and
early 1970's. At about the same time, environmental regulations
required the TiO, manufacturers using the sulphate process to
embark on costly pollution abatement programs. As a result
DuPont' s ilmenite chloride process for TiO, plilced it at a substantial
cost advantage when compared with its competitors bound by either
the sulphate process or the high quality rutie feedstock chloride

process.
In 1972, DuPont decided to capitalize on this cost advantage by

engaging in a growth strategy. It continued the policy of refusing to
license its ilmenite chloride technology, accelerated and increased
the expansion of its Edge Moor and New Johnsonvile plants and
initiated plans to construct a large new plant using the advanced
chloride technology. DuPont anticipated being able to supply the
market place with all of the additional needs for TiO, (resulting from
growth in market demand of TiO, or through withdrawal of its
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competitors from TiO, production) through the 1980's. The company
estimated that it would obtain about 65% of the TiO, market by
1985. In 1975, a time of recession, DuPont reviewed its 1972 strategy
and decided to continue with its program of "aggressive expansion
including the construction of a new plant at De Lisle, Mississippi.

From 1972 to 1976 , DuPont's share of the domestic TiO, market
rose from approximately 30% to approximately 41 % and by 1977 it
had achieved a 42% share of that market. However, due to the
slowdown in the economy, the total consumption of TiO, in 1977 was
not significantly different than it was in 1972. ' Although the demand
for TiO, has not increased as expected through 1978, DuPont still
forecasts that it wil obtain about a 55% share of the market by 1985
and admits that its 1972 growth strategy is stil in effect.

Since 1970, no competitor has embarked on a program of expan-
sion and since 1974 DuPont has impeded certain price rise attempts
by its competitors.

Complaint counsel' s theory of the case is that, in 1972, when
DuPont was placed at a substantial cost advantage over its TiO,
manufacturing competitors through the "fortuitous" increase in the
price of rutile ore and the increase in the cost of waste disposal from
the sulfate process of manufacturing TiO" it devised an "aggressive
growth strategy" by which it (7)planned to capture substantially all
of the growth in the TiO, market until the mid- 1980' s. Complaint
counsel contend that in implementing this growth strategy, DuPont
embarked on an unwarranted capacity expansion program combined
with a strategic pricing program whereby it would price high enough
to finance its expansion but yet not high enough to warrant
competitors to expand.

According to complaint counsel, DuPont' s growth strategy unrea-
sonably prevented its competitors from expanding and thus prevent-
ed them from building large TiO, plants with which to learn the low
grade ore ilmenite technology or to take advantage of economies of
scale. Complaint counsel assert that by such practices and by the
refusal to license i.ts low grade ore ilmenite technology to NL or any
other domestic manufacturer, DuPont has unreasonably protected
its cost advantage from competitive erosion and, accordingly, it is in
a position to gain a monopolistic share of the TiO, market in the
future.

Complaint counsel admit that each facet of DuPont's strategy is
not objectionable taken by itself. Their theory of violation of Section

" Several TiO, competitors closed their rutile chloride process plants in th", early 1970' , and NL cJm;ed its 8t
Louis sulfate plant in 1978 because of environmental diffculties. Kcrr-McG built a large beneficiation plant to
produce synthetic rutile but recently discontinUf"d prouction due to inefficiencies in the opcralion
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5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act is the exclusionary effect of
DuPont' s aggressive growth strategy taken as a whole, and the
anticompetitive effects that may result therefrom (see CSCPF pp. 2-
3, 85-86, 123-25; CSCReply pp. 5-6).

DuPont admits that its long term strategy was to take advantage
of the unique opportunity it had through its cost superiority over its
competitors to capture substantially all of the growth in the TiO,
market until the mid-1980' s (RespReply 1 , 7). However, it denies that
its cost advantage was entirely "fortuitous," but instead was the
outcome of its business decision to innovate the low grade ore
technology many years before (RespBr pp. 5-6; RespReply A8-9). It
denies that its expansion of capacity of existing plants or the

building of the De Lisle plant was anything more than preparing to
satisfy the increase in demand expected in the TiO, market (RespPF
II 59; RespReply A21-A23). It also denies that it engaged in any
pricing practice that could be considered to be unlawful , and asserts
that it did not adopt or implement the strategic pricing asserted by
complaint counsel (RespPF 11145; RespReply A16-A19).

DuPont claims that there was nothing to prevent its competitors,
who are large corporations experienced in the rutile chloride process
for manufacturing TiO" from perfecting their own low grade ore
technology or building large scale manufacturing plants, if they
chose to engage in those areas of investment (see RespPF 1111252-273;
RespReply A25-A28). DuPont states that it was under no obligation
to license its low grade ore technology to NL or any other competitor
(RespPF 11108; RespReply A24-25). Finally, DuPont points out that
the record shows that it has not achieved the increase in market
share anticipated in its growth strategy, and that in the competitive
atmosphere that presently exists in the TiO, (8)market, it is in no
position to acquire a monopoly in that market (RespPF 1111 209-248;
RespReply 8, A6-A7, A33-A36).

DuPont claims that complaint counsel have placed unwarranted
emphasis on certain statements contained in "task force" related
documents that actually reflected "think tank" or "brainstorming
type exercises, and which, according to DuPont officials, were not
relied upon by management in making its business decisions and
were not the basis for such decisions (see RespPF 1111 180-186;
RespReply A18-19). DuPont points to the testimony of its offcials to
support its view that such decisions did not involve strategic pricing

or other exclusionary tactics (RespReply A19).
Having reviewed the entire record in this proceeding, and having

considered the demeanor of the witnesses together with the plead-
ings, the proposed findings, conclusions and briefs submitted by
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complaint counsel and counsel for DuPont, I make the
findings offact based on the record considered as a whole:

following

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. DuPont is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of
business located at 1007 Market St. , Wilmington, Delaware. At all
times relevant hereto, DuPont sold and shipped its products
throughout the United States and engaged in or affected commerce
within the meaning of Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as amended (see Complaint and Answer , 4).
2. DuPont is engaged in the manufacture and sale of a diversified

line of chemical and related products which may be generally
classified as follows: agricultural chemicals; industrial chemicals;
explosives; finishes and coated fabrics; textile fibers; pharmaceuti-
cals; photographic products; synthetic rubber products; polymer
intermediates; plastics, resins, coatings and fims; and pigments and
dyes (see CX 65J, K). DuPont sells primarily to other. manufacturers
with a relatively small portion of its products reaching the consum-
ers in the form produced by it (CXs 4- , 9Z17- , 65J, K).
3. Until January 1 , 1978, DuPont' s TiO, business was part of the

Pigments Department, which on that date was merged with the Dyes
and Chemical Division to form the Chemicals, Dyes and Pigments
Department (see CX 9Z16; tr 869 (Baird)).
4. The relevant product market for purposes of this case is (9)

TiO, pigments ("TiO, ) (CSCPF #5; RespPF #209).
5. The United States as a whole is the relevant geographic

market for purposes of this case (CSCPF #5; RespPF #209).
6. In 1976, DuPont had total sales in excess of $8.3 bilion, assets

in excess of $7 bilion and net income in excess of $459 milion. In
1976, DuPont' s production of TiO, was valued at approximately $265
milion, and sales of such products yield d the company pretax

earnings of approximately $40 millon (Complaint and Answer 

3; CX 8). In 1976, the value of DuPont's total domestic shipment of
TiO, was $257 milion (CX 222).
7. In 1976, DuPont had five manufacturing competitors in the

domestic TiO, market, all of which manufactured a diversified line of
products (see CXs 220-227; RX 46, 47 , 49 , 50, 86). They were G&W
Cyanamid, Kerr-McGee, NL and SCM.

8. TiO, is a white pigment used to whiten, brighten and opacify

. The parties have agreed that market shares for purposes of this case are to be calculated from domestic
shipments ofTiO, (CX 22;; see tr 1118- 19).
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paints, plastics, paper, inks, synthetic fibers and rubber compounds
(CX 3 ## 1 , 2, 4; CXs 9H; 75B; 120Q; 140B).'" Due to its unparalleled
quality as a white pigment, TiO, has no commercially satisfactory
substitute over a wide range of prices, and no significant future
substitutes providing comparable "value-in-use" are foreseen (CX 3
## 61-63; CX 9H).
9. There are three titaniferous feedstocks used in the manufac-

ture of TiO,: (1) titaniferous mineral concentrates-ilmenite, rutile
and leucoxene-each of which is derived from a naturally occurring
Ore of the same name; (2) titanium slag, which is produced by
smelting ilmenite concentrate; and (3) beneficiated titaniferous
concentrates, commonly referred to as "synthetic rutile" or "benefi-
ciated ilmenite , which are ilmenite concentrates processed and

upgraded to be roughly equivalent to rutile concentrates (CX 3 ##29

30; CX 191A; tr 614 (Greenewalt)).
10. Titanium ores are always found associated with iron with the

ratio of iron to titanium dioxide being highest in rock type ores and
lowest in rutile ore (tr 614-15 (Greenewalt)). The various titanifer-
ous feedstocks differ in titanium dioxide content, a factor that affects
the suitability of the feedstock (10Jfor a particular process, as well as
the amount of waste product produced. The titaniferous feedstocks
used in the manufacture of TiO, have the following titanium dioxide
content: ilmenite concentrate-30% to 80%; titanium slag-70% to
85%; leucoxene-less than 90%; synthetic rutile-90%-95%; and
rutile concentrate-90% to 99% (CX 3 ## 31-34; CX 131C).

11. The domestic TiO, producers using natural rutile ore current-
ly rely almost entirely on foreign sources, with the only known large
deposits of economically extractable rutile ore being located in

eastern Australia (CX 3 #45; tr 643 (Greenewalt); see CX 266Z4). The
more abundant ilmenite ore is mined in Florida, New Jersey and
New York as well as in western Australia (CX 266Z2, Z4). Substan-
tial quantities of titanium slag are imported from Canada (CX
266Z4).
12. For purposes of this case there are three commercial

processes used to produce TiO,: (1) the sulfate process; (2) a high-
grade feedstock chloride process which may be called a "rutile
chloride process ; and (3) a low grade feedstock chloride process

,. TiO, €xisu; in two difTerent crystal structures, rutile (in nO way relate to " rutie" ore) and anatase. Anata
TiO, is used primarily in the paper industry. Because rutile TiO, requires an additional step in the sulfate process
anatase TiO, is somewhat cheaper than rutile TiO,. DuPont is the only manufacturer able to produce anatase TiO,
by the chloride proccss (CX 3, #11 50, 5f1-59; CXs 17D, H; tT R92.-93 (Baird))

\I From a technical or scientific view there are only two processes , the sulfate proces and the chloride process
The chloride process, i turn , has two categorie relating to the feed tocks used DuPont's ilmenite or advanced
chloride process is not separable o much because of the basic chemistry involved. but becau e of the advanced
tehnology necessary to create a feasible commercial manufacturing operation using that process
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used only by DuPont, which may be called the "ilmenite chloride
process" or the "advanced chloride process" (CX 3 1111 14, 39, 40). In
the sulfate process, by which TiO, is produced by the digestion of
titaniferous feedstocks with sulfuric acid, only ilmenite and titanium
slag can be used. In the chloride processes, titanium bearing ores are
reacted with chlorine in the presence of carbon to yield titanium

tetrachloride which in turn, when combined with oxygen, forms
titanium dioxide (CX3 1111 12, 13; CXs 9H, 14Z29-Z31 , 58H, 61A;

266M). The rutile chloride process requires the use of rutile or
synthetic rutile. The ilmenite (or advanced) chloride process uses
feedstocks consisting of a mixture of ilmenite, leucoxene and rutile
ranging from 60% to 70% natural titanium dioxide content (CX 3 1111

, 39 , 40; CXs 14, 58E, 72A, 117 in camera).
13. The first domestic plant for manufacturing TiO, was built by

National Lead Co. at Sayreville, New Jersey. It began operations in
1918. This was a sulfate process plant. National Lead built a second
sulfate process plant in 1923, at St. Louis, Missouri (see CX 3 11144).

DuPont entered the TiO, business in 1931 when it acquired the
Commercial Pigment Company which operated a sulfate process
TiO, plant in Baltimore, Maryland. In 1935, DuPont built a sulfate
process TiO, plant at Edge Moor, Delaware (CX 3 1111 91 , 92, 95; CXs
15A, 241A in camera).

Virginia Chemical Company, which by 1947 had become a (11)
subsidiary of Cyanamid, began producing TiO, by the sulfate process
in 1937 at a plant at Piney River, Virginia (CX 3 1111 152, 153).

Glidden Paint Company (eventually acquired by SCM in 1967)
started a sulfate process TiO, plant at Baltimore, Maryland, in 1956
(see CX 266Z9; CX 3 11167).

In 1948, DuPont completed construction of a chloride process plant
at its Edge Moor facilty. By 1952 this plant was successfully
producing TiO, using a low grade ore feedstock (see Finding 16
infra).
In 1955, Cyanamid began producing TiO, at Savannah, Georgia

using the sulfate process (CX 266Z7).

New Jersey Zinc Company began producing TiO, by the sulfate
process at Gloucester, New Jersey, in 1956. It became a subsidiary of
G&W in 1966 (CX 3 1111 161-162).

In 1958, DuPont started up a new ilmenite chloride process plant
at New Johnsonvile, Tennessee.

14. In the late 1950's or early 1960's large quantities of rutile ore
were discovered in Eastern Australia. All new TiO, production

" Se ex 'l66Z7 ZlO for a list of TiO, producing companies. their plant locations, the proceS' and raw
materials use , and an estimated name plate capacity history with planned expansions
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plants constructed after that discovery were designed to use a rutie

chloride process (see CX 16A). In 1964, DuPont opened a plant using
a rutie chloride process at Antioch, California (CX 266Z7).

In 1964 Cabot Corporation opened a rutile chloride process TiO,
plant in Astabula, Ohio. In 1965 American Potash Chemical Corpo-
ration (subsequently acquired by Kerr-McGee) opened a rutile
chloride plant at Hamilton , Mississippi (CX 3 #159; CX 266Z7). In
1966, Cyanamid opened a rutile chloride process TiO, plant at
Savannah, Georgia and NL opened a rutile chloride process plant at
Sayrevile, New Jersey. In 1968, SCM opened a rutile chloride
process plant at Baltimore, Maryland, and PPG (Pittsburg Plate
Glass) opened a rutile chloride process plant at Natrium, West

Virginia (CX 3 ## 155- 171).
In 1970, Sherwin Wiliams opened a rutile chloride process plant

in Astabula, Ohio. This plant was built for Sherwin Wiliams by
DuPont (see CX 33C). SCM purchased this plant in 1974 , with the
approval of DuPont.

15. Some of the considerations that led DuPont to undertake
development of a chloride process were the desire to achieve greater
ore flexibilty and to reduce waste disposal problems. The sulfate
process can use only those ores that react with (12Jsulfuric acid. At
that time, there were abundant titanium ores unsuitable for use in
the sulfate process. In addition, DuPont wished to use the lower
grade ilmenite because it had a readily available supply, originally
from India, and later from Florida (CX 16I, J; tr 1417-19 (Clark)).

In the sulfate process approximately three and one-half tons of

waste are produced for every ton of TiO,. It is diffcult to dispose of
this waste, a solution of iron sulfate and sulfuric acid.

In contrast, the rutile chloride process yields only one-half ton of
waste per ton of TiO,. In addition, the principal chloride process
waste comes out as dry anhydrous ferric chloride which is easier to
dispose of than the acidic waste from the sulfate process. The low
grade ilmenite chloride process yields more waste per ton of TiO,
produced than the rutie chloride process (tr 1071-72 (Baird)).
16. The development of DuPont's ilmenite chloride process

including its progression from laboratory to production plant, proved
to be a very diffcult technical feat. Although DuPont had demon-
strated the practicality of operating small chloride process experi-
mental units, this small scale production experience could not be
extrapolated to larger commercial production units. Instead, it was
necessary to discard or radically modify many of the small scale

336- 34S 0 81 - 43
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techniques and devise new ones applicable at large scale (CX 241D
in camera). Increases in the size of equipment and the scale of the
operation materially changed the operating characteristics (ibid).

The original 12 000 ton per year TiO, chloride plant at Edge Moor
was completed and ready for initial operating trials in the Spring of
1948. It was not until 1951 that the problems with the chloride
process were overcome. By 1952 DuPont had a commercially viable
chloride TiO, production process using low grade ilmenite feedstocks
(CX 24IE, in camera; tr 618, 637, 650 (Greenewalt)). In 1956, the
chloride process facility at Edge Moor was expanded with a second
chloride unit (RX 3Z1-Z2) and by 1965 the capacity of that chloride
facilty was 45 000 tons per year. In 1958-59 DuPont built a new
chloride facility at New Johnsonvile, Tennessee (RX 3Z1-Z2). This
new facilty was at large scale to take advantage of scale economies
and in 1959 DuPont produced 45 000 tons of TiO, there (CX 241N
camera; RX 3Z1). Significantly, although it only took six months to
move the New Johnsonvile plant from initial trials to a viable
production facility, it was not until 1963 that the New (13)Johnson-
ville plant was operating at maximum effciency (see CX 212J). New
Johnsonvile s production capacity was expanded to 70 000 tons per

year by 1963, to 100 000 tons per year by 1964, and to 120 000 tons per

year by 1968. DuPont enjoyed substantial scale economies at the
New Johnsonville plant by 1970 (CX 3111120, 21; RX 3Z1).

17. Subsequent to the development of DuPont's ilmenite chloride
process, large deposits of rutile ore became available (tr 642-
(Greenewalt); tr 1420-21 (Clark)). This readily available source of
high grade ore encouraged TiO, producers, including DuPont (An-
tioch, California), to build rutie chloride plants during the 1960'
(see Finding supra). A high grade rutile process plant was
considered to yield at that time a better return on investment than a

comparable low grade ilmenite process plant, considering the
relative cost of the raw materials (rutile and ilmenite), the cost of
chlorine, the cost of disposing of waste materials, and the lower cost
of the initial investment for a high grade ore plant (tr 1071-
(Baird); tr 1473-74 (Clark); RX 20E; CX 16A , C).
18. DuPont's New Johnsonvile ilmenite chloride process plant

produced a higher quality pigment than the sulfate plants. On the
;"hibit ex 241 , ill camero spells Qut the development of the chloride process and details many of the

technic"j diffculties encountered- For example, one diffcult problem encountcn:d was th", d\1vdupment of
materials that would hold up in the extremely corrosive environment of chlorine ga5 at very high temperatures
Mr. Greenewa!t. summarized the development of the low grade TiO, techo()logy (tr 608- 26).

.. The i!meoite chloride proce&S conSlimes more chlorine per tun of no, produced and tllrns out more waste,
than the high grade rutile chloride proces.
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basis of its experience at New Johnsonvile, DuPont's officials made
the following assessment in May of 1972 (CX 26B):

. . . The success of the JohnsonvHle process resulted in a rapid increase in share of
market as the quality and adequate supply of the improved pigment became the
standard of comparison in the industry.

19. The 1960's had been a stable and relatively profitable period
for TiO, producers, although imports caused problems at times (CX
250B; tr 670-71 (Shapiro)). In the 1950's and 1960's the selling price
of TiO, had remained essentially unchanged. As imports and
domestic capacity increased in the 1960' , price cutting became
prevalent. And by the end of 1969 the economy began to enter a
recession (CX 250B; tr 671, 677 (Shapiro); tr 872-73 (Baird); tr 1232-
33 (Clark)).

DuPont' s profitability in TiO, was extremely attractive in the
1960' s. Between 1965 and 1970, the net rate of return (after taxes)

was between 10.3 and 15. 5%, averaging 12.5%, and was probably
greater in the first part of the 1960's (CXs 115G; 26B; tr 671

(Shapiro)).
20. By 1970, there were nine producers of TiO, in the United

States. As reported on CX 221 (Appendix A), the total ("name plate
capacity for 1970 was as follows (thousands of tons): (14)

Capacity

268
DuPont 252
Cyanamid 10.
SCM
G&W 43)
Cabot 27)
Kerr-McGee 4.4
Sherwin Williams
PPG

As reported on CX 224 and CX 225 (Appendix D and E) the domestic
production of TiO, by the sulfate and chloride processes was as
follows in 1970 (thousands oftons):

" G& Wand Cabot's capacities have beeJl couJlted tor;P.her on CX 221.
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Sulfate Chloride

DuPont
Cyanamid
SCM
G&W
Kerr-McGee
Sherwin Wiliams
Cabot
PPG

192.
42.
47.4
48.4
33.

28.
161.0"

6.4

33.4
18.4
21.4
10.

21. Shortly after 1970, an unexpected shortage of rutile ore
developed and the price of rutile ore increased dramatically (RX 20;
tr 1421 (Clark)). In early 1972, with the cost of high grade rutile feed
stocks at all time levels, some competitive TiO, producers curtailed
their operations. PPG abandoned its rutile chloride process plant at
Natrium, West Virginia, and NL shut down its rutile chloride
process unit at Sayrevile, New Jersey. In 1972, G&W leased Cabot'
rutile chloride process plant located at Astabula, Ohio, with an
option to buy, which it exercised in 1975 (CX 3 #166). In 1974, SCM
purchased the Sherwin Willams rutile chloride process plant at
Astabula, Ohio (CX 3 #142).

22. In early 1970, following enactment of environmentallegisla-
tion, sulfate producers, reputed to be worst of the chemical industry
polluters, were forced to incur substantial pollution related capital
investment costs, greatly raising the costs of these plants (CXs 27
34H).
23. By early 1972, the increase in the price of rutile ore vis-a-vis

ilmenite ore and the increased costs for pollution abatement for the
sulfate process producers vis-a-vis the chloride process producers,

placed DuPont at a significant cost advantage over all of its
competitors, an advantage that was (15jfurther magnified by econo-

mies of scale enjoyed by DuPont' s New Johnsonvile and Edge Moor
ilmenite chloride process plants. In addition, because of the shut
down of some rutile chloride process plants and reduced imports, a
severe shortage of TiO, was experienced in the domestic TiO, market
(CX 3 ## 172-178).
24. In February 1972, DuPont announced plans to complete the

conversion of Edge Moor to an all ilmenite chloride facility, thus
" DuPont's production of riD. uses the ilmenite chloride process ex ept for 27000 tons produced at its

Antioch , Califoffia., plant , which uses a rutile ch!oride process (see ex 266Z7 -ZR).
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eliminating the last of its sulfate process production (see CX 17B-F).Replacement of its sulfate facilty was made feasible through the
development of techniques to produce an anatase-type TiO, by the
chloride process (see CXS 17, 21)." It also planned the expansion of
the New Johnsonvile plant. The capacity available from existing
plants after expansion was expected to be suffcient to supply

demand to 1979-1981, before additional manufacturing facilties
would be needed (CX 21K). DuPont also planned to close its Antioch
California, rutile chloride plant as soon as practicable, thus eliminat-
ing any dependence on rutile ore (Ibid.
25. In 1971 , the Pigments Department had created a TiO, "Task

Force" and "Core Group . The Core Group consisted of the heads of
the divisions in the Pigents Department who were responsible for
the various aspects of the TiO, business. The Task Force was made
up of a number of individuals in the Pigments Department at the
level below the division heads. The Task Force also created certain
sub-groups called "Task Groups" to study various issues. The Task
Force reported to the Core Group, which in turn reported to the

Pigments Department through Mr. Baird, the Assistant General
Manager. In 1972, the Task Force engaged in a broad evaluation of
DuPont' s TiO, business and made recommendations for a long-range
strategy, the final details of which were reported to the Executive
Committee in May, 1972 (tr 871-75 (Baird); 1231-32 (Clark); see CX
73A).

26. In a document dated May 25 , 1972 (" 1972 White Paper ) A. H.
Geil, Vice-president & General Manager, Pigment Department,
reported to the Executive Committee on "Opportunities in the TiO,
Business. " The 1972 White Paper, in pertinent part reads (CX 26, 27):

. . . A number of significant developments have occurred which make it desirable a
this time to reassess the outlook for this business and to request your Committe'
concurrence with the broad outlines of a program designed to take advantae'
significantly enlarged opportunities (CX 26AJ.

. . . The price competition of the 1965 to 1971 (I6)period narrowed profit margins
all producers in the industry, and brought home as never before the realities of
business. The most signifcant of these include:

At substantial scale, the chloride process requires lower capital investment tha
sulfate process.

Disposal of wastes from the chloride process can be accomplished at a lower ecc
penalty than is the case with the sulfate process.

" Anata TiO, is used by paper manufacturers, and constitutes approximately 20% of DUPont'
hipmel)ts ofTiO, (see ex 6&1)
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With the exception of DuPont, all other producers by the chloride process require the
use of either rutile ore or a beneficiated product having a low iron content. The world-
wide shortage of rutile has resulted in an increase in price from $A65 in 1965 to $AllO
in 1972 (CX 26BI.

With completion of the conversion of the Edge Moor sulfate unit to a chloride
process operation, DuPont wil be entirely committed to chloride process operations at
large scale. DuPont' s unique abilty to operate the chloride process with relatively low
cost ilmenite ore provides a favorable operating cost capabilty. Technolo!:'Y for

complete recycle of process wastes with an acceptable economic penalty is progressing.
This combination of factors puts DuPont in a unique position to increase its share of
market by a substantial amount.

Competitive developments during the past six months provide support for this
contention. PPG Industries recently announced the abandonment of its chloride
process plant because of unfavorable prospective economics. This move coincided with
the failure of the Sherbro project in Sierra Leone which was designed to provide the
rutile feed for this unit. NL Industries has announced abandonment of its chloride
process unit as a result of unfavorable economics. This producer has also terminated
its production of an extended titanium pigment under conditions which have
alienated some of the customers formerly purchasing that product. Concurrent with
these events has been the effect of the government' s monetary actions on importtion
of titanium dioxide. The import surcharge and , subsequently, the devaluation of the
dollar have made imported (17Jproducts less competitive in this market.

Assessment of the status of competitive producers leads to the conclusion that sulfate
process opemtors, with the exception of NL Industries, will be unable to cope with
waste disposal problems and will shut down eventually. Chloride process producers
probably will continue operations, but it is difficult to see how they can cope with waste
disposal and generate sufficient funds for major expansion. (CX 26C).

The combination of these factors haS narrowed the margin between total
1roduction capacity in this country and the level of consumer demand. Pigments

tepartment has been oversold since early in the year, and information from the trade
Idicates that American Cyanamid and other producers in varying degree are in this
Isition.
For the short term, Pigments Department is taking steps to increase production
)acityas expeditiously as possible. The plant shutdown of the Antioch unit has been
rred. The expansion at Johnsonville is being expedited in order to achieve partial
"Insion at the earliest date. Modest capacity increases at Edge Moor are being
ertaken. In view of the propects. however, these are stop-gap measures.
Jntinued growth of the Ti0 market is forecast. While the rate of population
ase has declined, Ti0 has demonstrated a consistent increase in per capita
\mption. In terms of total impact, TiO can be described as a "standard of living
ct. Its per capita consumption has paralleled the per capita consumption of
'cal energy, for instance. Technologically, the only threats to TiOz as the major
"It of commerce are silicon carbide and "void hiding" products. It is concluded
icon carbide would be too expensive to compete. Void hiding can be achieved by
llating tiny air bubbles and Ti0 particles for certain emulsion paint and paper
,ions. Realistic potential for these product.c; is included in sales projections.

!xpected that the domestic industry requirements will grow at a rate of about
, year for the balance of this decade. In terms of industry tonnage, this means
lirements wil be between I OOOM and 1 100M tons in 1980 , as compared to

) TotJs("
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713M tons in 1971. The (I8)increa.c;e is equivalent to about four fully (CX 26DJ
developed Johnsonville-type process lines. Even if growth should fall short of these
expetations , any reasonable projection wil require major expansion in the industry.
It is believed that Pigments Department has the technology, the operating and
construction capability, the cash generation capacity, and the waste disposal expertise
to capture the major portion of this market growth. If this be true, there is the potential
to increase market share from the current level of 31-32% to 56' by 1980. and with the

trends persisting to approach 6,5% by 1985.
A program designed to seize this opportunity would have specific implications , all

of which would have to be resolved quantitatively at as early a stage as possible.

Adoption of pricing policy which would provide adequate profit and cash generation
for expansion.

Decision on configuration of production facilities. It seems obvious that within this
time period a fully developed third site would be necessary.

A substantial increase in our commitments for titanium mineral.
adequate possibilities for large-scale ilmenite supply.

There appear to be

Final decision between waste disposal
electrolysis or ferric chloride oxidation.

alternatives including beneficiation of ore

A program to acquire and train about 200 exempt salary personnel by 1977 (CX 26E).

In summary. Pigments Department finds itself in unique situatio1L In technology,

it is in a position of undi.sputed leadership not only in this country but in the world.
A !though the ability to use low grade ores in the chloride process has been known since

9,50. no other producer has been able to achieve this capability. Most producers have
direcled their technical programs toward developing beneficiated ilmenite which, at
best. would show economics similar to rutile. In scale, (19)Pgments Department is the
only producer with large units which permit holding unit capital investment at
low levels. We are not aware of any other producer with waste disposal technology
which can be accomplished without severe economic penalty. These same consider-
ations apply to operations in foreign markets and separate studies to define the
Department' s participation in these markets are underway.

It is recommended that agreement in principle be granted to the Department to
proceed with full development of this program. It is anticipated that substantial
additional information wil be provided in the Annual Report to be submitted in
November 1972. In (CX 261' succession , appropriation requests requesting authoriza-
tion of the expenditures necessary to provide the required facilities wil provide your
Committee with the detailed considerations necessary for your evaluation of each step
prior to the authorization of the capital funds required (CX 26G emphasis added).

27. In an "Advice of Action" addressed to Mr. Geil and dated May
1972, the Secretary of the Executive Committee advised (CX 27AJ:

Referring to your report dated May 25, 1972, on above subject

(Opportunities in the TiO, Business):

After discussion with you, J. H. Baird , Assistant General Manager , C. I. Smith , Jr.
Director, R. A. Hageman, Manager, Plants Technical, Production Division, J. E.
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Kramer, Director, Sales Division , Pigments Department, R. E. Manning, General
Counsel , C. E. Welch , Assistant General Counsel , R. J. Reichert, Manager, Environ-
mental Control , Government Affairs and Tax Division , Legal Department, and E. F.
Ruppe, Director of Environmental Affairs, it was moved and unanimously carried
that the Executive Committee agees in principle with the program presented in the
above-mentioned report, and grants authority to Pigments Department to proceed
with full development of this program.

28. On June 20, 1972, J. E. Kramer, Director, Sales Division
Pigments Department, forwarded to J. H. Baird, Assistant General
Manager, a recommendation by H. C. Ballard that DuPont not
increase its TiO, pigment prices. Kerr-McGee had announced a 2
per pound price increase on rutile TiO" effective July 1 , (20)1972. In
addition to the reasons stated by Ballard," Kramer stated (CX 28A):

. . . A price increase would markedly improve our competitors ' economics and permit
them to expand production facilities and increase share of market.

Attached to the Kramer memorandum was an in-depth analysis of
competitive earnings at certain price levels including the current

prices at 1 and 2 price increases (CX 28E). DuPont did not increase
its prices and Kerr-McGee reduced its increase to h, thus creating a
two tiered" pricing situation (see CX 70C).

29. On July 12, 1972, the Executive Committee approved the
Pigment Department's Authorization request for the expansion of
the New Johnsonvilc plant from 14.1M to 196M tons per year (CX 29).
The Pigments Department rcported that this appropriation was for the
accelerated expansion program for New Johnsonville spelled out in the
1972 White Paper, i. , CX 26 (CX 29D , E).
30. In the Pigment Department's Annual Report for 1972 (No-

vember), it reported to the Executive Committee that other produc-
ers appeared to be unable to expand due to problems associated with
small-scale chloride plants needing high grade titanium mineral
waste disposal and lacking advantage of scale and sulfate plants
requiring extra processing steps to meet chloride quality and
uncertainties with respect to disposal of a large volume of pollutants
produced by the sulfate process (CX 34 , G, H). The report reiterated
the 1972 White Paper objective, including the "adoption of a pricing
policy providing adequate profit and cash generation for expansion
(CX 34 I).

" The rcason given by Ballard were that most of the large customers wf'rC " price proteted" through the eod
of 1972 and that any price increase would affect the small customer. Moreover , this price raise , following a
substantial price increase in late 1971 , could be in conflict with the Economic Stabilization Act of uno and might
be considered "gouging" by the trade. Another n On was that Kerr-McGee and G&W were selling TiO, pigmen
at prices lower than DuPont's list price. BaJiard stated: "Maintenance of present prices would appear, for the near
future at least, to permit a respetable return On investment and ad""uate generation of cash for expansion" (CX

I:C. OJ
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31. In November 1972, the Pigments Department advised the
Executive Committee in connection with a study of foreign TiO,
opportunities that, although it had received a large number of
inquiries with respect to the purchase of manufacturing rights to
DuPont' s unique technology and proprietary expertise, with the
exception of the construction of the high grade rutile chloride plant
for Sherwin Wiliams, it had confined itself to DuPont's domestic
expansion, conversion of a Mexican sulfate plant to the chloride
process and construction of a plant in Argentina (CX 33C). (21)
32. In connection with an ongoing study of the feasibilty of

DuPont' s entering the TiO, pigments market in Europe, A. H. Geil
in a discussion with the Executive Committee on July 18, 1973 (CX
38), indicated that the reasons supporting construction of 110M and
220M tons per year production lines at Brunswick, Georgia" to start
up in 1977 and 1979, respectively (CX 38 L, W), and a 110M ton per
year plant in Europe were (1) DuPont's advantage of technology and
scale and ability to assume leadership in innovation, quality, servce,
and price and (2) the developing shortage of TiO, pigment. As to the
latter reason, it was observed: "If we don t step into the breach and
build capacity, one or ore of our competitors will" (CX. 38C). This
document contains a summary of domestic TiO, competitors and
DuPont' s perception oftheir expansion plans (CX 38F).
33. On November 7, 1973, DuPont announced by corporate news

release through its Public Affairs Department that it planned to
build a TiO, pigments plant at De Lisle, Mississippi, to start
operation by 1977. The press release stated that the De Lisle plant

would be built with expansion in mind (CX 159 H, I). In this respect
the statement reads:

As the plant expanded additional employment opportunities would be created anc
ultimately it might employ between 1 000 and 1 200 persons. Expansion would depell
upon continued growth of the markets for titanium dioxide. . .. (CX 159 n21

34. In its 1973 Annual Report to the Executive Committee, th
Pigments Department reported that plans were "well under way i
exploit the Department' s strengths in the chloride process in bo'
the domestic and European markets" (CX 40C):

. . The Department continues to capitalize on its position as the lowest cost produ
by expanding capacity at the New Johnsonvile , Tennessee. and Edge Moor, Delaw.
plants. Programs are being develope for the start-up of large, new plants in
United States (1977) and Europe (1978).

,. Although the sile of" Plant X' \ mentioned in the 1972 Whilc Paper, was first chosn as Brunswick
local environmental cOfUiiderations rl!uired the shift of locale to De Lisle , Mississippi (Se tr 103.5-36 (Baird)

" The last senU'nce of the statement reads, "The plant at Wilmington (Edge Moor) . currently i
converte to the chloride method in a major expansion.
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35. On Decf!mber 6, 1973, the Pigments Department presented its
appropriation request (part 3) for funds to complete the expansion of
the New Johnsonvile plant to 228M tons per year. In this request, it
reported that the shutdown of the PPG chloride plant and NL's
shutdown of its rutile chloride process plant and part of its St. Louis
sulfate process plant plus the (22Jcurtailment of foreign imports had
removed approximately 150M tons of finished TiO, from the
domestic market and had created a severe industry,wide shortage.
Due to favorable economics resulting from these circumstances
DuPont changed its plan to close down its higher cost operation at
Antioch. The appropriation request was approved by the Executive
Committee on December 12, 1974 (CX 41A).
36. In February 1974 , DuPont turned down a request by NL for a

license for its ilmenite chloride technology (CX 3 ## 136, 137; CXs
44C, D; 46A, D).
37. On March 27, 1974, the Executive Com,ittee approved the

Pigment Department's appropriation (Part 3) request for funds with
which to complete the conversion and expansion of the Edge Moor
plant to 167M tons per year capacity (CX 49). In its request, the
Pigment Department stated (CX 49 G):

The market for titanium pigments has been continuously growing while industry
capacity has relatively stagnant, forcing allocation during the past two years.
This coupled with rising raw material, labor and pollution abatement costs for the
ndustry has accelerated sellng prices beyond that forecast in the Part 2 (appropria-
ion request). Now that the Phase IV price controls have been modified on titanium
igments an additional increase of at least 3.5e per pound is expected almost
nmediately and thereafter an increase of about 1.75!t per year. For comparison , the
:lit sales price expected in the third year of this project is $36.77 per cwt. versus
6.43 used in the Part 2 calculation (lQ-1974 rate is about $28/cwt.). Because of the
!partment' s advantages over competition-market knowledge , advantages of scale
vanced chloride technology, ability to use lower cost ilmenite ore and development
practical waste disposal schemes-the selling price increases will more than offset
anticipated higher costs. As a result , DuPont' s titanium dioxide profit margin wil
lrn to or exceed historical levels and the return for this project increases
)rdingly.

8. On July 10, 1974, the Executive Committee approved the
ment Department's first appropriation request (Part 1) for $8
ion for "partial design, preparation of a current appraisal
.ble for full funds authorization and cancellation charges on
term delivery equipment" at the proposed De Lisle plant (CX

. In its appropriation request, the Pigment Department reported
le expansion projects at the three operational TiO, plants-
,ch (30M annual tons) Edge Moor 1 (167M annual tons) and
Johnsonvile (252M annual tons)-and added "when these
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expansions are complete in 1977, capacities at these sites wil be at
their desired practical limits" (CX (23)54C). The request goes on to

reiterate:

The market for titanium pigments has been continually growing while industry
capacity has been relatively stagant, forcing allocation during the past two years.
The opportunity now exists for DuPont with its marketing knowJedge and technology
to launch a major expansion program. This wil require development of a new plant

site. (CX 54CJ

39. On July 16, 1974, DuPont issued a press release on the De
Lisle project. This press release stated that this plant, scheduled to
begin operations in 1977, was planned with further expansion in

mind. The press release also reviewed the expansion under way at
Edge Moor and New Johnsonvile (CX 159 F, G).
40. In early 1975, DuPont's competitors announced a 5 price

increase. DuPont did not raise its prices and its competitors ' price
increases were rescinded (see CX 201A).
41. In 1975, due to the precipitous downturn in business in late

1974 (See CX 7lF), the Pigments Department Task Force undertook
a reexamination of the TiO, growth strategy outlined in the 1972
White Paper (CX 73A). K. H. Quisel and R. L. Heffelfinger stated
that the current (1975) strategy was, among other things, fast growth
from 1976 to 1980 and to obtain a 52-55% share ofthe domestic TiO,
pigment market. It was thought that "as long as DuPont is
aggressive, only U. S. expansion wil be Kerr-McGee s 50M tons per
year plant." This was attributed to "high waste disposal costs, low
cash for some, and inabilty to build large plants." As to price, it was
thought that a 3 per pound per year increase would yield the
necessary return for De Lisle and also give competition generally

adequate return to stay in business (CX 76A, B).
42. On July 15, 1975, DuPont announced a 3. 5% price increase on

its TiO, pigments, which was immediately followed by its competi-
tors, effective in early August (CXs 78; see CX 161C, CX (24)201; RX
2).
43. In the summer of 1975, Pigment Department's task force

engaged in an in-depth analysis of the TiO, business, the evolution of
DuPont' s market strategies and detailed projections on various
alternative business plans (See CX 85A, B , 91 , 92). The completion of

" In summarizing the major "changjng pojnL " in TiO, .otrategy it was observed (CX 7GD).

Price
In 1972., .otrategy appears to have been to maintain prices at 11 point to provide cash for DuPont f"xpansion
but limit competition s ability to expand.
Price forecas!. have gradually increased as magnitude of new JV , gM. and Dc Lisle investments became
appiirent
Current pricing forecast should keep competition in business without enough cash to expand.
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this study was accelerated when the Executive Committee called for
a reappraisal of certain investment projects including the De Lisle
project. 23

44. On October 10, 1975, the Pigment Department made a
presentation to the Executive Committee to justify continuation and
completion of the De Lisle project (CX 116). The presentation
compared four alternatives: (1) the proposed De Lisle program ("
Lisle ); (2) an alternative program that would provide the maximum
reasonable time deferral of the proposed De Lisle program and its
potential consequences ("Delay ); (3) an alternative program, if any,
that would be accomplished at less cost, and the consequences

thereof

, ("

Maintain Share ); and (4) the consequences of essentially
abandoning all expansion programs ("No Expansion

In connection with the De Lisle proposal, the Pigment Depart-
ment, after reporting on DuPont's unique cost advantages over its
competitors" stated (CX 116 G, H, I, J):

The second half ufthe reason for this Ti0 program concerns TIMING.
In 1971 and 1972, DuPont launched a program to aggressively gain a commanding

position in the market place. This program has been going according to plan. On this
FIFTH CHART arc listed reasons why now, as a result of that plan, is a unique point
in time for our Ti0 business. (25)

We are the lowest cost producer in the world. A major part of this is based on low-
grade ore and on scale of operation. We estimate that in ten years competitors will
have solved these problems , particularly if they are encouraged to expand.

We have publicized through the various press releases and speeches of Company
offcials that we plan to expand. This has made us into the most-favored supplier in
the eyes of customers who depended upon us in the last shortage and are planning on
our covering them in the next shortage. If we drop out of this leadership position by
cancelling De Lisle we foresee we wil lose some of our position as most-favored
supplier.

Because the big accounts must depend upon us a"; their major supplier, they also
depend upon us to develop products which meet their needs. The way this has been
carried out is that each new grade is generally developed with one or more big

accounts. This cuts the lag time on grade introduction to almost zero. If we lose our
credibility with these accounts (eX 116 H) by cancelling De Lisle, we will lose at least
a part of this special product development relationship.

One of our major strengths lies in the ability to operate large-scale plants. This

.. Due to a gHI1eral busil:e&5 J"wdown following the oil embargo, and a tight C!Jh now position , DuPont found
itnceessary to curtail cert.ain iI1ve tment projects. On October 10. 1975, it heard aplToximate!y 10 reports relating
to projects which had theretofore ben deemed to be neither eXpIndahle nor nonexpcndable (Cat.egory 3). In cITed
the Pigment Department's De Lisle proje.t. Wll competing with otherprojecw for the limited inv(' tment. funds
availab!e(tr711-717(Shapiro);RX 16).

" "

The mo t significant point. are chloride is cheaper than ulfate; large chloride plants are cheaper than
mall; and DuPont has at least a (and rrequently much larger) advantage over its competitors" (CX 116 G).

1'iO, st.rategy; Unique Point in Time: L()we t Cost Proucer; Customcrs Expet Expansion; Product

Development Enhanced by Leadcrship; Market Will Support a Big Plant Now But Not Later; New Site Ha Value;
Mark",t Share Has V..lue" (CX 116U)
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gives us significant cost advantages. This advantage, however, incurs large capital
outlays when a major expansion is undertken. This means the plant must be
operating at a high rate within 3-4 years to be economically viable.

Ti02 sales quantities have long followed GNP and Pigments and the Economist'
offce feel this relationship wil continue during the period for which we are
strategizing. Over this time, we expect Ti02 use in the U.S. to grow at better than 5%
(while the recovery is returning us to the long-term trend line), but then drop to about

7% in the 1980's. This means that in the immediate future we can fill a De Lisle in a
little over three years; whereas by the end of this period, fillng such a large plant wil
take about five years.

A new site has value to Pigments. Pigments now has a very large portion of its
production for the paint (CX 1161) industry concentrated at Johnsonvile. De Lisle

would help minimize for our customers the risk of any kind of disturbance that was
local in nature. Delays at De Lisle continuously increase our vulnerability to (26)
opposition in obtaining permits. If we delay by about three years from our original
197,5 funding, we wil have lost our current political support and, with it, our ability to
keep permits active.

Market share has value to us. In capitalizing on our strengths, we wil increase our
share. (CX 116 Jj

With respect to the "Delay" alternative, Pigments reported that "
one-year additional delay in funding to 1977 represents the maxi-
mum time delay," the principal disadvantage being lost sales and
earnings (CX 116 J).

With respect to the "Maintain Share" alternative, the Pigments
Department outlined its considerations to alter some plans for
completing Edge Moor to keep DuPont's grade structure in balance
with the market and a "reamout" at Johnsonvile, increasing
capacity to 252M tons per year. (For an explanation of the term
reamout" see tr 1084 (Baird)). It concluded (CX 116M):

In the market place, as soon as it would become clear that DuPont had abandoned
De Lisle. we would expect to see an additional price increase of about $2/cwt above our
preferred case ("De Lisle ). In addition, we would expect Kerr-McGee to build the
plant they announced at Mobile but haven t started. We would also expect several
others to expand. This might well be American Cyanamid and Glidden who have both
told customers they would like to expand but haven t moved yet, apparently becausE:
of the pricing situation. When these expansions start up about 1980, we would expecl
a temporary oversupply which would cause some erosion of prices , so that by abou
1982 we would expect to see the price drop about $2/cwt below the base case pric
structure.

Finally, with respect to the "No Expansion
Pigment Department stated (CX 116N):

alternative, th

Abandoning the TiO expansion program would mean simply maintaining tJ
three existing plants. During our strategy re-analysis, we did not give this case t
finely structured study that we gave the other cases. For purposes of this presentatic

ve assumed that our plants would fill rapidly and stay full. We ve also assun:
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pricing equal to the previous alternative. In fact, this is probably overly optimistic
because badly-timed expansions would probably periodically cause erosion of prices.

The Pigment Department summed up its presentation as follows
(CX 116" ): (27)

In summary, Ti0 offers DuPont a low risk, high return business opportunity. . .
(iJt is noteworthy that Reports on Accomplishment for 1'i0 projects over the last ten
years have averaged 112% of forecast.

45. In its Annual Report to the Executive Committee dated

December 1, 1975, the Pigments Department stated in pertinent
part, with respect to its TiO, business (CX 120 Q):

Business Description
. . . In spite of shortages in 1973-1974, only DuPont and Kerr-McGee have

indicated plans for major expansions. DuPont's business is strongly focused on

domestic markets where it is the undisputed leader because of superior manufactur-
ing technology; lowest costs; good protection in titanium ore, a major raw material;
experience and resources to respond rapidly to market opportunities; and a 41 %

market share.

Business Objective and Financial Goals (1975-1980)
The business objective is to complete implementation of the growth program

outlined to the Executive Committee in the Department's report of May 25 , 1972. This
, in essence , to exploit a unique opportunity to capture most of the domestic industry

growth into the early eighties, thus increasing market share above 52% and operative
earnings to about $20MM per year.

General Business Strategy
The strategic plan to implement the growth program capitalizes on the internal

strengths and competitive factors which have yielded DuPont a position of leadership.
Key elements are:

Start-up new facilities at De Lisle , Mississippi , in 1978. This expansion , as the recently
ompleted ones at Johnsonville and Edge Moor , exploits the ability to operate large
icale plants utilizing low grade , lower cost titanium ore.
ontinuation of process innovation and improvement programs to maintain position
.5 lowest cost producer. This work will affect both the product line and the
evelopment of new, more unique products. For example, the De Lisle design
lcorporates new lower cost (both manufacturing and investment) finishing technolo-
y. (28)
pricing policy to bring operative margins to 25-35%. Prices are forecast to increase
lout 6% annually; assessments of competitor s costs indicate this is consistent with
ice increases lhey wil require to recover increasing costs of ore and waste disposal.

,ntinued focus on domestic opportunities. . . In addition there are world wide

portunities to license DuPont's chloride technology, capitalizing on it while it is stil
\uable to generate additional cash flow.

46. In early 1976, after NL and Cyanamid announced a 4 per
und price rise on rutile grades, of TiO, and a 3 per pound increase
anatase, DuPont announced a 3 price ris on all products and all
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competitors adjusted their prices to match DuPont's (CXs 200A
201A). R. J. Fahl, stated in a memorandum to J. E. Kramer proposing
the 3 increase, that this increase "would not shrink the market
significantly and would permit our projected market growth and
penetration to continue" (CX 200A).
47. On June 16, 1976, the Executive Committee approved the

Pigments Department's appropriation request (Part 3) for funds to
return the De Lisle project schedule to a first quarter, 1979
turnover, for visible site preparation, and an expansion of the
proposed plant from 130M to 150M tons per year (CX 133). Based
upon an analysis of competitive capabilities to expand versus
DuPont, Pigments Department reported (CX 133M):

Analysis of cost and investment data indicates that most competitors are operating
at a disadvantage versus DuPont and that a major expansion by them would be
financially marginal , particularly if DuPont proceeds with De Lisle. The one possible
exception is Kerr-McGee which now has an estimated 6% of the industry capacity.
Earlier they announced a SOM tons-per-year pigment expansion and a 100M tons-per-
year beneficiated are facility to be located near Mobile , Alabama. Construction has
started on the beneficiation plant, but the pigments expansion was postponed
indefinitely in October 1975. It is expected that their expansion plans will be

determined largely by the rate of recovery of the TiO consuming industries and by their
estimate of additional market share available which could be influenced by DuPont's

announced plans and visible actions at De Lisle. We believe it unlikely they wil have
additional capacity before 1980. In our industry capacity forecasts, we have assumed
they will have a SOM tons per year plant operating in 1981 (Emphasis suppliedl (29J

As to sellng
133M, N):

price trends, the Pigments Departme'!t stated (CX

Industry selling prices were increased by 3. per pound (9%) in August 1975 , even
though the industry was operating at only 70% of capacity, and again by 3 per pound
(7%) in March 1976. These increases were above those forecast in the Part 2
(appropriation requestJ. In our discussions with customers. we have been candid
relating the need to increase prices to maintain our expansion activities and their
acceptance of the recent price increases is indicative of their understanding of the
impact of increased costs.

Prices are forecast to increase 5-7% annually from current JeveJs through the early
1980' s. Several elements are at work to sustain these rates of increases. We estimate
the inflation in the general economy (CX 133M) coupled with more stringent pollution
control requirements wil force competitive costs up about 8% per year over the next
several years. The old sulfate plants cannot be expected to achieve productivity

increases to offset these increased cosL,,. Selling prices for project return purposes are
considered to be conservative estimates because they do not allow for full recapture of
estimated competitive cost increases of the sulfate producers by as much as two cents
per pound. The high investment cost required to provide additional capacity should
prevent overcapacity developing to depress prices (Emphasis supplierf.

48. On June 21 , 1976, DuPont issued a press release on the
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authorization of the $20 milion additional for the 150M ton per year
TiO, plant it expected to begin building at De Lisle in 1977 , and have
operating by 1979. Although pointing out that the 1979 start-up was
two years behind the original schedule, the press release reported
that DuPont had said in early 1975 " it would pace construction to the
recovery in the economy following the downturn which began in the
fourth quarter of 1974" (CX 159 B).

49. On November 10, 1976, the Executive Committee approved
the Pigments Department's appropriation request (Part 4) for funds
to complete the expansion of Edge Moor including the installation of
Simultaneous Drying and Grinding equipment (CX 198 B-E , I).
50. On March 23, 1977, the Executive Committee approved (CX

158A, 198A) the Pigments Department's appropriation request (Part
4) for full funding of the De Lisle project. Concerning competitors
capabilities to expand versus DuPont, the Pigments Department
reported (CX 158N, 0): (30)

Kerr-McGee remains the only competitor to announce a major expansion to start up
before 1981. They planned to build a 50M tons per year TiO plant at Mobile , Alabama
with a 100M tons per year ore (eX 158N in camera J beneficiation plant at the same
site. The beneficiated ore was to supply both their new plant and the existing
Hamilton, Mississippi plant. Their ore beneficiation plant started up last year, and is
expected to be at normal operating rates by this spring. Our competitive cost-analysis
program shows it would be financially more profitable for them to sell the beneficiated
ore than to build a plant to conuert it to Ti0 pigment. We believe the earliest they
could start up a chloride line would be 1980 and have included this in our capacity
forecasts.

NL Industries has announced plans to start up a chloride plant in the early 19805,

after the technology has been developed in Germany. If this plant is buil, we believe
it wil replace their Sayrevile , New Jersey sulfate plant, which was the highest cost
domestic line , and was shut down from February 1976 to February 1977 because of a
bitter strike. Their permit to barge acidic waste to the ocean expires in 1981.

The five domestic sulfate plants (which provided over 60% of 1976 competitive
capacity) dispose of their acidic waste as follows:

Plant
NL-St. Louis
NL-Sayrevile
American Cyanamid-Savannah
SCM-Baltimore
Gulf & Western-Gloucester

Disposal Method

River discharge
Ocean dumping
Neutralization-gypsum manufacture
Neutralization-river discharge
River discharge

No environmentally sound, economical way to handle these wastes has been
developed. As pollution regulations become more strict, these plants wil face rapidly
increasing costs. The NL St. Louis plant was sued by the federal government in
January because it did not build a treatment plant for its acidic discharges, as

required by the current EPA permit. The suit seeks daily fines of $10 000 until the

treatment plant is operating and more than $400 000 for past pollution. We believe
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sulfate plant shutdowns are more likely than any (31)additional expansions (Empha-
sis supplied).

51. On April 4, 1977 , DuPont announced the authorization of
more than $110 milion in additional funds to continue construction
of the De Lisle plant. DuPont stated that the plant was expected to
be operational in 1979 (CX 159A).

52. In May 1977 , SCM and NL announced 5 per pound price
increases on TiO, pigments. Shortly thereafter DuPont raised its
prices 2 per pound and its competitors ' rescinded their 5 price
increases and matched DuPont' s new price (see CX 161-166F).

In a memorandum to A. H. Geil and J. H. Baird dated May 6 , 1977,
J. E. Kramer stated that the rationale for a 2 /lb. increase vis-a-vis

/lb. was as follows (CX 163A):

Unit cost of manufacture have and are projected to increase only 2. 24=/lb between 3/76
and 3/78 while sellng price wil have increased 54=/lb.

Worldwide imbalance of supply and demand estimated to be + 350 OOOT. High prices

would invite off shore producers to have larger U.S. market share.
Reverse downward trend of market share; we do not need De Lisle if we can not capture
market growth.
Deterrent for further reduction of Ti0 in end use products.
Smaller price increases more palatable to our customers and can be more readily
passed on to customer (Emphasis supplied).

53. In its 1977 Annual Report to the Executive Committee, dated
December 5, 1977, the Pigments Department reported the following
pertinent information relating to its TiO, pigment business (CX
196F, G, H, W):

(32JThe domestic titanium dioxide pigment (TiO,J business has been experiencing
increasing problems of oversupply and price-discounting. The principal contributor is
the continuing sluggish recovery of the European and third-world economies. This is
encouraging a number of foreign producers to export to the United States at below
market prices and in volumes estimated to be 62% ahead of last year. Softening
domestic demand is aggravating the situation.

In spite of these problems, the Ti0 business is expected to achieve record sales
volumes and pretax earnings in 1977, Bu."ed on government data and reports from

customers, it appears several of the larger domestic producers have been more adversely
afrected by the imports with sales significantly below 1973 leveL". Our cost estimates
indicate they may be operating at break-even or worse.

The situation has caused the forecast achievement of prices and volumes presented
in the De Lisle project to be one year behind schedule. A price increase of two cents to
48.5 cents per pound for bagged rutile pigment announced around mid-year wil not

" In analyzing the possible !;aIes forecasts, the Pigment!; Department states "Shutdowo of a !;ingIe dome!;tic
manufacturing unit, or the failure of Kerr-McGee to follow through on its announced expansion plans, would
increase DuPont's sales comparable to the increa!;ed demand (as forecast in the most optimistic economic
conditionsJ(CX158R).
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become fully effective until the end of the year. Prices in Europe are equally sluggish
running five to eight cents less than U.S. prices. (CX 19610 in camera)

DuPont remains the only Ti0 producer pursuing an active expansion program.

Trade comments would indicate several domestic competitors may be having profitabil-
ity and environmental compliance problems which could lead to capacity reductions.

The current sluggishness of the Ti0 business should not delay the De Lisle
construction activities. A delay would have minimal effect on cash flow as $140MM (of
$182MM authorized) has been expended or committed. Even under the pessimistic
assumption that sales volume and prices slide two years versus project projections , the
Ti0 business would still break even in 1979 (the start-up year) . (CX 196G).

A better choice is continuation of construction in the most economical way (e.g. no
overtime or additional hiring to make up (33)construction delays), leaving the option
of temporary mothballing at time of completion. This approach could delay start-up
now scheduled for the first quarter of 1979 , by at least one to two quarters. Further
study by Engineering wil provide more definitive schedule information by mid-
December. This construction route offers the advantage of having the plant available
to meet a sudden surge of demand brought about by a turn around in the world

economic situation or by removal of TiO, capacity from the market due to competitive
environmental or profitability pressures. (CX 196H)

The business objectiue is to complete implementation of the growth strategy and
program outlined to the Executive Committee in the Department's report of May 25.

972. This is , in essence , to capitalize on a unique opportunity to capture most of the
domestic growth into the early eighties, thus increasing market share above 51 % and
operative earnings to almost $l50MM per year by 198 (CX 196W; Emphasis supplied).

54. The cost advantage that DuPont has over its competitors has
several parts. DuPont is the only TiO, manufacturer that has built
and operates large scale, low grade ore, ilmenite chloride process

plants (see CX 40F-G). This gives DuPont the advantage of sale
economies as well as an advantage in lower plant investment costs

(see CX 3 ## 20, 21; CX 61). In addition , ilmenite ore is much less
expensive than the rutile ore or beneficiated ilmenite (synthetic
rutie) used by its competitors who operate rutile chloride process
plants. The waste disposal costs of a chloride process plant are lower
than the waste disposal costs of sulfate plants (CXs 40G, H; 51). The
high grade ore chloride plants have some cost advantages over the
low grade ore chloride plants in that they use less chlorine gas per

ton of TiO, produced and create less waste per ton of TiO, produced
(see tr 1341-44 (Clark)).
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In order for competitors to eliminate or reduce substantially
DuPont' s cost advantage in the manufacture of TiO, they would have
to develop a low grade ore technology and build large scale chloride
process plants (tr 1390-91 (Clark); CXs 23 , 116H). The record shows
that development of this advanced technology at large scale entails a
substantial learning time (tr 1386-87 (Clark)). DuPont estimates
that it would take from 5 to 10 years for a competitor to come close to
DuPont' s cost of production (CX 116H; see 1387- , 1434-35 (Clark)).
The general nature of DuPont's cost advantage (including the

estimated costs for De Lisle) is demonstrated graphically in (34Ja

chart that appeared in the Pigments Department's Part 3 appropria-
tion request for funding of the De Lisle project (CX 133L) (Appendix
F).

DuPont' s cost advantage became pronounced in the early 1970'
and increased until at least 1972 as the price of rutile ore increased
dramatically due to a shortage in that raw material. In addition
beginning in the early 1970's, sulfate manufacturers have faced very
high costs of waste disposal. NL completely closed down its sulfate
plant in St. Louis because of its inabilty to meet the environmental
requirements as to the disposal of its waste.
The record shows that DuPont's cost advantage has decreased

recently primarily due to an increase in the price of chlorine, a high
energy product (CX 76D). However, DuPont has predicted that its
cost advantage will exist for the foreseeable future (CX 209K-
camera).
55. In the 1972 White Paper, DuPont adopted a "pricing policy

which would provide adequate profit and cash generation for
expansion (CX 26E). From May 1972 to June 1978 there were 12
announcements of TiO, list price increases, and DuPont either led or
met fully the announcements by competitors on eight of those

occasions (CXs 3 ##194-235, CX 166).
In June 1972, shortly after DuPont began its growth "strategy,

Kerr-McGee announced a 2 /lb. price increase on rutile TiO,. SCM
and NL then announced a l /lb. list price increase. DuPont and

G&W did not raise their prices and Kerr-McGee lowered its price
increase to h/lb. This resulted in an unusual two tiered pricing
structure in the TiO, industry which apparently lasted until 1974
when "price controls" were removed (see CXs 28A, C; tr 886-890
(Baird)).

" Similar chnrts appear in other DuPont documents , the first OnC appearing in ex 3RT, in connection with a
'riO, strategy presentation by the Pigments Department to the Executive Committee On July HI, 1973 (See also
CXl15F, 116T: 158N i" camera). The record shows that at all times relevant to the iSSUf S in this case, DuPont has
analyse. its competitors ' cost in detail (See exs 2.1; 63; portions i" mmcra; 64 portions in camera: 68L

, "

; 81 

camera; 82 in camera; Ril in comera; 98C in camera; 13. M: 158N in r:amem; 196).
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Many reasons were given for not raising DuPont' s prices at that
time. Although TiO, was in short supply, several TiO, producers and
foreign importers were selling below DuPont's list price. Concern
was registered about a price rise encouraging an increase in imports.
In addition, many of DuPont's large customers had been "price
protected " that is, guaranteed a certain price, until the end of 1972.
There had been a substantial price increase at the end of 1971 , and a
(35)further increase, which would affect only smaller customers

could be considered "gouging" and might affect DuPont's " image as
a preferred supplier. " (CX 28B-D).

In early 1974, upon the removal of "price controls " there were a
series offour price increases which resulted in a total increase in the
list price for rutile TiO, of approximately 12 /lb. to a 40 level (CX 3
## 196-99; tr 891-93 (Baird)). At one point during this period, DuPont
was unsuccessful in its attempt to raise the price of its anatase TiO,
by 5 /lb. , and it reduced this to 3 /lb. to match competitors ' lesser
price increase (CX 3 ## 199-200; tr 892- , 1208-09 (Baird)).

In January 1975, DuPont declined to follow several of its competi-
tors ' announced price increases of 5 /lb. on rutile and anatase and
the competitors ' price increases were cancelled (CX 3 ## 201- , 206-
09; tr 894- , (Baird)). Baird testified that by this time the effect of
the mid-70' s recession was being felt and that sales of TiO, had
dropped substantially and that there was discounting from list prices
by competitors (see RX 2C; tr 894-96 (Baird)).

However, in August 1975, DuPont led a 3. /lb. increase in list
prices, an increase that was followed by its competitors (CX 3 ## 210
215; CXs 69, 78). The Pigments Department reported in pertinent
part (RX 2C):

A 3- q:/lb. increase is expected to restore earnings to a satisfactory level for the
balance of 1975 and through the first half of 1976 in the absence of any unforeca.'ited
energy cost increase. Major customers have been advised informally that an 8-10%
increase would be necessary soon , and appear wiling to accept this level. Such an
increase is in keeping with projected prices in the 1974 Annual Report and
Supplement, and Project (36)2613 . and is believed to be the best compromise level for
restoring earnings without shrinking the market (customers will probably not

undertake gross reformulation to use less Ti0 if the increase is held below 10%). We
believe all domestic competitors will rapidly follow this increase, as three of the six

.. .

J. E Kramer , in r""ummending that DuPont not increase its list price at that time , stated (CX 2HA)

A price increas would markediy improve (Jur competitors' ecunumics and permit them to expand
production facilities and increase share of market In support of this we have heard two comments
from our customers
PPG-Walter Ethier . Director of Purchases, PPG, stated that D. Benoit, Kerr-McGee District Manager, told
him on 6/16/72 that Kerr-McGee had to raise prices 2 per pound in order to justify expansion plans
SCM-R. Lozon , Director uf Purchases for the Glidden Dorkee Division , told me that the TiO, industry
should expand production capabilities. However . SCM could /lever justify expansion f"cilities at current
pnces.
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attempted to initiate comparable increases in January 1975. Because demand at that
time was so weak , we elected not to increase at that time.

During 1975, members of the TiO, task
growth strategy initiated in 1972, stated that:

force, evaluating the

In 1972 , strategy appears to have been to maintain prices at a point to provide cash for
DuPont expansion, but limit competitors ' ability to expand. Price forecasts have
gradually increased as magnitude of new JV, EM, and De Lisle investments beame
apparent. Current pricing forecast should keep competition in business without

enough cash to expand rCX 76D, Emphasis addedJ.9

In assessing DuPont's current strategy the task force stated:
Increase 3 /lb./yr. to 1980 wil yield necessary return for De Lisle

based on current cost projections. Also give competition generally
adequate return to stay in business" (CX 76B)." DuPont's offcials
testifed that strategic pricing "was never used in our pricing" (tr
1248 (Clark); see also 889-90 (Baird)). (37)
In early 1976, NL announced an increase of 4 /lb. on rutile TiO,

and 3Mlb. on anatase (see CX 129B). When DuPont raised its price
only 3 /lb. on both grades, NL lowered its price increase to 3 /lb. on
rutile. In his proposal for the 3 /lb. increase by DuPont, R. J. Fahl
stated his reasons (CX 129A):

This wil represent an 10.8% increase (annualized) since August,- 1975.

This places us one year ahead of the schedule reported in the Annual Report and De
Lisle project submissions and provides operative earnings $14MM above forecast for
calendar 1976 ($20MM annualized).
A 44: increase on rutie grades would penalize 84% of our current customers at the
expense of the 16% who can utilize anatase.. 

A 34: increase wil minimize inroads by foreign competition. . .
A 34: increase would be a clear demonstration of responsible pricing practices, and in
line with projections on which customers have based their pricing policies. It would
not shrink the market significantly, and would permit our projected market growth
and penetration to continue.
A 34: increase wil prevent further widening of the rotile/anata differentiaL

In May 1977, SCM and NL announced a list price increase of 5 /lb.
on anatase and rutile (CX 31111226-29; CX 162A). DuPont declined to

.. As a preface to their History of Report TiO, Business Strategy. K If Quise! and R. L- Heffelfinger stated
The key eJements of the strategy have not been total!y dQ(umente" (CX 7GA)

,. The task force directe the compilation of pricing forecasts that would show thp. foJlowing (CX 85B; CX
101A)'

Determine price which wi\ trigger competitive expansions
Determine price where foreign competitive producL wi!! enter.
Determine price where non TiO, pnxlucts will substitute
Determine n!action of competitors to our strategy
Price that wi! cause anyone to fold.

The Competition Situation Task Farce fied a detailed report (CXs JOQ , 108)
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match this 5 increase and instead announced a list price increase of
/lb. Competitor s price increases were then rolled back to DuPont'

level. J. E. Kramer s rationale for the 2 /lb. increase instead of the
/lb. increase was as follows (CX 162A):

The market is still not firm as there are many deaL.: in all the indu.stries we serve either
by discounting price :1 to #/pound. sale of "substandard" material at distressed price,
or the use of extended terms. Through the first quarter, we sold 18% of our product at
reduced prices as a result of meeting competitive action.
A worldwide supply and demand imbalance of :: 300 000 tons exist."i. Imports of
titanium dioxide have increased during 1977 and substantially higher prices would
invite offshore producers to have a larger U.s. market share.
A deterrent for customers to formulate their products to lower Ti0 levels, and an
incentive (38Jfor restoration toward historical levels. This is highly important to us , as
our growth depends on an expanding market.
Smaller price increases are more palatable to our customers as they can pass the
increases along easier.
Reverse downward trend of market share; we do not need De Lisle if we can not capture
the market growth. When we aggressively priced from 1972 through 1975, 

substantially gained market share even during the 1975 recession. From March, 1.978
on we have not been aggressive in the market place (rom a pricing standpoint and as

result, our market share eroded 2. 5%.
Two cents per pound increase , effective June 1 , 1977 , and in place 100% by 11/1/77 is
expected to yield additional earnings of $4.5MM during 1977.
Current average seIJing price is 44.91t/pound and this increase should put us ahead of
the price forecasted in both the Annual Report and Project 2613-14 (De Lisle) of
45.4It/pound (emphasis supplied).

On January 23, 1978, R. J. Fahl recommended that DuPont roll
back the 2 price increase of June, 1977. He stated (RX 7 A):

The announced June, 1977 titanium dioxide price increase is not holding. I propose
that we promptly announce that pre-June prices are in effect through the first
quarter , and try to initiate an increase in the second quarter if conditions appear more
favorable.

Thirty-eight percent of "TiPure" sales were at the current list price in December
but of this 38%, over 8% was as R-O (slip) codes or RPS with performance guarantees.
In effect, 30% is conventionaJ grades at current list, and the number of pricing actions
we are asked to meet indicates this could drop below 25% by February.

Accordingly, it appears that DuPont's announced list prices during
1972 through 1977 were in the range where they generated enough
cash flow to justify DuPont' s expansion , and were too low to permit
competitive expansion, although high enough to keep competitors in
the TiO, business. It also appears that these prices were not
lrtiicially or unilaterally established by DuPont, but were con-
:rolled by the economic l39Jconditions in the TiO, market (see ex
47C). These conditions were affected by "price controls , cost of
"flation (especially energy costs), the severe recession of 1974-1975
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substantial excess supply of TiO" imports, and a reluctance of TiO,
users to return to normal levels of use after a period where
reformulation" was prevalent (tr 1241-43, 1320 (Clark)).
56. Immediately before DuPont adopted the growth strategy

whereby it intended to capture the major portion of the expected

growth in the domestic TiO, market, its total plant capacity was
approximately 270 000 tons per year. The Antioch plant had a
capacity of 28,000 tons per year; Edge Moor (sulphate) had a capacity
of 55,000 tons per year; Edge Moor (chloride) had a capacity of 46,000

tons per year, and New Johnsonvile had a capacity of 141,000 tons
per year (see CX 15A-B). Its expansion plans for those plants were to
replace the Edge Moor sulfate plant with a chloride plant of the
same size (55 000 tons per year), to expand the New Johnsonvile
capacity to 196,000 tons per year, and to close the Antioch rutie ore
plant (CX 15B, 21E, " ). This would have resulted in a net gain in
capacity of 27 000 tons per year by 1974. DuPont estimated that from
this expanded capacity (approximately 400 000 tons per year) it
would be able to supply demand for its TiO, until 1979-1981 before
additional manufacturing facilities would be needed (CX 21K).

By May 1972, NL Industries had shut down its chloride plant at
Sayrevile, New Jersey, and PPG had abandoned its chloride plant
in West Virginia. In addition, NL terminated its production of an
extended TiO, pigment and the United States had imposed a 7. 5% 

valorem duty on imported TiO, (see CX 21 H, I; 26C). This resulted in
a shortage of TiO, in the domestic market.
In the 1972 White Paper, DuPont estimated that the projected

growth in industry tonnage between 1972 and 1980 would be about

330,000 tons per year which was the equivalent (in 1972) to about
three fully developed New Johnsonvile-type process lines (CX 34H,
I). After adoption of the program set forth in the 1972 White Paper
DuPont cancelled its plans to close down the Antioch plant and
initiated plans to expand the New Johnsonvile plant to 228,000 tons
per year (CX 29D, K), to increase the capacity of the new chloride
line at Edge Moor to 110 000 tons per year (CX 32D) and began plans
to build two (40jproduction lines of 110,000 tons per year and 220 000

tons per year at plant site "X" (which eventually became the De
" Complaint counsel have proposed findings to the effect that DuPoot io J 972 adopted, and have since engaged

, "

a pricing policy which would provide adequate profit and cazh generation for expansiofl but limit competitors
ability to expand:' citing the 1972 White Paper (CX 26E), Kramer s recomm''fdation un the JUfle 1972 Kerr- Mct;CI

price increase (CX 28A), the Task Force s evaluation of the 1972 growth strategy (CX 76D), numerous Task Force
documents disseminate throughout the company (CXs 113P , 114P), and similar Task Force statements in 1976
aod J977 (CXs 137C, 145D, 178) (Se CXCPF 241-51). They also r('l'1est a finding that DuPont implemente thi!
strategic pricing policy when price roll backs were forced On competitors during 1975, 1976 and 1977 (Se CSCPt

261). The rl!ord does flot support such findings.
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Lisle project) for an eventual capacity of approximately 750 000 tons
per year by 1980.

In November 1973, before the appropriation of any funds for the
construction of De Lisle, DuPont announced its plans to build that
TiO, plant (CX 159H, I). In May of 1974, Kerr-McGee announced its
plan to build a 50,000 ton per year TiO, plant and a 100 000 ton per
year beneficiation facility at Mobile, Alabama (CX 131I, K). In July
of 1974, DuPont appropriated $8 milion (of an estimated total of
$165 milion) to start the De Lisle project. At that time the Antioch
plant had been expanded to a capacity of 30 000 tons per year and
Edge Moor and New Johnsonvile were being expanded to total site
capacities of 167,000 tons per year and 252 000 tons per year
respectively, those capacities being at the desirable practical limits

(CX 54C). DuPont announced its plan to construct the De Lisle
facilty and the Edge Moor and Johnsonvile expansions on July 16
1974 (CX 159F, G).

Although Kerr-McGee built and started up its 100 000 ton per year

beneficiation plant, it closed it in 1978. It has not yet started
construction of the 50 000 ton per year TiO, plant at Mobile and
DuPont no longer expects that it wil go through with that
construction in the near future. NL has announced that it wil
construct a 100 000 ton per year chloride plant, although construc-
tion of that plant has not begun.

Thus, except for DuPont, no TiO, producer has started construc-
tion of a new TiO, plant in the United States since 1970, and DuPont
anticipates no such expansion in the foreseeable future.

An overall view of the growth of industry capacity and industry
sales (including DuPont' s forecasts to 1982) is demonstrated graphi-
cally in a chart that appeared in Exhibit CX 133I (Appendix G).

Although industry sales have not increased as expected since the
1974-1975 recession, some industry capacity was lost when NL closed
its St. Louis sulfate plant in 1978 because of diffculties with
pollution problems. NL has imported TiO, pigments to replace the
supply lost by the shut down of the St. Louis plant. Other imports
have remained at about 4% of domestic shipments (CX 223).
i\though total industry sales are (41Jstil at the 1972-1973 levels,
DuPont' s share of the domestic TiO, market increased from 30% in
1970 to approximately 41 % in 1977.

" A comparison of DuPont's market share projections in February 1972 and ,July 1972 is graphically
monstrated on Appendix II (CX 2''' W;29N:CSCPF p. 41).
" Complaint counsel have proposed a finding to the effect that DuPont' s exp,nmion of its TiO, capacity Wll not

stifled by market place conditions and that SllCh over expansion was Imder ken as part of a strategy to prevent
I TiQ, comp€tltors from expanding their capacity. They also propose a finding to the effect that the DuPont press
leases announcing the De Lisle project were exaggerated and were designed to affect competitors ' decisions
'ether to expand their facilities. On this record, DuPont's propose expansion WiJ reasomlbJy responsive to the

(Continued)
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57. Before 1972, DuPont had received a large number ofinquiries
regarding the purchase of rights to DuPont's chloride technology,
including requests from Cyanamid, Cabot, and Glidden (CXs 3, #127;
33C; 250C). All of these requests were turned down, except that
DuPont constructed a rutie ore plant similar to its Antioch plant for
Sherwin Wiliams (CXs 33C, 250D; tr 1386 (Clark)).
After 1972, DuPont has continued to receive inquiries on the

licensing of its chloride process TiO, technology and has turned down
such requests (CX 3, ## 132, 133). In 1974, DuPont turned down a
request by NL for a license for its ilmenite chloride technology (CX 3
## 136, 137, CX 45, CX 46D). This was not the first time that such a
request from NL was denied (CX 3, # 138).
In connection with the NL request in early 1974, H.B. Clark,

Manager of DuPont's TiO, Research & Development Department,
recommended (CX 44C, D);

National Lead has said they wil buy the Sherwin Willams plant providing we wil
sell them the technology to use ilmenite in that plant. We should very clearly say no
to this request. National Lead has the marketing base which cOQ.ld allow them with
ilmenite chloride technology to deny us the sales that we require to make our new
investments profitable.

It seems clear, however, that we should not wish to transfer our ilmenite

technology to any major competitor (and very probably not even to Sherwin- WiJiams)
since low cost ore and scale are the only two advantages we now enjoy and both of
these are temporaL It would appear to me that the maximum gain from these two
advantages wil come from increasing our market share rather than collecting royalty
payments or license fees from disseminating this information broadly. (42)

DuPont has considered license requests from foreign countries
including Japan, Brazil, U.S. H. and the Peoples Republic of China,
but has never completed any such negotiations (CXs 132C, 140D, 157

180E, 188B; see CX 60).
Royalties for such licenses, especially domestic licensing of the

lower cost ilmenite process, would have yielded substantial fees, a
fact that has been considered by DuPont officials (see CXs 120Q,

157A-B).

DISCUSSION

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act empowers the

expeted growth in demand for no,. The record al a shows that DuPonrs announcement. were necessary tc

inform the De Lis!e, Mississippi , community, as to DuPont's plans as we!! as notify customers who were havinJ
diffculty obtaining TiO, in 1:174 . that DuPont intended to be a major supplier in the future (see ex 62F: l05A).
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Federal Trade Commission to prohibit certain "unfair methods of
competition" and certain "unfair or deceptive acts or practices. "34

Section 5 was intended to be a broad and flexible statute under
which the Commission could designate as "unfair methods of
competition" conduct that, although not previously deemed violative
of statutes governing trade practices, had the anticompetitive effects
that such legislation was designed to prevent. See H.R. Rep. No.
1142, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 18-19 (1914). It is well settled that Section 5
covers conduct that either violates the prohibitions of the Clayton

Act and the Sherman Act or conduct that could lead to unreasonable
restraints on competition if not prohibited. See Federal Trade
Commission v. Brown Shoe, 384 U.S. 316, 321 (1966); Federal Trade

Commission v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 (1948).
An ilegal attempt to monopolize constituting a violation of

Section 2 of the Sherman Act involves a "specific intent" to control
prices or destroy competition in a relevant market, predatory or
anticompetitive conduct directed to accomplish those ends, and a
dangerous probability of succeSs. Purex Corp. v. Procter Gamble
Co. 596 F.2d 881 , 890 (9th Cir. 1979). Janich Bros., Inc. v. American
Distiling Co., 570 F.2d 848, 853 (9th Cir. 1977); Golden Grain
Macaroni Co. 78 FTC 63, 164 (1971), enforced in part 472 F.2d 882
(9th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 412 U.S. 918 (1973). It is generally

accepted that monopoly power exists when an industry member has
the power to raise prices or exclude competition when it so desires,
and that such monopoly power is unlawful if it is wilfully
maintained or acquired as distinguished from arising from growth or
(43)development as a consequence of a superior product, business
acumen or historical accident. Purex Corp. V. Procter Gamble Co.,
890 supra; Golden Grain Macaroni Co., supra, 78 FTC at 157.

Complaint counsel contend that DuPont had (and continues to
have) the intent to prevent competition , to control prices and to gain
a dominant share of the TiO, market. In this respect, complaint
counsel allege that DuPont has engaged in certain strategic business
conduct designed to perpetuate a so-called "investment asymmetry
between DuPont and its TiO, competitors, namely, the existence of
business conditions under which competitors would not choose to
,onstruct large scale TiO, production facilities (CSCPF pp. 2-3, 96-

, 113- , 123-25; see CX 218 pp. 43-44 (Shepherd); see also tr 1548-
19 (Adelman)).

" "

Sec- 1:;(a)(1). Unfair methods (If CQmpctitioIJ in or affecting commerce, aod unfair or decf'ptiv,, act. or
acUees in or affecting commerce, are h"'reby declared unlawful

(2). TIJe Commbsion is hereby empowered and directed to prevent pemons , partnerships , or corporations

,. . .

:Jm using: unfair mf'thods of competition in or afff'tjng commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
rectingcommerce,
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Complaint counsel assert that as part of its strategy DuPont priced
its TiO, products low enough to discourage competitors ' expansion
yet high enough to fund DuPont's own expansion, engaged in

premature expansion of its own TiO, facilities and capacity, made
exaggerated announcements relating to its expansion plans, and
refused to license its TiO, technology to its competitors. They
contend that this exclusionary scheme was anticompetitive (CSCPF
pp. 96- , 120, 122, 124), and that through such strategy DuPont has
insulated its substantial cost advantage from erosion over time.
Complaint counsel contend that without large scale construction no
competitor would be in a position to substantially reduce or

eliminate DuPont' s cost advantage through the necessary "learning
by doing," inherent in the development of an ilmenite technology, or
by scale economies, available from large chloride process plants.

Complaint counsel contend that the intended effect of DuPont'
strategy was to limit the funds available for competitive expansion
decrease the return that competitors could expect from expansion

and increase the risks of such expansion (CSCPF pp. 2- , 80, 86, 96-
98). Complaint counsel conclude that if the results of this challenged
course of conduct are not reversed DuPont wil eventually obtain the
power to raise prices or prevent competition at wil (see CSCPF pp.

98-104 113- 126-30).
Characterizing DuPont's challenged course of conduct as an

exclusionary growth strategy," complaint counsel take the position
that such conduct violates Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act because it constitutes an ilegal attempt to monopolize the
TiO, market violative of the Sherman Act, threatens an incipient
violation of the Sherman Act, violates the spirit of tbe Act, and
violates public policy insofar as it causes undue harm to competition
competitors or consumers (see CSCPF pp. 109-10, 123-25).

DuPont argues that there is nothing anticompetitive about an
industry member attempting to gain market share and that such an
attempt" is the very substance of effective competition. It also

contends that not one element of its challenged conduct (44)("growth
strategy ) is unlawful: that it did nothing illegal in obtaining its cost
advantage over its competitors (see RespReply A 7 -A9); that its plant
expansion and new construction were reasonable and necessary
responses to anticipated increase in market demand for TiO, (see
RespReply 6- , A19-A24); and that it was under neither a legal nor a
moral obligation to give its competitors (particularly NL) its ilmenite
technology through licensing (see RespReply A24-A25). DuPont
contends that its competitors had and continue to have the means
and technical ability by which to develop their own ilmenite
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technology or other low grade ore technology and their competitors

choice not to undertake the required investment in the past or

present should not be held against DuPont (RespReply A25-A28).

DuPont claims that complaint counsel have made unwarranted
assumptions about its growth strategy by attributing to DuPont'

management certain policies that appeared in certain planning or
analysis documents. For example, DuPont claims that it never
engaged in the strategic pricing alleged by complaint counsel, that it
did not forecast higher prices for TiO" should its growth plans prove
successful (tr 1288- , 1304, 1375-79, 1451- , 1497-99 (Clark)) and
that it never considered itself to have or to be able to obtain through
its growth plans a monopoly share of the TiO, market (tr 1327-
1321- , 1339-40 (Clark)). DuPont also claims that it never made
announcements about its expansion plans that were not accurate
and for a legitimate reason.

Although the record does not support complaint counsel' s overall
view of DuPont' s growth strategy, it does support their view of the
exclusionary effect of DuPont's expansion program on competitor
expansion, and the probability that DuPont wil obtain substantial
market (monopoly) power (see CSCPF pp. 104-09, 123-25; CX 218 pp.

9 (Shepherd)). There is no doubt that the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act was designed to prevent unfair trade practices that have the

tendency or capacity to create a monopoly or lessen competition. But
in any proceeding brought under the Federal Trade Commission Act,
the Commission, before it may issue orders deemed remedial or
preventative, must find that a respondent's conduct constitutes an
unfair method of competition or an unfair or deceptive act or

practice.
No matter how DuPont's offcials may have analyzed their future

business opportunities that arose upon the advent of DuPont'
substantial cost advantage in the early 1970's, and no matter how
they have appraised the nature or effect of their growth strategy, I
can find no conduct that can be considered "unfair" within the
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Even complaint

counsel do not assert that any individual action taken by DuPont,
whether in acquiring its cost advantage, in its TiO, pricing, in its
expansion of capacity or in its choice not to license its TiO, ilmenite
technology was illegal or even unreasonable. Complaint counsel
challenge the exclusionary effect of all of these actions taken

together, along with their claim that DuPont intended such an

exclusionary effect (see also ex 218 p. 27 (Shepherd)). (45)
In my opinion, the ultimate question in this matter is whether

DuPont had alternatives to its aggressive growth strategy that it was
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required to take, in lieu of the actions it did take, in order not to run
afoul of the antitrust laws.

Dr. Shepherd testified that "DuPont should have done whatever it
wanted to do, subject to the proviso that it not choose a strategy
whose effect was to transform the TiO, industry into a virtual
monopoly" (CX 218 pp. 65-66). In this respect Dr. Shepherd noted
that DuPont had made analyses of various directions it could have
taken (ibid). His testimony on the various elements of the strategy
indicates that in his opinion DuPont should not have priced as low as
it did or should not have embarked on such a large expansion
program (especially the construction of the De Lisle facility). He was
of the opinion that one alternative DuPont had was to license its
ilmenite technology to its competitors (including NL) at some point
in time after 1972.

I am not convinced that DuPont was required to. take actions
different than those it did take. DuPont's cost advantage was the
result of business foresight, intelligent planning, dedicated techno-
logical application to a most difficult production problem, the taking
of economic risk, and its competitors' choice during the 1960's to
build production facilities designed to use high-grade rutile ore. The
development of the shortage of rutile ore and the advent of high costs
of pollution abatement for TiO, producers were not accidental.
Although DuPont's gain was not unexpected, the magnitude and the
timing of this new cost advantage was unexpected. But this cost
advantage was not "fortuitous" in the sense that it was either
accidental or unearned.

I do not believe that DuPont was required to price its TiO,
products high enough to insure its less effcient competitors suff-
cient revenue to finance expansion. The resulting higher cost of TiO,
to user-customers (and ultimately to the consumer) and the resulting
exorbitant profits to DuPont would be more antisocial in the long
run than the natural exclusionary effect of the so-called "investment
asymmetry" that developed in the TiO, industry before 1972. As
detailed above (Finding 55), I do not believe that DuPont' s (46Jactual
pricing in the period from May 1972 to 1978 could have been much
different than it actually was, given price controls, the mid-70'
recession and the slow recovery of the TiO, industry during 1976 and
1977 (see tr 1602-03 (Adelman)). In those situations where DuPont

Dr. Shepherd testificd (CX 21R pp. 66-67).

I would like especially to consider anuther alternative that DuPont could have adopte-that of
licensing iL trhnology. DuPont had many oppurtunities to license its chloride technology. A policy which
permitted licensing would have lowered productiun custs throughout the industry, while letting DuPont
harvest extra profits in line with the cost savings made possible by iL chloride tehnology. With licensing,
the cost-saving benefiL of DuPont's technology would not have been limited to its own production..
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failed to match its competitors ' price raises, the market conditions
did not justify such price increases. During the period 1975 to 1977
there was an over supply of TiO" producers were operating at
approximately 70% of capacity, and there were substantial TiO,
sales at prices discounted from list. If DuPont had raised its TiO, list
prices substantially, and then sold at those prices, it would have
placed itself at a competitive disadvantage and would have been
considered a "price gouger" by customers.

The lowest cost producer s choice to expand capacity in a situation
of short supply, is a sound business judgment that is economically
justified. In 1973, when there was a severe shortage of TiO" DuPont
was entirely justified in planning to build a new plant. The record
shows that a plant the size of De Lisle was necessary to take
advantage of scale economies. The record also shows that DuPont
thought the future of the sulfate process plants was in doubt (tr 1443

1510-11 (Clark)). Any theory that higher cost producers must be
protected against the effects of expansion by their lower cost

competitor is not sound economic theory. And certainly the construc-
tion of a plant at less than scale is not socially desirable. In the
circumstances, the De Lisle expansion was a reasonable business
choice in 1972, and was stil a reasonable choice in 1975. DuPont'

announcements of its plans for De Lisle were for legitimate reasons
and were not necessarily for the purpose of restraining competitive
expansion.

DuPont was not required to license its ilmenite technology to its
competitors (or potential entrants, if any). The choice to look to long
run profitability instead of immediate revenue from royalties is not
unfair. There is no showing on this record that competitors could not
develop that technology, if they had chosen to take that course of
action. The fact that these competitors found themselves five to ten
years behind DuPont in 1972 did not obligate DuPont to give up its
technological advantage.

The final question is whether DuPont's course of conduct, neither
unreasonable nor unfair, becomes unfair because DuPont, in fore-
casting the effects of its actions, i. , limited or no competitive

expansion and its own increase in market share, knew or should

have known that it would acquire substantial market power. With
knowledge that the success of its growth program depended on either
minimal or no expansion by its competitors, DuPont nevertheless
put a growth strategy into operation in 1972 and has continued that
growth strategy to date. DuPont was aware that TiO, prices were low
enough to discourage competitive expansion and acknowledged that
increase in market share was important to its profitability. As the
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dominart TiO, producer in the 1980's, DuPont predicted that it
would be in a position to increase the profitability of that portion of
its business in the foreseeable future. (47)

In other words, the question is whether DuPont was prohibited
from engaging in any conduct, the effect of which might be to
transform the TiO, industry into a virtual monopoly (see CX 218

, p.

65 (Shepherd)). I do not think that business awareness of the nature
of and the probable results of otherwise completely legitimate

business conduct changes that conduct into an ilegal anticompeti-

tive practice or supplies an ilegal intent to lessen competition or

create a monopoly. I have found no prior "attempt to monopolize
case in the courts or before the Commission and not one has been
cited by complaint counsel, that transforms lawful conduct into

unlawful conduct without the presence of some overt or anticompeti-
tive act considered unreasonable in the regular conduct of a

competitive business.
I am not persuaded on the record considered as a whole that

DuPont created, or unfairly maintained, the "investment asymme-
try" which has existed in the TiO, industry since 1970 and which
now is an effective barrier to the competitive expansion required by
DuPont' s competitors to place them in a position to challenge
DuPont' s impending dominance in the TiO, industry. Regardless of
its m;uket share, DuPont, in 1972, acquired the means to develop
market power when it obtained a substantial cost advantage over its
competitors. In my opinion whether DuPont adopted a less aggres-
sive growth strategy program that complaint counsel and Dr.

Shepherd appear to think it should have engaged in or the
aggressive growth strategy challenged in this case, the so-called
investment asymmetry" would have nevertheless prevailed and the

future prospects for effective competition would be just as tenuous as
they appear today." (48)

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act can be invoked to

" Dr. Sh,"pherd was of the opinion that OuPont' s behavior was that of a dominant firm and that its shar
40% of the TiO, market (where its nearest coml"titor s shllre was only 16%) indicates it already has suhstantia!
degree of monopoly power (see ex 2H! PI'. 7 , 9) I do not agree that DuPont already has monopolized the TiO,
market within the mE'aning of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. ThE' record shows that DuPont does not hllve control
over 'fiO, prices. It does not have the power to establish prices without reg,mJ to its competitors ' pricing. However
when the De Lisle facility is in ful! production and the demand for TiO, increases a.. DuPont expl'I:t. it wiJl. a
different case may appear. In this respect, Dr. Shepherd testified (CX 218 p. 8)

DuPont' s market share sumns to be likely to grow further , rather than suffer erosion. 'lh," record
suggest. that th," sulfate 'fiO, plants now operating in the U. S. have a limite future. Meanwhile , DuPont
has over 66 percent of all chioride-process TiO, production in the U. S. market, and this share wi!! rise in
the next year or two as the De Lisle plant opens. That plant , with up to 16 percent of U.S. TiO, capacity, will
raise DuPont' s total market share to at least 55 percent , and approximately 75 p('reent of the chloride.
process TiO, production. Other producers have nO major l!xpansion und,"r way, nOr any present access to
comparable chloride technology. Their sulfate-process plants arc at an increasing cost disadvantage
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effect structural changes in an industry only where it is clearly
demonstrated that the competitive disequilibrium is the result of
some conduct that could be designated as "unfair . If the challenged
conduct is not unreasonable and not the cause of the trend toward
monopoly power, no violation of Section 5 exists , merely because the
effects upon competition may be undesirable from an economic point
of view.

CoNCLUSION

I conclude that DuPont did not engage in the "strategy" attributed
to it in the complaint and by complaint counsel in their proposed
findings in that DuPont did not engage in "strategic pricing," but
rather established its TiO, prices relative to market forces over
which it had no control.

I also conclude that DuPont's conduct of its business, insofar as it
is challenged in this proceeding, was neither unreasonable nor
unfair and that its conduct did not constitute an ilegal attempt to
monopolize the domestic TiO, market in violation of Section 2 of the
Sherman Act and did not constitute unfair methods of competition
or unfair and deceptive acts or practices in violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended.

ORDER

It iB ordered, That the complaint in Docket 9108 , E.I. DuPont de
Nemours & Company, is dismissed. (49)

Attachments:

Appendix A: ex 221 A

Appendix B: CX 222

cluding Exports
Appendix C: CX 223 A B - Total Domestic Shipment of TiO" Includ-
ing Imports, Excluding Exports 1970-1977
Appendix D: CX 224 - Total Domestic TiO, Production Via the
Sulfate Process/1970-1977
Appendix E: CX 225 - Total Domestic TiO, Production Via the
Chloride Process 1970-1977
Appendix F: CX 133L - Mil Costs of TiO, producers at Capacity
Appendix G: CX 133I - Industry Sales and Capacity.
Appendix H: CXCPF p. 41- Comparison of DuPont Market Share
Projections February/July 1972 (A-50)

- Total Domestic Ti0 capacity 1970-1971

- Total Domestic Shipment of TiO" Ex-
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OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By CLANTON Commissioner:

Introduction

In challenging the legality of an expansion strategy adopted and
carried out by respondent, E.L DuPont de Nemours & Company

DuPont"), in its titanium pigments business, this case addresses
issues that are fundamental to antitrust policy. The complaint
issued April 5, 1978 , charges DuPont in a two-part count with unfair
methods of competition and unfair acts and practices by using its
dominant position in an attempt to monopolize the production of
titanium dioxide pigments ("TiOz") in the United States, in violation
of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15

c. 45. Administrative Law Judge Miles J. Brown (ALJ) dis-
missed the complaint and complaint counsel appeal.

The many events that compose the expansion strategy at issue
span the years 1971 to 1978. As might be expected, these events are

highly relevant to the issue of liabilty and, for that reason, must be
set out in some detail, especially in view of the allegation that the
expansion plan is unreasonable, and therefore unlawful, only (2Jif
assessed in its entirety. The actual occurrence of much of this
conduct is largely uncontroverted, but the parties vigorously contest
the legal consequences of these events. ' (ID 5)

Respondent and the Market

DuPont is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of
business at 1007 Market St. , Wilmington, Delaware. In 1976, DuPont
had sales exceeding $8.3 billion , assets exceeding $7 billon and net
income exceeding $459 millon. It is engaged in the man ufacture and
sale of diverse chemical and related products, among them pigments
and dyes including titanium dioxide pigment. During the period in
question, DuPont's TiO. production was the responsibilty of its

, The foHowing abbreviations wi!! be used in this opiniaIj

IDF
T,.

CAB
RAB
CRB
Tr.oA

Initia!Decisionpagenumber
lnitia! Decision Finding n'-mber
Transcriptpagen'-mber
Camplaint Counse1"s exhibit number
Respondent' s exhibit number
Comp!aintCounseJ' sappea!brief
Respondent' s answering brief
Complaint Counsel's reply brief
Transcript ofQraJ Argument page number
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Pigments Department, and in 1976, DuPont's total domestic ship-
ments of TiO, amounted to $257 milion. (IDF 1-3, 6)

There is no dispute about the product and geographic markets at
issue in this case. As there are no practical substitutes for the
product, TiO, constitutes a distinct product market. The United
States as a whole is the relevant geographic market for puroses of
this case. (IDF 5)

TiO, is a white chemical pigment used in the manufacture of such
products as paint and paper to make them whiter or opaque. In
manufacturing TiO., there are two basic processes: the "sulfate
process and the "chloride" process. Essentially, the sulfate process
involves the reaction of sulfuric acid with relatively low-grade
feedstock (ilmenite ore or titanium slag), while the chloride pro-

cesses entail the reaction of chlorine either with a high-grade
titanium ore (rutile ore or synthetic rutile) or with lower grades of
feedstock (principally ilmenite ore). During the relevant time frame,
only DuPont used the latter chloride process. (ID 5) (3)

A brief background on these two processes is helpful. The sulfate
process was the first developed and used by all producers, including
DuPont. It is a "batch" process, not affording the economies of large
scale inherent in the "continuous flow" operation of the chloride

processes. In the post-World War II period, DuPont developed
chloride technology and began applying it to the relatively abundant
low-grade ilmenite ore for commercial purposes. By 1952 DuPont'
first ilmenite chloride facility was fully operational at Edge Moor
Delaware, where it also had a sulfate facility. In 1958, DuPont
opened a second ilmenite chloride Ti0 plant at New Johnsonville
Tennessee. While DuPont was building chloride process TiO, plants
in the 1950's, other producers continued to build only sulfate plants.
(ID 5)

In the late 1950's, abundant rutile ore deposits were discovered,

and from 1960 to 1970, all Ti0 plants constructed, including

DuPont' s Antioch, California, plant, were designed to use rutile ore
in a chloride process. Until the late 1960's, the overall costs of

production of Ti0 were essentially equal among the various
,ombinations of processes and ores. Although DuPont alone pos.
;essed the technology (principally know-how) to make the chloride
Jrocess commercially viable using ilmenite ore, the relative costs of
utile and ilmenite were such that no production process conferred a
ignificant cost advantage. (ID 5-6) So long as rutile ore was
,lentiful, a high-grade rutile chloride plant yielded a better return
n investment than a comparable low-grade ilmenite process plant

ue to the relative costs of ores, chlorine, waste disposal and initial
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investments (which were lower for the high-grade ore plant). (IDF
17)

DuPont' s development of the ilmenite chloride process through the
transition from the laboratory stage to commercial production
unquestionably proved to be a diffcult and notable technological
achievement. Although DuPont developed this process in small
operating units, the small-scale production technology could not be
readily transferred to larger-scale commercial production. Thus, new
techniques had to be devised to adapt the chloride process to
increasing scales of operation. (IDF 16)

Around 1970, a world-wide shortage of rutie sent its price soaring.
Also at about that time, federal environmental regulations imposed
costly pollution abatement requirements upon sulfate Ti0 produc-
ers, threatening to close down some of the sulfate capacity. As a
result, DuPont's ilmenite chloride process left it holding a substan-
tial cost advantage (unit cost of about 16 /lb) over its competitors

(about 21Mb). (ID 6, CX 28E) (4)
It was DuPont' s decision in 1972 to exploit this advantage and to

increase its market share that gave rise to the complaint in this case.
From 1972 to 1977, DuPont expanded its capacity and increased its
market share from approximately 30% to 42%, and it presently
forecasts that it wil achieve a 55% share by 1985. Since 1970, no
Ti02 competitor has added new production capacity. (ID 6)

The Allegations

The complaint charges DuPont with an attempt to monopolize the
Ti0 market by the adoption and implementation of a strategy or
plan to expand its domestic Ti0 production capacity to capture

substantially all of the growth in domestic demand for Ti0 through
the mid-1980' s. Crucial to the plan was DuPont's undisputed cost
advantage over its rivals in production of Ti0 , which stemmed both
from economies of scale and from DuPont's unique technological
ability to use lower-grade (and lower cost) ilmenite ore. In this
respect, complaint counsel contend that DuPont's cost advantage
was "fortuitous " conferred upon it accidentally by the increases in
the price of rutile and the costs of waste disposal in the sulfate

process.
As alleged, DuPont' s growth strategy consists of three interrelated

elements: a) expansion of capacity by construction of a large-scale
plant; b) exploitation of its cost advantage by pricing its products
high enough to finance its own expanded capacity, yet low enough to
discourage rivals from expanding; and c) refusal to license its cost-
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saving ilmenite chloride technology with which rivals could learn to
take advantage of the economies of scale inherent in the low-grade
ore technology. In addition, the allegedly strategic behavior of

DuPont consisted of premature expansion of its 'Ti0 capacity and
exaggerated announcements of its expansion intentions, all for the
primary purpose of preempting competitors' expansion plans.

Complaint counsel contend that this conduct amounted to exclu-
sionary and anticompetitive behavior insulating DuPont's cost
advantage from competitive erosion since the ilmenite chloride
technology actually changes as the scale of operation increases and
without large-scale operations, no competitor wil be able to reduce
or eliminate DuPont's cost advantage through "learning-by-doing
ilmenite chloride technology. The inevitable result of this strategy,
according to complaint counsel, will be to give DuPont the power to
raise prices at wil, restrict output and prevent competition. (ID 43)
Indeed, complaint counsel argue that DuPont's expansion plan

made no sense unless it results in a monopoly." Tr. OA 17. (5)
DuPont admits that it sought to capitalize on its cost advantage in

order to capture or serve the major portion of the growth in demand
for Ti0 well into the 1980's. (RAB 12) Even so, it denies that the cost
advantage was "fortuitous," claiming instead that it was due to its
costly innovations in low-grade ilmenite chloride technology in
earlier years. It further denies that its capacity expansion had any
purpose other than to satisfy the expected increase in demand for
Ti0 . DuPont also denies that it engaged in an unlawful strategic
pricing strategy, contending that its pricing during the period was
attributable to market forces beyond its control. (RAB 27) Indeed
DuPont asserts that complaint counsel failed to prove that its prices
were not profit-maximizing under the prevailing economic condi-

tions. lei
Furthermore, DuPont claims that it was under no duty to license

its ilmenite chloride technology to any competitor, and contends that
its competitors, all large corporations engaged in Ti0 manufacture
are not prevented from developing their own low-grade ore technolo-
gy or constructing large scale plants if they choose to make such
investments. (RAB 28) Finally, DuPont points to its failure 
achieve the anticipated growth in its market share and denies that it
could attain monopoly power in the Ti0 market. (RAB 43 et seq.

We proceed now to a fuller exposition of the events giving rise to
this case.
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The Strategy

Prior to its switch to a more aggressive growth strategy, DuPont
had some limited Ti0 expansion plans underway. Specifically,
respondent sought to expand its sales from 218 thousand tons per
year ("MT") in 1971 to 301 MT in 1976, including an increase in the
chloride capacity at New Johnsonvile from 141 MT to 196 MT
which would make it the world's largest Ti0 plant. ' At that time,
DuPont' s pricing policy was to maintain prices, except to cover
inflation , until 1986 in conjunction with its conversions and expan-
sions. (CX 22A) Its share of the Ti0 market stood at 30%. (CX 21)
(6)

In early 1972, however, DuPont noted that significant changes had
occurred or were occurring in the Ti0 market, including the fact
that National Lead ("NL") and PPG were shutting down rutile
chloride plants due to price erosion during the recession , that NL
had ceased making "extended pigment," thus taking even more
product off the market, and that the industry had little reserve
capacity, although demand was recovering from the recession. (CX
21) Later that year, DuPont became further aware of its advanta-
geous position when its Development Department formed a Task
Force to improve the performance of the Pigments Department. The
Task Force focused on the coming decline of sulfate capacity,
DuPont' s expanded scale and its 5 /pound cost advantage over its
competitors, the rutie supply problems of competitors, the waste
disposal differences between sulfate and chloride, and the fact that

competitors could technically convert to ilmenite but that at their

scales of production it was too expensive and risky to do so. ' (CX 23)
The Task Force reported those developments to the Executive
Committee and predicted that DuPont could capture all of the
anticipated increase in demand (from 713 MT in 1971 to lOOO- llOO
MT in 1980) and attain a market share of 56% by 1980 and perhaps
65% by 1985.

In light of these apparent long-run opportunities, DuPont decided
in 1972 to launch the more aggressive expansion strategy. It
attributes its decision specifically to a) recovery of the economy from
the recession , b) a surcharge on imports, c) the impending and actual

, As background. it should be note that in 1971 DuPont had both sulfate and cbloride process plants. But
because of the increasing costs of the sulfate process, in 1971 the Pigments Department recommended exclusive
reliance on the chloride process and Conver!\ion of sulfate capacity at Edge Moor to ilmp-nite chloride productiOrJ
(CX 15)

, DuPont believed that the basic ilmenite chloride patent technology had been disclosed in scientific literature
but iL competitors continued to use the rutile chloride process. In DuPont's view , they Were reluctant to shift to
ilmenite technology because they Hhied away from ilmenite waste disposal problems and they lacked suffciently
large-scale planl tojustify the expense ofconvenion. (CX 16A-
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decrease in sulfate and rutile chloride capacity throughout the
industry and d) DuPont' s cost advantage in using ilmenite together
with the scale economies achieved through expansions at Edge Moor
and New Johnsonvile. (RAB 11) Complaint counsel contend that no
exogenous market change led to the reassessment, but that DuPont
simply sought to prevent competitive expansion and attain monopoly
power. Although the documentary record reveals little about the
reasons leading DuPont to rethink its strategy, complaint counsel
are correct in asserting that the principal market changes justifying
the growth strategy mostly occurred prior to DuPont's adoption of its
earlier, more moderate expansion program. (7)

The initial terms of the new expansion plan called for upgraded
capacities of 167 MT for Edge Moor (from 110) and 228 for New
Johnsonvile (instead of 196), and for a third ilmenite chloride plant
at "Site X," originally envisioned as two lines commencing at
staggered times, with a capacity range between 110 and 380 MT. (CX
26F, H, CX 38L, CX 50B, H)

While such capacities were large for the industry, from the outset
DuPont' s expansion plans appeared to involve plants of optimally
effcient scale. DuPont' s estimate of the increase in demand between
1972 and 1980 was 330 MT, which DuPont characterized as equiva-
lent to "three fully developed JV-type (New Johnsonvile) lines" (110
MT each). (CX 34I, CX 26D-E) Later planning documents retained
no MT as a benchmark capacity in the proposal for a 110 MT line by
1980 at Site X and an "innovative" second line of 220 MT there in the
indefinite future. (CX 38L) Throughout the planning period 1972-73,

DuPont' s technological applications improved and the plan was
revised to expand New Johnsonville to 252 MT (two lines). With the
increase in the optimal scale of the JV-type line to 126 MT, the
planned capacity of the future single line at Site X increased to 130
MT. ' (CX 26H , CX 54A) There is no evidence that DuPont planned to
build excess capacity or that its plans to fulfill the foreseen demand
with new and expanded plants were inconsistent with scale econo-
mies.
As mentioned above, the Task Force expected the remainder of the

industry to suffer a net loss of capacity. DuPont's estimate of its
competitors ' 1972 capacity was 480-505 MT, which included 160 MT
of sulfate capacity that was expected to be shut down due to
environmental diffculties. (CX 26M) DuPont anticipated a limited
expansion of competitors ' chloride capacity before 1980, which would
replace some of the lost sulfate production. Specifically, DuPont

, The cupacities of 167 for EM and 252 for JV were the "desired practical limits" ofthose planu:: expansions to
those limits were actually beg"un in May 1971. (CX 54C)
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expected Kerr-McGee to gain a net increase of 50 MT (chloride),
while expansion by others was less certain. In no event was

competitive chloride expansion expected to exceed 110 MT by 1980
compared to the projected loss of 160 MT of sulfate capacity, The
1972 appropriation request for the expansion of New J ohnsonvile
noted that PPG and NL were abandoning chloride plants due to
unfavorable economics, that Cabot had transferred its chloride plant
to Gulf & Western, that remaining industry capacity was oversold
and that industry expansion was necessary to meet forecast demand.
(CX 29H-I) (8)

Complaint counsel accuse DuPont of perpetuating these discourag-
ing conditions for competitors by pricing in a manner that made it
unattractive for other firms to invest in new capacity. While pricing
to generate funds for expansion was an integral part of the 1972
strategy, discouragement of competitive expansion did not appear as
an express element of the strategy until 1975, at least in presenta-
tions to the Executive Committee.' As for DuPont's individual

pricing decisions throughout the period 1972-1977, there is some
additional evidence to suggest that those decisions took account of

the effect upon competitive expansion. At the same time, the record
indicates that respondent's pricing strategy underwent periodic
adjustment due to variations in market forces, including cost
inflation and amended demand forecasts.

Complaint counsel cite several events that allegedly reveal Du-
Pont' s pricing policy to prevent competitors from earning suffcient
funds to expand. In one such instance, Kerr-McGee increased its
Ti0 price by 3 in June 1972, an action that DuPont personnel
understood to be related to the desire of certain competitors to
expand. Complaint counsel contend that it was DuPont' s unilateral
refusal to follow the price increase, not market forces, that prevent-
ed the price hike. However, DuPont proved unable to prevent an
increase-because of a lack of excess capacity, DuPont could not
force a roll-back of prices to its level, and two-tier pricing resulted.
(RAB 25) Although the documents show that the expansion-inducing
effects of the increase played a role , other market-related reasons
influencing DuPont's decision were that: a) DuPont' s larger custom-
ers had price protection (a firm price) until the end of the year, b)
there was uncertainty about federal price controls, c) an increase
would stimulate imports, d) an increase during a shortage looked

, ExpansiOns of25 MT by American Cyanamid and 35 MT by SCM Were assigned low (10%) probabilities , (CX
R) and apparently expansions by other firms wt'm evCn If'S likely
. Express elements of the 1972 strategy were to a) price to generate funds for expansion, b) decide the

configuration of production facilities(n third site was needed), c) increase the minewl supply and d) decide On a
wasl: disposal method. (CX 27F)
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like gouging, and e) DuPont's price was already higher than some
competitors . (CX 28)
Subsequently, DuPont increased its prices on four separate

occasions in 1974. (CX 3, #196-200) The record fails to show whether
DuPont led all of these increases, although in its brief respondent
states that it led the last one, which had to be partially rescinded.
(RAB 27) In January 1975, after these four increases, DuPont, citing
market softness, again refused to support a competitor s 5 increase,
and all competitors rolled back their prices. (CX 3, #201-09)
However, six months later, DuPont led another, lesser price increase
of 3. , which competitors followed. (CX 3, #210-14) This time
DuPont thought the increase was a compromise (9Jlevel for restoring
earnings in the face of rapidly rising costs without shrinking
demand. (RX 2B) Due to excess capacity and discounting, this latter
increase was only partially successful. Nevertheless, complaint
counsel cite this sequence of events as evidence of DuPont' s power to
control prices and its policy of restricting competitors revenu

Two other pricing patterns were discussed. In both 1976 and 1977

competitors led increases but, when DuPont raised its prices by a
lesser amount, the competitors rescinded to the smaller increase. In
1976, DuPont cited the effects of the price hike on its customers and
on imports , while in 1977 DuPont believed that the smaller increase
would help it keep its market share, would minimize substitution of
extenders" for Ti0 , would be more palatable to customers, and

would approximate recent cost increases. (CX 161)
While an interest in discouraging expansions by competitors could

be inferred from the totality of the pricing policies and conduct
substantial alternative reasons attributable to external market
forces were also evident, and neither of the explanations is necessari-
ly inconsistent with what occurred in each instance. In reviewing the
strategy, the 1975 Task Force inferred that, from the outset, the
pricing policy had the dual purpose of providing cash for expansion
and limiting competitors ' ability to expand. On the other hand , as we
discuss further below, it appears that independent market factors
may have led DuPont and competitors to price at levels below the
expansion-inducing (or limit) price that would have prevailed under
more favorable market conditions.

Complaint counsel also contend that DuPont strategically an-
nounced its intentions to build new capacity and actually began such
expansions prematurely, for the primary purpose of preempting and
discouraging competitors ' expansion opportunities. (CAB 15) For
example, in July 1974, an appropriation request was made for the
partial design, a construction cost estimate, and cancellation
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charges on long-term delivery equipment" for a 130 MT chloride
plant at De Lisle, Mississippi. (CX 3 , 11114) DuPont also described this
action as a decision " to authorize funds for a preliminary engineer-
ing study into a third Ti0 chloride" plant. (CX 3, 11126) By
comparison, the press release of July 16 declared that DuPont
planned to construct a plant on a site then under option and that it
had authorized expenditure of $8 millon for a "detailed design and
order of long delivery equipment." (CX 159F) Complaint counsel

argue that DuPont's announcement of this appropriation, among
others, was both premature and exaggerated. The ALJ found that
such announcements were necessary to inform customers and the De
Lisle community of DuPont's plans. (ID 41) While a "detailed design
suggests more of a commitment than a "preliminary engineering
study," this disparity in the announced scope of DuPont' s intentions
does not seem suffcient to mislead (IOjsophisticated corporate
managers, especially since the amount of expenditure was disclosed.
In addition, DuPont's customers were anxious to know whether
DuPont would supply their anticipated increased needs. Further-
more, DuPont had encountered environmental resistance in its first
choice of sites, and because of the time required to license such a
facility, it was reasonable to give early notice to the community, to
licensing authorities and to customers. For these reasons, it appears
that the scope and timing of DuPont's announcements of its
intentions regarding De Lisle were related to legitimate business
considerations.

Complaint counsel also allege that DuPont' s decision on the timing
of De Lisle s start-up amounted to another of the strategic decisions
aimed at preventing competitive expansion, and that DuPont
eventually decided to bring De Lisle on-stream "early." (CAB 37) Yet
complaint counsel acknowledge that an accelerated start-up would
not result in oversupply. Id. From the outset, the start-up of De Lisle
was planned to coincide with the increase in demand that the
economic recovery of the late 70's was expected to bring. The
Pigments Department emphasized the advantages of proper timing
in urging the Executive Committee not to delay the start-up:

Although this action (reaming out existing facilities and delaying the start-up until
1981) reduces cash needs during 1975-1978, it has serious long run implications.. 

. .

At a later date, it would be impossible to regain this momentum because the lack of
major activity by DuPont in the interim would prompt competition to implement
their own expansion plans, Therefore, sell.out of a De Lisle-type plant would require
about ten years rather than the desired years. 

. . 

(since) DuPont would be facing
the prospect of competing on a " too basis. (CX 71F)

This document and other Task Force memoranda indicate that the

336- 3450 - 81- 46
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decisions regarding the commencement of production at De Lisle
were consistent with both a desire to respond to market opportuni-
ties and a desire to expand before competitors expanded.

We also note that there are no allegations that the size of the De
Lisle proposal was excessive or inconsistent with optimal scale
economies. When the De Lisle plans were first assembled, the
equipment specifications from New Johnsonvile were used, yielding
a projected capacity of 130 MT. By 1975, DuPont had recalculated
the capacities of the equipment for use at De Lisle, taking improve-
ments into account, and up-graded the projected effcient capacity to
150 MT. (CX 113J) The plans for a second line at De Lisle were later
postponed indefinitely. (11)

In 1975, a general economic recession led the DuPont Executive
Committee to reevaluate about ten capital projects, and a slump in
Ti0 sales in particular led it to review the De Lisle construction
plans. The Pigments Department found its De Lisle project compet"
ing for funds with several other corporate projects. To make its case
for the De Lisle project, the Task Force devised two alternative ten-
year Ti0 business strategies-one an aggressive "growth" plan
callng for completion of De Lisle and aiming toward 60% of the
market, the other a "maintain" strategy aimed at a 43% share with
no new plant until 1985. (CX 91) To convince the Executive
Committee not to abandon or delay De Lisle, the Task Force focused
on the long-run profitabilty of the Ti0 business with the added

capacity and a larger market share. Much attention in the parties
briefs is devoted to the extent to which the Executive Committee was
exposed to and adopted the plans and recommendations of the

reconstituted Ti0 Task Force.
In attempting to estimate the effect of Ti0 prices on DuPont'

ability to sell out De Lisle within three or four years of the plant'
opening, the Task Force performed the following calculations: price
that would trigger competitive expansion, price that would trigger
imports, price at which Ti0 substitutes occur, price that wil sink
any firm. (CX 85B) The express pricing goal under the "growth"
strategy was to price as high as possible to generate expansion funds
without a major competitive expansion or foreign entry. Under the
maintain" strategy, the pricing policy would be "to balance profit

with limited competitive expansion and foreign entry. '" (CX 113P)

, The rflturo on investment in TI0 was significantly higher for DuPont than for its competitors, DuPont
documents describe the TiO. business as a profitable one for itself but a marginal on" for competitors (CX I82E)
While DuPont's operative return on investment was 29% in 1972, its t'stimates of comp"titors ' returns were as
fo!lows: Kerr-McGee and Amedcan Cyanamid, 8%; SCM and Caoot, 3%; NL Industries , 12%. (CX 26M) The
projected n'turn on the De Lisle project was also higher than that for DuPont' s oveml! TiO, operations The
projected nel return on the De Lisle project by the third year of operation (1981) was 17% while the projected nct
return on DuPont' s entire ' TiOz business for the third year waR 15%. (CX 1:33N)
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The documents indicate the Task Force s belief that if De Lisle were
delayed one year, competitive expansion was unlikely (CX 101), but
that if De Lisle were abandoned, Kerr-McGee, SCM and American
Cyanamid might expand. (CX 108) However, in its presentation to
the Executive Committee, the Task Force predicted that any delay of
De Lisle would stimulate others to expand. In turn, it was argued,
such expansion would preclude DuPont from attaining full capacity
within the four-year period thought necessary to make De Lisle
economically viable. (CX 116I)

The Task Force also prepared several comparative long-range
projections of the price and profit expectations under the two
proposed strategies, projections that are referred to in the briefs as
the "welfare analysis." These projections showed that, while Ti0
prices would be lower in 1980 under the growth plan than under the
maintain" strategy, after 1984 the prices, and thus the l12Jtotal

profitability out to 1992 , would be higher under the expansion plan.
The welfare analysis itself contains no explanation of the different
price assumptions used, but other documents referred generally to
the value of a larger market share. (CX 116J)

Complaint counsel argue that the welfare analysis shows that
DuPont knew that it would recoup any sacrifice of short-run profit
by higher long-run prices which, they contend, would result from
DuPont' s higher market share and future monopoly power over
price. Complaint counsel also contend that, because the Executive
Committee chose to build De Lisle despite the fact that the third-
year rate of return was lower than that in the "maintain" strategy
projection, the upper management of DuPont must have looked
beyond its normal three-year investment evaluation period and
intended a predatory, short-term sacrifice of profits. By complaint
counsel's calculations, DuPont will reap $387 million more between
1975 and 1992 under the growth strategy than it would under the
maintain" plan. 
DuPont responds that the two tables of projected market variables

called the "welfare analysis" do not mean what complaint counsel
claim they do. According to the testimony of Mr. Clark, the Pigments
Department' s manager for research and development, the planning
period for the De Lisle project ran only to 1985. The projected price

in that year would be higher for the "growth" strategy than for the
maintain" strategy, in the judgment of the Task Force, because of

the following scenario: If De Lisle were delayed, prices would first
rise, reflecting a shortage. However, competitors would eventually
bring on new capacity in an uncoordinated manner, resulting in
overcapacity. Prices would then fall or at least stabilize despite
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rising costs for a period of years. By 1985, the overcapacity would
cause prices to drop 2 /pound below the projected level under the
growth strategy, due to excess capacity. Mr. Clark' s testimony is that
the projection of prices beyond 1985 was a purely mechanical
application of factors to produce DuPont's uniform investment

evaluation benchmark, the investor s method rate of return, for the
full period of depreciation (13 years). (Tr. 1286- , 1455-59) Mr.
Clark explained that while the 2 differential in 1985 resulted from
Task Force judgment about the scenario, the computer simply
escalated the numbers out to 1992 in the same relationship as they
stood in 1985. Mr. Clark also vigorously denied that anticipation of

larger market share played any role in the projections. (Tr. 1299
1323, 1385, 1468)

From the documentary evidence, it seems reasonable to infer that
the Task Force projections were used in the presentation to the
Executive Committee and that the Committee was aware of the
conceptual, if not the actual , projected price differential between the
two strategies, despite testimony that the differential was not a
factor in the De Lisle decision.' While the 1992 projections do not

appear to (13Jreveal any specific assessment of the factors that would
affect prices beyond 1985, the projections nevertheless indicate that
DuPont would gain some pricing advantage if it buil De Lisle and
thereby prevented a period of overcapacity. But, weighed in its
context, the "welfare analysis" reveals little about the extent to
which DuPont would exercise its market power.

In addition to the projected price differential , several other factors
were discussed by the Task Force in preparation for the presentation

to the Executive Committee. One topic presented to the Committee
was the retention of DuPont's Ti0 customer base, while a topic
apparently dropped from the written presentation was the preemp-
tive impact upon competitors of DuPont's announcements of its
expansion plans.

As for customer relations , DuPont believed that

(a) portion of our market share growth rwer the past years stems from bringing on
additional capacity at times when it was needed. Another portion resulted from the
expectation on the part of customers that we would continue to expand to meet their
growth needs. (CX lIRA)

By 1975, De Lisle had already been announced and customer

expectations established. Having created such expectations, DuPont
. Mr. Shapiro, DuPont's chairman , testified that while the short- run profitability of reaming out and

expanding New JohnsonviJle exceeded the short-run profitability of building De Lisle, output from New
Johosonvil!e would be inadequate to meet demand and DuPont would have iu build another plant anyway, so it
was more effcient alld economical to proceed with De Lisle (Tr. 7m!)
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believed it had much to lose from reversing itself on De Lisle
especially its credibility as a supplier. To delay construction of De
Lisle would be seen by customers as unwillngness to meet their
future needs. To cancel would be worse, in the view of the Task
Force, since competitors had been discouraged from expansion
because of DuPont's "announced and well-publicized intentions.
(CX 118A) DuPont would gain "an image of having forestalled
competitive expansions on a false premise " and would thereafter be
the least favored supplier. ld.

Such Task Force speculation about the preemptive nature of the
announcements about De Lisle, as contrasted with the expansion
itself, did not go beyond the Pigments Department. While the Task
Force observed, in the draft of its presentation, that its well-

publicized expansion plans had made competitors hesitant to ex-
pand, (CX 113F) there was nothing explicit about preemption of
competitive expansions in the written discussion before the Execu-

tive Committee. (CX 116H) Nevertheless, it is reasonable to infer
from the overall presentation that the Executive Committee clearly
understood the full effects of such a large expansion. The Committee
was told that the pricing structure had reportedly kept competitors
from expanding; and it was also made aware of DuPont's scale
advantages, customer expectations, the pricing structure , the politi-
cal and environmental value of a new chloride production site and
the differential in projected prices between the alternative strate-
gies. After the presentation, the Executive Committee decided to

continue (14Jas planned with construction of the 150 MT De Lisle
plant, to commence operation in 1979.

This decision was believed to have

signalled DuPont's intention to compete strongly for the increased needs of domestic
industry into the early eighties. Customers, concerned about future shortages, and
most competitors , aware of the many problems they face , appear to have accepted this.
(CX 140H , CX 120U)

Even so, throughout the rest of the period , the Task Force remained
concerned that, due to unanticipated slumps in demand, the
strategy, which it continued to follow, would not yield suffcient
revenues for De Lisle. In fact, however, between 1972 and 1977,
DuPont' s profit objectives were almost met, by its own account, by
keeping its prices high, causing the Task Force to recommend a

. In examinif1g the role of the Task Force , we have reviewed respondent's arguments that it should not be held

accountable for the brainstorming of lower- level managemf'nt. It is clear , however, that the Task Force constitute
much more than a " think tank" operation. It was speifically set up to develop a long- range plan for the Pigments
Department and its basic recommendations were consistently foliowedby the f;xecutive Committee. Moreover, the

Task Force s periodic reasseS5ment of the 1972 strategy, and its revisions, leave litte doubt as tn senior

management' s endorsem!'nt of the hllsic elf'menL ofthf' growth strategy. (CX 178 , 180, lR2)
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program of lower prices to encourage consumption of TiO (CX
182F)

As originally conceived, the growth strategy did not call for
DuPont to take market share or existing sales away from competi-
tors; rather, the plan was to capture the forecast growth in demand.
As it turned out, over the course of the strategy, DuPont did. take
some market share from its competitors. Despite DuPont's early
forecasts and expectations, between 1972 and 1977 there was no net
increase in total demand for Ti0 and competitors ' sulfate plants did
not close. While it fell well short of its earlier market share goals,
DuPont nevertheless increased its sales over the period by 80 MT, at
the expense of competitors.

By late 1977, no competitive expansion was foreseen. The final
injection of funds for the start-up of De Lisle was being fine-tuned to
coincide with the anticipated economic recovery at which the output
was aimed. (CX 196H, CX 159B) (15)

Summary of Facts

We have here a remarkably clear blueprint of DuPont's plan to
capture all or most of the increased demand for TiO after 1972.

Although DuPont has fallen somewhat short of its 1972 market
share goals-51.8% planned vs. 43% actual for 1978-it nevertheless
has continued to follow the early strategy. The principal setbacks
resulted from a slowdown in demand growth and the continued
operation of sulfate plants that DuPont thought would be closed due
to pollution problems. These circumstances also forced DuPont to
cancel (or at least indefinitely postpone) a second line at De Lisle. As
to much of the evidence there is little dispute about the precise
events that occurred or the sequence of these events. Where the
parties diverge sharply is over the inferences to be drawn from
DuPont' s conduct and, more specifically, over the justifications
offered in defense of the expansion and pricing decisions.
As for the expansion program, the record is quite clear that

DuPont' s plans left little room for competitors, with the possible
exception of Kerr-McGee, to expand by 1980. At the same time, it is

also clear that DuPont did not seek to drive competitors out of the
market, although the effect of capturing all growth would inevitably
be to reduce the market share of other competitors and, arguably,
the value of that share. There is no evidence to indicate that
DuPont' s 1972 estimate of 1980 demand was unreasonable or
exaggerated; indeed, a TiO shortage existed in 1972 and the
economic downturn of the mid-70' s had not yet materialized. Had
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DuPont expanded only its existing facilties to their "desired
practical limits" (Edge Moor from 55 to 167, New Johnsonvile from
141 to 252, and Antioch from 28 to 50), its addition of capacity would
have fallen short of the projected 1980 increase in demand by about
the amount of the projected capacity of De Lisle s first production
line. to

Complaint counsel do not contend that DuPont overbuilt its
capacity relative to anticipated demand; rather they argue that
respondent met its growth objectives only by preempting competitive
expansion through strategic announcement and start-up of the De
Lisle plant as well as pricing to deter competitive growth. As

examples of strategic timing, complaint counsel cite DuPont's 1974
announcement of its plan to build De Lisle, which occurred before
funds were actually appropriated, and the 1975 recommendation to
the Executive Committee urging that start-up of De Lisle not be
delayed for two years (despite a market slump) because of competi-
tive ramifications. (16)

On the other hand, as the law judge noted and complaint counsel
recognize, there were legitimate business reasons for DuPont to
provide as much notice as possible of its expansion plans. (ID 21 , 41
CAB 36) DuPont had encountered strong environmentally related
resistance in its attempts to locate what eventually became the De
Lisle plant, and, in fact, the firm abandoned its first choice of sites in
Georgia. Thus, early notice and clearance of a site was logical, and
the period required for licensing such a facilty appeared substantial.
In addition, as the record indicates, there were customer-related
reasons for providing adequate advance notice about capacity
expansion and for not abandoning publicly announced expansion

plans. In short, although DuPont systematically took account of the
impact of its decisions on competitors, we cannot find that respon-
dent timed the announcement and start-up of its De Lisle plant in a
way that was unrelated to market growth, lead time and other
legitimate business considerations.

It should also be emphasized that the significant scale economies
achieved by DuPont in its ilmenite chloride process made it feasible
for respondent to try and capture growth left unmet after expansion
of its existing plants through construction of a large, effcient-size
plant. Other than Kerr-McGee, with its contemplated 50 
addition, DuPont appeared to be the firm most interested and
capable of significant expansion before 1980. As market conditions

,. That takes into account the 1972 projection that therc would be a net loss of roughly 60 MT due to shutdown
of utfate plants. Beause those shutdowns never occurred and demand growth slowed . the De LiRle plant was
brought on stream later than originally anticipate.
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changed throughout the period, DuPont revised both the size of the
De Lisle plant and its start-up date to take account of the adjusted
estimates of demand. While DuPont' s original plans for its new plant
site included a second line of 220 MT capacity, and while the press
release announcing the first appropriation for De Lisle stated that
the single-line plant was planned with expansion in mind, the second
line at De Lisle was never formally announced to the industry and
indeed, quickly disappeared from the Ti0 strategy.

As De Lisle neared completion, and after $142 millon had been
spent on the project, DuPont considered whether to delay or to
accelerate its start-up. The final infusion of capital was to be timed
so that completion coincided with the anticipated resurgence of

demand. The costs already sunk as well as customer expectations
were legitimate business reasons for DuPont to proceed with
completion as urged by the Pigments Department in late 1977 , even

if it meant that the plant might lie dormant for a year.
On the pricing side, two interrelated issues are involved: DuPont'

influence over price and the rationale for both the firm s individual
pricing decisitms and its overall pricing strategy. Central to com-
plaint counsel's case is the allegation that DuPont deliberately
sought to deter competitive expansion, and simultaneously effect its
own expansion plans, by using its cost advantage to price at a level
that would make it unattractive for competitors to enlarge their
capacity. (17)In support of their position, complaint counsel rely on
Task Force statements as well as four instances where DuPont
forced a rollback in competitors ' price hikes by refusing to go along.
Respondent obviously disputes these contentions, claiming that
independent market forces influenced its specific pricing decisions
and that the Executive Committee did not adopt the Task Force

pricing recommendations.
The evidence of DuPont's cost advantage and its pricing behavior

clearly indicates that it exercised some degree of price leadership in
the industry. For example, internal company documents reveal
DuPont' s own belief in 1975 that if price increases were to occur it
would have to lead the way. (CX 99A) Moreover, DuPont's ability to
force a rollback of price hikes in early 1975, to initiate successfully a

lesser price increase several months later, and to force further
rollbacks in 1976 and 1977, points strongly to the conclusion that
respondent had a measure of power over price.

It is true, of course, as respondent contends, that other factors
influenced industry pricing between 1972 and 1978 , factors which
suggest that DuPont did not have unfettered control over prices.

Because of a shortage, DuPont was unable to roll back prices in 1972
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thereby creating a two-tiered pricing structure. DuPont' s actions in
forcing price rollbacks in later years can be explained, as respondent
contends, by independent market forces such as excess capacity,

customer reaction and the threat of imports. Customers, for exam-
ple, could reduce their consumption of Ti0 to some extent through
the use of extenders. And, as long as excess capacity existed,
competitors had an incentive to increase sales by discounting in
order to reduce fixed costs. By DuPont's own account, it gained
market share early in the slump through aggressive pricing but
suffered a slippage later when prices were kept too high. (CX 182C)

Thus, there were some constraints on DuPont's pricing decisions, but
that does not detract from the fact that respondent enjoyed

significantly greater freedom than its rivals to influence industry
pricing.

As for the Task Force recommendations concerning deterrent or
limit pricing, it is hard to reach any conclusion other than that such
an objective was part and parcel of the overall growth strategy. To be
sure, the 1972 plan presented to the Executive Committee did not
expressly refer to a limit pricing policy. Nevertheless, that objective
was viewed by th.e Task Force in 1975 as an element of the plan and
later Task Force reports reiterated this feature. (CX 91H, 76D) Had
the Executive Committee rejected such an approach, it seems highly
unlikely that it would have surfaced in later reports. But, having
found that such a pricing strategy existed, it is quite another thing to
ascertain how it affected specific pricing decisions. In fact, in light of
the other market factors affecting DuPont's specific pricing deci-
sions, it is impossible to discern from the record the degree to which
DuPont looked to competitors ' expansion plans in making those
decisions. There is no evidence, however, that DuPont priced below
its costs and complaint counsel do not attempt to make such a
showing. (18)

In view of the pricing evidence , it is quite probable that complaint
counsel's and respondent' s seemingly contradictory positions are, in
fact, not inconsistent. As noted earlier, DuPont had performed
several calculations of pricing parameters, including the limit price
above which competitors could be expected to bring in new capacity.
But, because general economic forces kept demand below anticipated
levels and put downward pressure on Ti0 prices during the period
in question, DuPont and its competitors may well have been pricing
in an area below the limit price the price that, in the growing
market of 1972, would suffice to deter competitive expansion. In such
a situation, DuPont apparently would be less concerned about the
critical expansion-inducing price and more concerned with short-
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term market share gain or loss, especially as it affected the effcient
utilization of existing capacity. This is not to suggest, of course, that
DuPont' s pricing responses in 1975-77 had no impact on competitors
expansion plans. To the extent rivals were denied price hikes by
DuPont, their profits undoubtedly suffered, thereby making it even
less likely that new expansion would be contemplated. What the
evidence does suggest, however, is that the pricing decisions of
DuPont during this period may well have reflected short-term
market conditions more than long-term strategic considerations. 11

Nevertheless, while DuPont did not have absolute control over price
and was constrained by market forces beyond its control, there is
persuasive evidence that it was able to exert its influence over the
prices of competitors and that it sought to do so for the dual purpose
of generating suffcient funds for its own expansion and depriving
competitors of sufficient funds to expand. This pricing behavior is
analyzed below in light of current standards of predation and

exclusionary conduct.

Finally, as with the expansion-deterring price issue, respondent
also attempts to insulate its Executive Committee from association
with the long-run welfare considerations developed by the Task
Force in 1975 for the purpose of comparing the "growth" and
maintain" strategies. While the Executive Committee did not set

prices, it was certainly aware of the basis for the Pigments
Department pricing decisions. It also seems clear from the presenta-
tions to the Executive Committee that it knew that under the
prevailing price structure competitors had not come forward with
expansions. Finally, in connection with its decision in 1975 (19Jnot to
delay De Lisle, the record demonstrates that the Committee received
information showing a price differential between the two alternative
strategies (CX 116M), and it was aware that the long-run superior
profitability of the De Lisle alternative became apparent only after
the third year of projection. However, it appears that the projected
superiority of the De Lisle alternative was based, to a considerable
degree, on the higher sales volume and the avoidance of excess
industry capacity associated with that alternative. The presentation
to the Executive Committee did indicate that a higher market share
had "value " but that term had several meanings (Tr. 1455, 1468),

and it is not clear what DuPont personnel concluded about such
" In "ddit.ion, beCiiuse of DuPont' s cost advant"ge , it is'Iuit. logical to assume that the cost pressures inducing

respondent' s competitors to raise prices did not affect DuPont as severely In the o!igopolistic TiO market
DuPont' s competitors might have hoped and expeted that other firms wOljld go along with price hikes, even ill the
face of slumping demand , and such action might appear rational. But, in view of DuPont's lower costE, its refu5a1 to
go aloog with the price increases seems consist nt with explanations that are not based solely on deterrence
considerations
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value. From the welfare analysis we can tell that if De Lisle were
delayed, uncoordinated competitive expansions might drive the price
of Ti0 down for a period of time, perhaps at some temporary social
cost because of inefficient capacity utilization , whereas if De Lisle
were built DuPont would probably enjoy an even greater degree of
price leadership. But the predictions of the Task Force do not reveal
the extent to which DuPont would attempt to exercise its market
power in the future.

In sum, the facts show rather unequivocally that DuPont, with a
30% market share in 1972 and a substantial cost advantage over its
rivals, sought to exploit this opportunity by embarking on a long-
term expansion project to capture the demand growth anticipated
over the following decade. In pursuing this objective, DuPont

foresaw that this plan would significantly enhance its market share,
possibly giving the firm a 65% share by 1985. In addition, DuPont
took into account the impact of its actions on expansion by

competitors, with particular emphasis on the effects of its pricing
decisions and the competitive consequences of delaying De Lisle
when the market turned downward in the mid-1970s. At the same
time, DuPont's pricing and construction decisions were also influ-
enced by intervening market factors. Lastly, DuPont refused to
license its technology, preferring instead to reap the rewards of its
low cost technology by direct application rather than by sharing it

with competitors.

Whether this conduct violates the antitrust laws is the critical
issue to which we turn next. (20)

Legal Discussion

Complaint counsel argue that DuPont's output expansion, its

timing of that expansion, its pricing policies and its refusal to license
technology were carried out with the objective of attaining a

monopoly share of the Ti0 market, and that the plan, if not already
successful, is close to the mark. In urging a finding of liabilty,
complaint counsel rely principally on traditional attempted monopo-
ly analysis, and they contend that DuPont' s conduct was unreason-
ably exclusionary, using a rule-of-reason approach.

It is alleged that this expansion program is unlawful only if taken
in its entirety. Complaint counsel admit that no one element of the
aforementioned conduct in DuPont' s strategy is suffciently unrea-
sonable to be unlawful if taken independently. Rather, their theory
is that the elements combine to create an unreasonably exclusionary
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effect, thereby constituting an attempt to monopolize and an unfair
method of competition under Section 5 of the FTC Act." Complaint
counsel stress that DuPont's expansion plan "made no sense unless
it results in a monopoly" (Tr. OA 17), and that its conduct foregoes
short-run profits and is profit-maximizing in the long run only 

competition is stifed and monopoly can be achieved." (CRB 36)
(emphasis in original)

This case raises fundamental questions about the extent to which
dominant firms may aggressively pursue competitive opportunities,
especially where they enjoy some form of cost or technological
advantage over their rivals. More specifically, the crucial issue
facing us is not whether such firms may legitimately compete or
capitalize on their advantages, but whether those opportunities are
exploited in an unreasonable fashion. In other words, how much
latitude should be afforded a major, well-established firm when it
seizes a competitive edge and attempts to enhance significantly its
market position? In the context of this case the question is not so
much whether DuPont had the right to expand but whether it did so
by measures that went beyond what were justified by its cost
advantage.

a) Section Standards

We begin our discussion by focusing on Section 2 of the Sherman
Act, 15 U.S.C. 2, which makes it unlawful for any person to
monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, any part of (21)the trade or
commerce among the several states." Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act empowers the Federal Trade Commission to prohib-
it certain unfair methods of competition, and that section has been
construed to cover conduct that violates either the prohibitions of
the Clayton Act and the Sherman Act or conduct that could lead to
unreasonable restraints on competition if not prohibited. FTC 

Brown Shoe, 384 U.S. 316 , 321 (1966); FTC v. Cement Institute, 333
S. 683 (1948).
The classic definition of the offense of attempt to monopolize is set

forth in Swift Co. v. United States, 196 U.S. 375, 396 (1905):

Where acts are not suffcient in themselves to produce a result which the law seeks to
prevent-for instance, the monopoly-but require further acts in addition to the mere

" Complaint counsel "Iso contend that Setion 5 can reach practices not covered by Section 2 of th", Shermao
Act- (CAB 41-42) However , the case was tried principaJ!y under.. Section 2 theory and we shall approach the
i5Suesfromthatperspective

" There is no dispute as to the relevant product OT geographic markets in this ca e- (IDf" 5) The parties are
also in agreement that product market hares for purposes of this ca '" are to be determined by dorne tic shipments
of Ti0 - (ID!I)
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forces of nature to bring that result to pass, an intent to bring it to pass is necessary in
order to produce a dangerous probability that it wil happen,

As the Supreme Court later indicated, an attempt requires more
than intent to do acts that tend toward monopoly; the intent spoken
of in Swift is a specific intent to destroy competition or achieve
monopoly. Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.s.

594, 626 (1953); see also L. Sullvan , Handbook of the Law of
Antitrust 135 (1977). " (22)

As further refined by the courts, the attempt offense includes
three principal elements: (1) specific intent to control prices or
destroy competition, (2) exclusionary or anticompetitive conduct

and (3) a dangerous probability of success. g., California Computer
Products, Inc. v. IBM Corp., 613 F. 2d 727, 736 (9th Cir. 1979); Pacific
Engineering Production Co. of Nev. v. Kerr-McGee Corp. 551 F.
790, 791 (10th Cir. 1977); Central S. & L. Ass n of Chariton, Iowa 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board 422 F.2d 504, 508 (8th Cir. 1970);
Merit Motors, Inc. v. Chrysler Corp., 417 F.Supp. 263, 269-270 (D.
1976), afPd. , 569 F.2d 666 (D.C. Cir. 1977). These criteria, however
are not mutually exclusive but rather are interrelated to the extent
that evidence of conduct may shed light on intent and the probability
of success; conversely, evidence of a respondent' s purpose may reveal
the extent to which there are legitimate business justifications
underpinning the respondent's conduct. See Janich Bros. , Inc. 
America Distilling Co., 570 F. 2d 848, 853 (9th Cir. 1978), cert. denied
439 U.S. 829 (1978); Transamerica Computer Co. , Inc. V. IBM Corp.,
481 F.Supp. 965, 989 (N.D. Cal. 1979).

With respect to the "dangerous probability" issue, there is conflict
in the law as to what degree of market power, or proximity to

monopoly status, need be shown before a finding of liabilty can be
made. Compare Greyhound Computer Corp., Inc. V. IBM Corp., 559
2d 488, 496, 504 (9th Cir. 1977), " and Kearney Trecker Corp. 

Giddings Lewis, Inc.. 452 F.2d 579, 598 (7th Cir. 1971), cert. denied
405 U.s. 1066 (1972), with United States V. Empire Ga Co., 537 F.
296, 305 (8th Cir. 1976), cert. denied 429 U.s. 1122 (23)(1977). " Suffce

" Complaint counsel do not allege that Dul'ont' s conduct is designed to destroy its rivals; rather , thl'y urgl'
that destrudion of rivals is unnece ary to the success of predatory strategy, Complaint Counsel Appeal Brief, 50
when merely preventing rivals from competing in the short run enables a predator to attsin long-run monopoly
power. Se 0 Williamson , Wiliamson on Pr..datory Pricing II , 88 Yale L. J. 1183 , 1185 (!979) WI' ag-ee wiU., this

position as a genera! proposition. As the Court observed in United Slates Griffith. et al

.. 

34 U.s. 100 , 107 (1948),

!tJhe antitrust laws are as much violated by the prevention of competition as by its destructiun.
" In fact , the Ninth Circuit has es. ntially dispensed with the dangerous probability requirement as an

inde""ndent elemel1t of the attempt offens.., saying instead that the probability of succc is important only as
evidence of speific intent. That !lppears, however, to be a minority view among the circuits and for purpo es of our
discus. iol1 we asume that some showing of a dangenms prohability of success is required

,. Th.. rrxel1t report of the National Commission for the Rcvil'w of Antitrust Laws al1d Procedures expre
concern about CDnstruing the "dangerous probability" standard too stringently, so that liability attaches only iftha

(Continued)
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it to say, the evidence here of DuPont's leading position in 1972, its
substantial cost advantage, its price leadership, and the existence of
substantial scale economies indicates that respondent was on the
verge of achieving monopoly power and that even the more stringent
dangerous probability" test appears to have been met. That is also

the view of the ALJ. (ID 44)

We turn next to the issue of "specific intent," an elusive aspect of
the attempt offense. In this connection, it seems important to bear in
mind what the attempt doctrine does not proscribe. As Areeda &
Turner put it:

specific intent" clearly cannot include. . the mere intention to prevail over one
rivals. To declare that intention unlawful would defeat the antitrust goal of
encouraging competition on the merits, which is heavily motivated by such an intent.
P. Areeda & D. Turner Antitrust Law 822a at 314 (1977) (footnote omitted)

Similarly, Professor Cooper observes that:

Plainly, then , the "specific intent" required in attempt cases is not simply a subjective
intent to prevail in the market. Instead, it is the intent to indulge in means that are in
some sense untoward. Cooper Attempts and (24)Monopolization: A Mildly Expu1lion-
ary Answer to the Prophylactic Riddle of Section Two, 72 Mich. L. Rev. 373. 395 (1974)
(footnote omitted)17

We highlight the intent issue because complaint counsel in their
appeal and reply briefs make much of the documentary evidence
concerning DuPont's 1972 goal of capturing a 56% market share by
1980 (and possibly 65% by 1985) and other statements indicating
DuPont' s awareness of the potential effects on competitors of its
expansion plan. (CAB 44-45; CRB 22) It is argued that these
documents demonstrate a "specific intent" to exclude competition
and gain a monopoly. In fact, complaint counsel contend that this
evidence of intent (together with a dangerous probability of success)
is suffcient to establish liability even without looking to conduct.

respondent or defendant has a near-monopoly share of the market. Instead , the Commis.oion, citing the Keflrnry

decision , urged a balancing approach that gives !ef' weight to market power considerations where the chaHcnged
conduct is dearly ant.competitive- National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures Report

to the Prsident and the Altomey C.cnerol 145-,19 (,January 22 , 1919). We share some of the.S! concerns and note
that if market 6hare is the governing factor , DuPont had only 300Ut a 30% market share in 1972 when it embarked
on its expansion program. Yet, the evidence dearly reveab DuPont's capability and desire to incrHase its market
share to levels that , at least, approach monopoly proportions. While we ultimately cannot find DuPont' s conduct Lo

be unreasonable, our disposition of this matter should not depend upon" showing that DuPont' s market position

exceeded some magic market power (as measured by market sh"re) criterion.
" Even Profe,, or Sullivan , who rejects an overly restrictive intcrpretktion of Setion 2, has thi to say about

speificint.nt.

It also seems dear that an intent to monopolize could not be inferred merely from condud consistent with
efficient competitive respun!\s, such as merely expaoding to meet new opportuoities Even though such
conduct would , on the most sweeping view of the law, suffce for the offen.r of monopolization if monopoly

power were in fact achieved , such conduct does not warrant kin inference of speific intent to monopolize. L
Su!Iivan Handbook of the Law of Antitrust, 1:\6 (1977) (hereinafter cited as Sullivan)
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But intent is a barren issue without consideration of the means
contemplated for acquiring monopoly power. It is simply unrealistic
to divorce conduct from intent. Even the broad language of Alcoa, "

which complaint counsel quote (CAB 43), focuses primarily on
Alcoa s conduct and its effect on competition. And, of course, that
was a monopolization case, which involves the less demanding
general intent test.

As a general matter, it seems unwise to find that a firm has the
requisite specific intent for anticipating the exclusionary conse-

quences of successful competitive behavior which leads, or may lead
to a monopoly, so long as that behavior is reasonable. To suggest
otherwise would be to proscribe all acts in which firms (25Jconjure
up some thoughts of achieving monopoly irrespective of the actual
character of the means employed to gain that end. Perhaps the
relationship between intent and conduct is best characterized by the
court in Transamerica:

More than an intent to win every sale, even if that would result in the demise of a
competitor, is required before it can be concluded a defendant has the type of
exclusionary intent condemned by the antitrust law. Intent and conduct are closely
related; and there must be some element of unfairness in the conduct before an
anticompetitive intent can be found, as distinguished from the benign intent to beat
the opposition, (citations omitted) 481 F.Supp.at 1010.

There is no doubt that intent can shed light on questionable conduct
and the justifications for the conduct." But the crucial issue is
whether DuPont's conduct represents legitimate competitive behav-
ior or an unreasonable effort to propel the firm into a dominant
position in the Ti0 market. That is the issue to which we address
the bulk of our discussion.

We come now to the critical element of an attempt to monopolize
for purposes of this case: the reasonableness of DuPont' s conduct in
formulating and executing its expansion strategy. Few antitrust
issues of late have sparked more interest and debate than has the
subject of predation and strategic deterrent behavior. At stake is the
extent to which dominant firms should be permitted to compete

aggressively, and the standards by which conduct should be deemed
predatory (and therefore unreasonable). These issues (26Jhave

" United Stflles v. Aluminum Company or America 148 F2d 416 (2d Cir. 19411)

" As Judge J.'riendly observed in RI.r(ulo Courier-Express. Inc. v. BU((Qlo Evening New. . Inc- 601 F.2d 48, 54
(2d Cir. 1979), in discussing the relationship between intent and conduct.

The intent alone is not suffcient, although, of course, it may give color to the acts. Similarly, acts alone are
insuffcient, although they may evidence intent
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received extensive discussion in recent court decisions and economic
literature '" and complaint counsel's case draws heavily from this
debate.

Central to complaint counsel's definition of predation is the notion
that a firm in trying to discipline or destroy competition wil
sacrifice short-term gain for long-term competitive advantage.
Professor Sullvan provides a good summary of this point in the
following excerpt from his treatise:

the predator seeks not to win the field by greater efficiency, better service, or lower
prices reflective of cost savings or modest profits. The predatory firm tries to inhibit
others in ways independent of the predator's own ability to perform effectively in the
market. Its price reduction or predatory expenditure is calculated to impose losses 
other firms, not to garner gains for itself; indeed, the predation is likely to involve
present losses to the predator, or at all events to foreclose profits which could
currently be earned, detriments which are accepted by the predator as the cost of
freeing itself for the future from the competition it now faces. Sullivan at 11I.
(footnotes omitted) (emphasis added) (27)

This description seems sound, but the short-term/long-term dichoto-
my can only be carried so far, for otherwise, any action by a
monopolist to compete by ways that are not profit-maximizing in the
short-run would be suspect.

It is within this context that we review the relevant judicial
precedent and economic literature. Although no case has dealt
directly with the unique combination of activities present here
several decisions have touched on various aspects of the conduct
engaged in by DuPont. These involve cases of alleged monopolization
as well as attempted monopolization. It is, of course, axiomatic that
the duty imposed on a monopolist may not be incumbent on a lesser
firm, even a substantial industry leader. Nevertheless, a review of
the principles governing conduct by monopolists is desirable for two
reasons. First, the standards for judging attempts to monopolize are
derived in part from the standards applicable to the completed

offense. Second, the courts have historically been suspicious of
excessive market power in the hands of private firms and have
interpreted the offense of monopolization to include conduct by

"" Areeda & Turner, Predatory Pricing And Related Practices Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act , 88 Harv. L
Rev. 697 (1975): Scherer, Predatory Pricing and th€ Sherman Act: A (",omment, 89 Harv. L. R€v. R68 (1976); Areeda
& Turner, Scher€r on Preratory PriciClg: A Reply, 89 Harv. L- &v. 891 (1976); Scherer, .some La,t Words On
Predatory Pricing, 89 Harv. L Rev. 901 (1976); Wi!!iam , Predatory Priciog: A Strat€gic Aod Welfare Analysis
87 Yale I.. J. 284 (1977); Spence , Entry, Capacity, Investmeot and Oligopolistic Pricing, 8 Be!! J. of Econ. SH4 (1977);

Williamson , Williamson On Predatory Pricing n , H8 Yale L J. 1183 (1979); Schmalensee, On the Use of F..onomic
Models In Antitrust: The ReoLemon Case, 127 Pa. L. Rev 994 (1979); Baumol , Qurui.Permanence of Pric€
Reductiom;, A Policy for Preventiol1 of Predatory Pricinl\, 89 Yale L. J 1 (1979);,Joskow & KII'vorick, A Framework
for Aoalyzing Predatory l'ricil1g Policy, 89 Yale L. J. 213 (197\;)

" Sullivan , in distinguishing between legitimate and unlawful behavior, further suggests that predatory
conduct is likely to seem "odd,

" "

jarring" or "unnaturaL" "It will not strike the informed observer as normal
busil1ess conduct, as honestly industrial" Sul!ivao at 111-12.
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companies whose market shares fall far short of 100 percent control.
As such, the range of permissible behavior for monopolists and non-
monopolists cannot always be sharply differentiated, especially at
the margin. In view of these factors and DuPont' s close proximity to
monopoly status, an examination of some of the relevant monopoly
decisions seems particularly pertinent.

It should be noted at the outset that we are not dealing here with
conduct that amounts to an unlawful restraint under Section 1 and
as such, an attempt to monopolize under Section 2. See United States

v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495, 525 (1948); United States 

Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 106 (1948); United States v. United Shoe

Machinery Corp., 110 F.8upp. 295, 342 (D. Mass. 1953). Rather, we are
concerned with single-firm conduct, the lawfulness of which is more
ambiguous and depends on a variety of factors including the market
position of the respondent, the structure of the industry, the nature
of the conduct (and alternatives to such conduct), and the effect of
the conduct on competition. Thus, we agree with complaint counsel
that it is appropriate to employ a rule of reason-type approach for
judging the lawfulness of DuPont's behavior. (28)

Such an approach is reflected even in the far-reaching, landmark
decision in United States v. Aluminum Company of America, 148

2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945) Alcoa

), 

the progenitor of the cases on

exclusionary expansion, as well as complaint counsel's theory here.
In that case Alcoa, with its 90 percent market share, confronted
rivals with repeated increases in capacity in anticipation of demand
thereby excluding competitors from profitable opportunities to grow.
In condemning this action and finding that Alcoa was not the
passive beneficiary of a monopoly," Judge Hand nonetheless

concluded that not all monopolies were proscribed by Section 2. In
addition to natural monopolies and those created by "force 01

accident " he cited the situation where "(a) single producer may b.
the survivor out of a group of active competitors merely by virtue 0
his superior skil, foresight and industry. ld. at 430. Thus, Judg
Hand felt that some evaluation of the justifications for the monop.
list' s behavior and the resulting market structure was called fo
although, as applied to Alcoa, he believed that its capacity expal
sions were not "inevitable" and that they did not reflect the actio)
of firms "who do not seek, but cannot avoid, the control of a markel
ld. at 431.

In United Shoe Machinery, Judge Wyzanski pointed out tl
Section 2 clearly covered common law restraints oftrade and clea
did not cover market control captured solely through superior sJ
and intellgence. As to the intermediate case, he observed that
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gislative history was silent as to the legal consequences of
monopolies which r flect neither of the above causes but stem rather
from "some practice which without being predatory, abusive, or
coercive was in economic effect exclusionary." 110 F.Supp.at 341.

Relying heavily on the legal tests set forth in Alcoa and Griffith,
Judge Wyzanski found that United Shoe s practices were exclusion-
ary and not economically iIl vitable. In so doing he elaborated on the
exception to liabilty for monopolizatioll formulated by Judge Hand:

the defendant may escape statutory liability if it bears the burden of proving that it
owes its monopoly solely to superior skill, superior products. natural advantages,
(including accessibility to raw materials or markets), economic or technological
efficiency, (including scientific research), low margins of profit maintained perma-
nently and without disrimination, or licenses conferred by, and used within, the
limits of law, (including patents on one s own inventions, or franchises granted
directly to the enterprise by a public authority). Id at 342.

(29JApplying this to United Shoe s leasing practices, Judge Wyzanski
determined that:

they are not practices which can be properly described as the inevitable consequences
of ability, natural forces, or law. They represent something more than the use of
accessible resources, the process of invention and innovation , and the employment of
those techniques of employment, financing, production, and distribution, which a
competitive society must foster. They are contracts, arrangements, and policies which,
instead of encouraging competition based on pure merit, further the dominance of 

'Xrticular firm In this sense, they are unnatural barriers; ' they unnecessarily exclude
lctual and potential competition; they restrict a free market. Id. at 344-45. (emphais
dded)

urning briefly to Griffith, there is language in that case that could
e construed to proscribe virtually any monopoly, however acquired
. maintained." Yet, the Court went on to emphasize that it is the
,xercise" or "use" of monopoly power to foreclose competition or
in a competitive advantage that is unlawful, thereby suggestiIlg
at for a violation to exist there must be something more than the
"cise of illherent competitive advantages, such as techIlological
rantages. The facts of that case required little analysis of
1petitive trad -offs as the practices at issue there-concerted
'rts by film exhibitors to utilize monopoly power in some markets
ain exclusive distribution rights in other markets-reveal
ificallt competitive harm with little or no offsetting justifica-

As put by the Court

, "

monopoly power, whether lawfully or un\awfuUy acquired, roay i!.elf constitute an
I stand condemned under Setion 2 even though it remains Uflexerci d- For Setion 2 of the Act is aimed,
ill at the acquisition or retention of effedive - market control. Se United States v- Aluminum Co. 

, 2 Cir . 148 1o_2d 416. 428, 429" Uniled Stat v. Grift.th, 334 U.S. 100, 107 (1948) (footflte omitte). 
Icoa. it is not dear whether the Court wasendorsio.g Judge Hand' s t.est or emhracing a somewhat different
ion.
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tions. Indeed, the Court called these practices a "misuse of monopoly
power" and found violations of both Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman
Act. 334 U.S. at 108.

Finally, in the most recent Supreme Court monopoly decision
United States v. Grinnell, 384 U.S. 563 (1966), the Court restated the
test for monopolization as one which, in part, proscribes the "wilful
acquisition or maintenance of that power as distinguished from
growth or development as a consequence of a superior product
business acumen, or historic accident." Id. at 570-71. However, (30)
as in Griffith, the Court was not called upon to draw any subtle
distinctions between permissible and impermissible monopoly con-
duct, since the tactics employed there to attain market control,
primarily a series of acquisitions, constituted a rather clear case of
unjustified behavior, which might have given rise to a separate
violation under Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

Thus, these decisions reflect at least a general judicial wilingness
to weigh the relative competitive virtues and evils of dominant firm
behavior even in the monopoly context. With the exception of Alcoa,
however, the facts of the other cases and the broad principles set
forth therein provide only the most general sort of guidance in

analyzing the lawfulness of DuPont's activities. As noted above
Grinnell and Griffith involved factual situations where there was
little doubt about the anticompetitive nature of the challenged
behavior. United Shoe raised more diffcult issues, but as the court
noted there, the leasing system in question , while not an unusual
marketing tool, heightened entry barriers substantially and intro-
duced no significant competitive effciencies or other benefits.

As for Alcoa, it superficially at least provides a much closer
analogy to the facts of this case. But there are differences, not the
least of which is the fact that Alcoa was a monopolist that had
maintained its hold over the market through repeated additions to
capacity over a long period of time." Moreover, the circumstances
and justifications surrounding those increases in output are not
detailed. In light of more recent precedents and literature on
exclusionary conduct, discussed below Alcoa leaves unanswered a
number of important questions that are especially relevant in the
context of the attempt case now before us.

For example Alcoa reveals nothing about the scale economies

" Areed.. & Turner in their treatiscsuggest that a better rationale for the holding in Alcoa would have ben to
construe Section 2 to outlaw p€rsistent monopolies, subject to certain effciency defen es such as economie of scale
or superior skill. P. Arceda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law at f)23b- Whether Section 2 of the Sherman Act or Setion
5 of the l-'TC Act reach that far is an issue we need not decide here

" f"or a genera! critique of the Alcoa decision, see p, Areed" & D. Turner, Antitrust Law at 608: Sullivan at
95-97.
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inherent in Alcoa s expansions, nor does the decision specifically
address whether Alcoa s additional output conformed to demand (31)
estimates or resulted in excess capacity. Furthermore, while the
court condemned Alcoa s repeated additions to capacity as preemp-
tive and preservative of monopoly, it gave unclear signals about

other aggressive conduct engaged in by the firm, some of which it
found to be reasonable and justified by legitimate business reasons.
Whatever may have been the proper result under the facts in Alcoa
we believe these issues need to be explored in greater depth in the

context of an attempt to monopolize, such as we have here.
The attempt cases encompass a wide variety of challenged conduct

and the courts have employed various approaches in assessing the
reasonableness of defendants' actions. See generally Hawk Attempts
to Monopolize-Specific Intent as Antitrust's Ghost in the Machine,
58 Cornell L. Rev. 1121 (1973). For example, where the conduct at
issue reveals a clear purpose to destroy competition, with no

countervailng business justifications, the Supreme Court has had
little diffculty in declaring such behavior predatory. Thus, in Lorain
Journal Co. v. United States, 342 U.S. 143, 153 (1951), the sole
newspaper in the market incurred liability for attempting to
monopolize by its refusal to accept advertising orders from mer-
chants who patronized a competing radio station. By contrast, in
Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 627

(1953), the Court found no attempt to monopolize in conduct that was
predominantly motivated by legitimate business aims." The defen-

dant, a newspaper publisher with a monopoly morning paper and an
evening paper facing competition, adopted a unit pricing plan
requiring advertisers to purchase advertising in both its papers, a
practice which allegedly foreclosed the competing (32)evening paper
from a share of the advertising market. While resting its decision on
the absence of specific intent, the Court appeared to draw upon its
earlier Section 1 analysis of the advertising plan in finding a proper
business purpose. Under that analysis, the Court found the plan
reasonable, noting that many other publishers had adopted similar

" It is instructive to note that the Government sought to show that many of Alcoa s transactions

, "

neutra! on
their face, were not in f3d nen' ;jry to the development of Alcoa s business , aild had no motive except to exclude
others and perpetuate its hold upon the ingot market" SpeificaUy, the Governrnentattemptcd to prolle that Alcoa
bought up bal1xite deposits and water-power sites "not for the purpose of securing ao adequate future supply, but
only in order to sei?.e upon any available supply and so assure its monopoly." The court viewed the charge as
depending entirely upon Alcoa s intent

, "

for if the purchases provided for the future n ds of the business, or for
what Alcoa hone tly believed were its future nees, they were innocent, " 148 F.2d at 432-33. The district court
believed the lengthy testimony of Alcoa offcials that Alcoa had not purchIDed the h"mdte and w"tcr.power ite
order to exclude others, and the reviewing court upheld that belief, even though Alcoa "did buy a number of such
sites which it did not fuUy use:' If! at 434. This determination ref1ects the tension that exists in distinguishing
exclusionary behavior from cOllduct that is undertaken for legitirnatfJ, non-predatory husiness purpoes but which
may havfJ incideota! fJxclusionary effed-
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plans and that unit rates substantially reduced overhead costs. Id. 

633. On balance, however, the decision provides only limited
guidance as to the role and weight to be accorded conduct evidence in
evaluating intent, especially where the conduct falls short of a
Section 1 violation.

In a case involving allegations of preemptive expansion American
Football League v. National Football League, 323 F.2d 124 (4th Cir.
1963), the court determined that the NFL's plans to offer franchises
in two new cities in 1960, the same year that the AFL started up, did
not constitute an attempt to monopolize. Focusing heavily on the

issue of intent, the court found that the NFL had independent
business reasons for expanding and had planned to do so even prior
to the formation of the AFL. The two-city expansion, according to
the court, was simply the implementation of those earlier plans and
the NFL would have been "greatly embarrassed" if it had not
followed through. Id. at 132.

A different result, however, was reached in Philadelphia World

Hockey Club v. Philadelphia Hockey Club. 351 F.Supp. 462 (E.D. Pa.
1972), a monopolizafion case, in which the National Hockey League
expansion efforts were cited as evidence of a wrongful intent to
monopolize the market for major league professional hockey players.
While relying on Alcoa, the court nevertheless recognized that the

creation of the WHL and the NHL's expansion drive were "both
responses to an increased market for those entering as well as those
already in the field. Id. at 512. In finding liability the court
indicated that it did not rely solely on expansion but took account of
other conduct, such as the reserve clause, and statements by the
NHL President expressing a clear determination to preserve the
NHL as the exclusive major professional hockey league in the
United States and Canada. Id. at 512-13. Thus, in view of this
analysis, it is not entirely clear what the court would have done had
it been faced with the kind of growth plan encountered here:
expansion that is consistent with demand projections and can be
accomplished only through large, efficient-scale operations which
have the inevitable tendency of restricting competitors' efforts tc

expand at scale. os (33)

In Bergjans Farms Dairy Co. v. Sanitary Milk Prducers, 241 F
Supp. 476 (E.D. Mo. 1965), arfd 368 F.2d 679 (8th Cir. 1966), the cour

" In addition to Alcoa and Philadelphia. Hockey Club, complaint counsel abo cite &hine Chain Thootres; I,
v. United States. 334 U.S. 110, 119 (1948), as supporting general1y their position. But in Schine the Supreme Cm

affrmed findings that SchiT1 threatened to open new theatres in towns where competitors refuse to sell out
where new entry was planned. It appears that the essence of the activity under scrutiny there-disciplining riv

rather than responding to long-run market Dl'portunities- is substantial!y different in nature from the conduct
iEluehere.
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found an attempt to monopolize from an overall course of conduct
that included expansion by acquisition coupled with other restrictive
conduct. There, a dairy cooperative that produced 55-60 percent of
the raw milk in a markfOt sought to increase the percentage of its
milk purchased as higher-priced "Class I" milk by processors and
concurrently to exclude other producers from such sales. To accom-
plish its goal, the cooperative employed price cuts, false pricing

announcements, secret discounts, acquisition of a processor and
predatory price cuts on processed milk. As an integrated firm, it

forced other processors to buy Class I milk from its members,
employing such tactics as below-cost sales, price discrimination and
subsidization, and price-fixing with retail stores. It is not clear,
however, how much weight the court gave to each of the practices,
and the conduct, including the nature of the expansion, differs
considerably from the behavior of DuPont.

By contrast, internal expansion, without more did not constitute
an attempt to monopolize in Hiland Dairy, Inc. v. Kroger Co.. 402

2d 968 (8th Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 395 U.S. 961 (1969). In that case,
the plaintiff sought to enjoin Kroger from building a dairy processing
plant with the capacity to supply more than 20 percent of total
demand, claiming that building the plant constituted an attempt to
monopolize and that the expansion would give KrogfOr power to
impose unreasonable restraints on competition. No conduct involv-
ing unreasonable restraints was at issue, nor was Kroger a dominant
firm in the market. The court distinguished Alcoa, citing the

unique" factors present in that case-a 90 percent market share
and repeated increase in demand-and concluded that the mere act
of building a plant is not by itself unfair or predatory.

In two other recent attempt cases, the practices accompanying
internal expansions were not deemed to be suffciently unreasonable
to make out violations of Section 2. In one, the conduct involved
mfair claims to advertisers and a promotional giveaway which
lPparently incurred no 10ssfOs. Buffalo Courier Express, Inc. 

Juffalo Evening News, Inc. 601 F.2d 48 (2d Cir. 1979). And, in

nother, low pricing to increase demand did not render ilegal a
s doubling of its capacity, since the new capacity was installed

I anticipation of its future need and was not to be carried at a loss.
ructure Probe, Inc. v. Franklin Institute, 450 F. Supp. 1272, 1288

D. Pa. 1978), aff' d mem. 595 F.2d 1214 (3d Cir. 1979). (34)
These cases, like the monopolization cases discussed above, unfor-
nately are of limited usefulness to the task here. They provide no
ar explication of the factors to be considered in assessing the

lSonableness of conduct by firms with market power approaching
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monopoly proportions. For the most part, the courts have couched
their decisions in terms of such general considerations as the
defendants' conformity with prevailing business norms or the
existence of independent economic justifications to support the
challenged conduct. Insofar as the expansion cases are concerned,

about the most that can be said is that the courts appear to be
cautious about condemning expansion by non-monopolists, especially
where the expansion is not accompanied by other conduct that is
anticompetitive.

In addition to these cases, however, several decisions of late, cited
by respondent, address the reasonableness of dominant firm behav-
ior in greater depth. Although these decisions do not involve the

kind of output expansion activity present here, they do shed further
light on the conduct standards applicable to both monopolization and
attempted monopolization cases.

Of particular interest is a series of cases involving the marketing
practices of IBM. California Computer Products v. IBM Corp. Cal
Comp ), 613 F. 2d 727 (9th Cir. 1979); Greyhound Computer Corp. 

IBM Corp. 559 F. 2d 488 (9th Cir. 1977); ILC Peripherals v. IBM Corp.
Memorex ), 555 F. 2d 1379 (9th Cir. 1977); Telex Corp. v. IBM Corp.

510 F.2d 894 (10th Cir. 1975); Transamerica Computer Co. v. IBM
Corp., 481 F. Supp. 965 (N.D. Cal. 1979). Among the various charges
of exclusionary conduct were allegations that IBM lowered prices to
drive competitors from the market and preserve its market share,
altered its leasing policies in order to frustrate and exclude
competitors, and implemented superfluous design changes in equip-
ment to forestall competition.

In finding IBM's actions to be reasonable, the court in Cal Camp
concluded that IBM's dominant position in computers resulted
initially from technological superiority, and that the firm was
entitled to maintain that position through "shrewdness in profitable
price competition," which the court characterized as business
acumen. 613 F.2d at 742. In addition to finding IBM's price
reductions "highly profitable "" the court also found the design
changes (35)to be cost-saving technical improvements which justified
lower prices. According to the court, IBM, even as a monopolist, had
the right to redesign products to reduce cost or improve perfor-

mance, and the firm was under no obligation to predisclose its new
technology to competitors. Id. at 744.

Addressing somewhat different leasing and pricing policies in
" While adhcTing to the AreeB-Turner marginal cost rule as the basic test for predatory pricing, the coun

nevertheless indicated that under the right circumstances limit I'riciflg might be proscribe , and that priciog'
above marginal or average variabJc cots might be condemned when viewed in light of other !I.'JXtB of the
monopoJh;t' sCDnduct 613 l".2dat743
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Greyhound, the Ninth Circuit upheld IBM's fixed term leasing plan
as a reasonable response to competition, but reversed a directed

verdict for the firm on the pricing issues, saying that the evidence
showed IBM's actions to be prima facie anticompetitive without
legitimate business purpose. 559 F. 2d at 505. In reaching this result

the court started with the premise that IBM, as a monopolist

, "

would
be precluded from employing otherwise lawful practices that unnec-
essarily excluded competition from the (market). Id. at 498.

Applying this standard, the court determined that changes in the
technological discount offered by IBM would not be economically
justified except as a means of inhibiting leasing company competi-
tors. Similarly, the court found that IBM's action in boosting
maintenance rates on its new generation of equipment, despite lower
maintenance costs, was not competitively justified and had the
primary effect of restricting competitors ' access to such equipment
by stretching out the period required to recoup investment.

In Telex. IBM' s redesigned peripheral equipment and accompany-
ing price reductions were judged by a two-fold test: (1) whether the
acts were business practices typical of those used in a competitive
market, and (2) whether the conduct involved the use of monopoly
power. 510 F.2d at 925-26. In finding IBM' s conduct to be reasonable,
ordinary business behavior, the court felt that a firm such as IBM
should be given suffcient latitude to respond to erosion of its
lawfully acquired market share. As the court observed:

It would seem that technical attainments were not intended to be inhibited or
penalized by a construction of Section 2 of the Sherman Act to prohibit the adoption of
legal and ordinary marketing methods already used by others in the market, or to
prohibit price changes which are within the "reasonable" range, up or down. Id 

927.

Two additional district court opinions involving IBM are worth
noting. These cases also deal with conduct that is similar or identical
to the practices at issue in the aforementioned cases, and both

decisions devote considerable discussion to the question of predatory
pricing standards. In Memorex, the court concluded that a two-part
test should be applied to allegations of exclusionary pricing. If entry
barriers are low, the Areeda-Turner marginal or average variable
cost standard should hold. If entry barriers are high, the proper

measure would be to determine whether prices are below short-run
profi maximizing levels-in other words, the inquiry would focus on
whether the defendant is sacrificing current (36)profits to gain even
higher profits in the future." In addition, the court felt that pricing

.. In arriving at this position, the court relied on two Ninth Circuit appellate cases involving allegations of
attempted monopI!i tion and a Fifth Circuit case dealing with price discrimination under the Robinson.Patman

(Continued)
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to meet competition was permissible without regard to costs, thus
allowing the dominant firm to match any competitive price offerings
irrespective of the entry hurdles facing the would-be challenger.
According to the court, IBM' s pricing met these tests. 458 F. Supp. at
433.
As for the non-pricing conduct, the Memorex court found that

IBM' s new product offerings were significant innovations and that
its product announcements were not false or misleading.

In Traruamerica, after an exhaustive review of the precedents, the
court determined that an average cost pricing test was the most
defensible from an economic and public policy perspective." As for
design changes, the court looked to see if the changes were
unreasonably restrictive of competition " taking into account the

effects on competitors and consumers, technological advantages and
intent. 481 F. Supp. at 1003. In finding IBM's conduct generally
reasonable, the court had this to say about the general standard for
judging the behavior of a monopolist:

Where a monopolist chooses an alternative that does not unreasonably restrict
competition, the law is not offended. It is the choice of an unreasonable alternative
not the failure to choose the least restrictive alternative, that leads to liability. Id. 

1022. (37)

One further case deserves consideration. Berkey Photo. Inc. 

Eastman Kodak Co. 603 F. 2d 263 (2nd Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S.
Ct. 1061 (1980). Briefly, the Berkey court found no attempt to
monopolize in Kodak's introduction of the "110" camera and no
general duty of a monopolist to predisclose its innovations to
competitors. Reminiscent of the charges of exaggerated and prema-
ture expansion announcements by DuPont were Berkey s allegations
that Kodak made false and exaggerated claims about its new fim for
the 110 camera: the court disagreed, finding the fim to be a superior

product for which there was a market.
In reaching its! decision, the court emphasized that, in the context

of a monopolization case, a violation can be found only by showing
the use of monopoly power. According to the court

a use of monopoly power is an action that a firm would have found substantially less
effective, or even counterproductive, if it lacked market control. Id. at 291.

Act. ILC Periphero/s v. IBM Corp.. 458 F. Supp. at 431" , citing lanich Ero" Jnc. 

y. 

Amlrin Ditili'Y Co. , 570
2d 848, 857 (9th Cir. 1977): Hanson v. Shell nil Co, 541 F.2d 1352, 1358.59 (9th Gir. 1976), ccrl denied, 429 U.

1074 (1977); and Inlemati,mal Air In.dustries, Inc. v. American Excelsior Co.. 517 F,2d 714, 723-24 (5th Cir. 1975).
These decisions, while largely endarning the Areea-Turner tet, nonetheless suggest that pricing above average
variabl€ or total cast- might be deemed to be predatary i'l situatia'l where new entry is diflcult.

,. 1'1 attempt cases , hawev€r, the court, citing !un!ch a'ld Hanson. n- 28 supra. rIoted that an average variahle
cost test might be appropriate where irIdependeIlt evidence of sp/Jific intent Or dangerous probability is lacki'lg.
4Bll", Supp- at989
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While reaffrming the well-established principle that actions proper
for a non-monopolist may be improper if engaged in by a monopolist,
the court went on to note that:

if an action that gains a firm a competitive advantage is effective because of the
company s efficiency, prestige , and innovativeness , and not because of its control over
the market, the action is not a use of power. Id. at 291 n. 50. (38)

These decisions reflect some of the most extensive efforts by the
courts in recent years to devise tests for determining whether
conduct by monopolists or near-monopolists is unreasonably exclu-
sionary or constitutes legitimate competitive behavior. In so doing,

the courts have fashioned a variety of criteria such as a) whether the
behavior amounted to ordinary marketing practices, b) whether it
was profitable or economically rational, c) whether it resulted in
improved product performance or d) whether it would have been

effective for a firm without market power. In addition, several of the
decisions emphasize that the lawfulness of the practices depends on
the market setting (e.

g., 

nature of entry barriers) and the anticom-
petitive potential of the challenged practices. In particular, the
decisions in such cases as Greyhound and Transamerica suggest the
importance of weighing the effciencies and competitive virtues of
the practices under scrutiny against their exclusionary characteris-

tics and effects.
There is little doubt that many of these considerations can be of

great help in judging the lawfulness of single-firm conduct. Actions
that promote innovation or improve effciency, for instance, should
generally be encouraged, not inhibited. But we believe it would be
unwise policy, especially in the face of actual or threatened

monopoly, to focus solely on the benefit side of the equation while
ignoring the adverse effects of dominant firm behavior. For example,
a firm s conduct might consist largely of ordinary business practices,
yet be highly exclusionary because of the industry structure and the

firm s market power. So too, the actions of the would-be monopolist
may enhance effciency or product performance, albeit marginally,
although the overall competitive effect is decidedly negative. In a
similar vein, there are shortcomings in a test which relies exclusive-
ly on determining whether the conduct would have been rational for
a smaller firm. On the one hand, it might be logical and necessary

for a new or recent entrant to engage in below cost pricing as a

'" As examples of actions that may be permissible for firms with market power , the Berkey court had this to

a firm that haB lawfully acquired a monopoly position is not b;:rred from taking advantage of scale
economies by constructing, for example , a liuge and efficient ractory. Th€8€ benefits iHe a COIlSOOjuence ur

siw and not an ""xercise or power over the market. Neverthe!es., many anticompetitive actions are possible
or effective only iftaketl by a firm that dominates it: smaller rivals. (ciwtions omitted) Id at 274-75.
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means of achieving market penetration. On the other hand, size and
effciency may coalesce so that it is diffcult, if not impossible, to
ascertain precisely whether an effective marketing tactic owes its
success to greater effciency or the naked exercise of market power.
Moreover, behavior that is rational for a firm with little or no
market power may nevertheless produce substantial and unneces-
sary anticompetitive effects when wielded by a firm with consider-
able market clout.

In the present case, DuPont's conduct appears to be justified by
respondent's cost superiority over its rivals, demand forecasts and
scale economies. There is no evidence that DuPont's pricing or

capacity strategies were unprofitable (regardless of the cost test
employed) and, as discussed later, the plant announcements do not
appear to be misleading. Yet, that is not the end of our inquiry. As
we have suggested, the proper test for measuring the reasonableness
of DuPont's conduct takes account of overall competitive effects-pro
and con-within the relevant market setting. To further explore the
factors that should guide our analysis, we turn to the new literature

on predatory business strategies. (39)

b)Economic Literature

Complaint counsel draw on recent economic literature in urging
that DuPont's conduct should be condemned under a rule-of-reason
approach to predation. In the process, they reject the so- called per se

marginal cost pricing tests of Areeda and Turner and even the
special per se rules advanced by Professor Wiliamson. Instead
complaint counsel support the approach suggested by Professor
Scherer of looking at all relevant market factors affecting long-run
welfare in determining whether dominant firm conduct is unreason-
able.

Much of the current economic debate stems from the aforemen-
tioned effort by Professors Areeda and Turner to develop a set of
objective, effciency-based predatory pricing rules which wil serve to
deter the most likely abuses of market power and which courts can
workably apply. Areeda & Turner, Predatory Pricing and Related
Practices Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 697
(1975). Under their proposal. only pricing below marginal or average
variable costs would be deemed predatory, except where marginal
costs exceed average costs; in the latter case, pricing above average
costs would be legal." The principal criticisms of this approach, in

" A significant feature of the Areeda-Turner test is the assumption that predation is most likely to occur in
situations where the monopolist has excess capacity, i.e.. where marginal cost is less than average cost. It should
also be noted that these commentators would establish no rule governing possible predatory investment if! new

(Continued)
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the view of a number of commentators, see n. 20 supra. are (1) that it

focuses only on eliminating equally effcient firms and ignores the

social loss from elimination of less effcient firms on the ground that
any other standard would chil desirable pricing behavior by firms
with substantial market shares; and (2) that it fails to take account
of market-place dynamics, especially the abilty of dominant firms to
prevent even equally effcient firms from entering the market on a
viable scale. Although each of these commentators offers a some-
what different solution to the problem, they share the common
objective of developing legal criteria that wil adequately address the

long-run welfare effects of conduct by firms having substantial
market power.

Professors Scherer and Wiliamson , in particular, are both con-
cerned with output decisions by dominant firms which, though not
necessarily violating the Areeda- Turner cost-based rules, neverthe-
less serve to deter effective new entry or expansion by existing firms.
Scherer, for example, criticizes Areeda and Turner for overstating
the significance of predation in situations where a dominant firm
maintains excess capacity and for understating (40Jthe entry-deter-
ring effects of output expansions beyond optimal levels, in the range
where price falls below marginal cost yet exceeds average cost.
Scherer, Predatory Pricing and the Sherman Act: A Comment, 89
Harv. L. Rev. 869 (1976). Scherer s concern is that output and pricing
in this range might be used to deter new entry by equally effcient
firms when minimum effcient scale is large because residual
demand cannot accommodate the additional output required for
viable entry. For such a strategy to be effective, of course, the
prospective entrant must perceive that the dominant firm is unlikely
to make room by reducing its output. Even though actual entry by
the new firm would drive prices below the Areeda-Turner levels if
the monopolist refused to back off, Scherer believes that the entrant
might be unwillng to take the risk that enforcement of the antitrust
laws would provide it adequate protection. Scherer at 872.

The scenario sketched by Scherer bears a superficial resemblance
to the DuPont situation, inasmuch as it is alleged that DuPont'
pricing and growth strategy purposefully served to deter existing
firms from developing low-cost ilmenite technology by precluding

capacity, since they believe that mOl1opolis arc unlikely to build costly excess capacity simply to deter new entry
and that it would be too diffcult to determine whether the excess capacity was attributable to strategic reasons or
innocent factors, such as unanticipated changes in demand. Arceda & Turner, Predatory Pricing And Re!ate
Practices Under Setion 2 ufthe Sherman Act , HR nary. L. Rev. 697 , 719 (1975)

" In their reply to Professor Scherer, Professors Areed" and Turner express a willingness to modify their
standard slightly so that predatiol1 could be established if the dominant firm s priceR fdl substalltially below
margillal cost . though Rtil above average cost. Areeda & Turner. Seherer 011 Predatory Pricinw A Reply, 89 Il.arv.

L. Rev. IUi8. 894(1976)
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them from learning to operate at large, effcient scale. On closer
examination, however, the similarity evaporates. Scherer s model
assumes that the dominant firm s output is expanded into the range
where its average costs are rising and its prices are below marginal
cost. But such conduct is not evident here. DuPont does not appear to
be operating, or planning to operate, on the upward segment of its
average cost curve, either by building a less-than-effcient size plant
or by otherwise expanding output beyond optimum levels. Thus, we
are unable to find in this part of Scherer s analysis any cause to
deem DuPont's expansion and pricing strategy unreasonable.

Of perhaps greater relevance is Scherer s further recommendation
that cost-based tests be replaced by a rule-of-reason analysis for
gauging the long-run welfare effects of dominant firm behavior.

Under such an approach, Scherer suggests that there may be cases
where pricing above marginal cost levels should be deemed predato-
ry because of ensuing long-run welfare losses. Of great significance
to us, though, is that even here Scherer recognizes the welfare

benefits of expansion consistent with optimal scale economies, a
situation characteristic of DuPont's expansion program. To Scherer
the proper way to analyze non-traditional forms of dominant firm
predation, such as preemptive output expansion, is by an assessment
of such variables as

the relative cost positions of the monopolist and fringe firms. the scale of entry
required (41)to secure minimum costs, whether fringe firms are driven out entirely or
merely suppressed , whether the monopolist expands its output to replace the output of
excluded rivals or restricts supply again when the rivals withdraw, and whether any
long-run compensatory expansion by the monopolist entails investment in scale
economy-embodying new plant. Scherer, at 890.

Since DuPont, the low-cost producer, is not seeking to displace
existing output " or to increase output temporarily to head off
competitive expansion , it seems diffcult to condemn its expansion
efforts, which are directed at capturing future growth in demand. Of
course, it can be argued that other Ti0 producers would eventually
achieve cost parity with DuPont (estimated ten years) if they were
encouraged to expand to large scale operations. But it seems
anomalous to preclude DuPont from competing for this increased
demand on grounds that it could do so most effciently only at a level

" Dl1Pont's plan , jf sl1ccessful , will , of course, redl1ce the market share ef rivals over time, bl1t that is stil!
com;iderably different from a program dp.sig-ned simply to substitl1te Dl1Pon.t' s Olltput for that of its ,"'Ompetitors. It
should also be repeated that DuPon.t's in.crease in market share since 1972 has come largely at the expense of
competitot" , including imports , due to two factors increased capacity provided by expansion of DuPon.t'a existing
facilities and a leveling off of demand after 1972. These market share inroads, of course, are attributable tu
unexpected changes in market conditions.
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of capacity and output that inevitably tends to exclude other
competitors.

Professor Wiliamson also emphasizes the strategic aspects of
predatory pricing, but he focuses on a somewhat different problem.
Willamson, Predatory Pricing: A Strategic and Welfare Analysis , 87
Yale L. J. 284 (1977). Specifically, Wiliamson assumes that domi-
nant firms wil respond to cost-based predatory pricing rules, such as
the Areeda-Turner test, by deliberately choosing a pre.entry plant
scale that enables them to meet new entry by expanding output to
levels that remain profitable for them but not for their putative
rivals. In short, by building in excess capacity, the established firm
can turn back new entry without violating the applicable cost-based
pricing standard. Under this scenario, potential entrants are pre-
sumed to have access to the same cost-saving technology as the
dominant firm, although cost parity may be achieved only with
operational experience.

The cornerstone of Wiliamson s solution to this problem is his
output restraint rule, which precludes dominant firms (60% market
share) from disproportionately expanding output (above their histor-
ical shares of demand) in response to new entry. (42)Such a rule,
presumably, would force large firms anticipating entry to set their
pre-entry output at higher levels, thereby leading to a more effcient
utilization ofresources.

On its face, the kind of preemptive expansion addressed by
Wiliamson differs from the DuPont facts. Wiliamson s concern

seems to be with short-term strategic responses by dominant firms
that are designed primarily to discipline the behavior of rivals rather
than to take advantage of effciencies in serving long-term demand
growth. By contrast, in this matter, we cannot find that DuPont'
plan was designed simply or even primarily for the purpose of
blocking expansion moves of competitors (although that certainly
may have been an effect). Moreover, with respect to Wiliamson
additional rule for pricing by established firms, which is keyed to full
cost recovery, it appears evident that DuPont' s pricing also met this
standard, there being no suggestion by complaint counsel that

DuPont' s prices either in the short run or the long run failed to cover
costs plus a reasonable return on investment.

Complaint counsel also refer us to an article by Professor Spence
for the proposition that investment in new capacity may be a more

" This approach has btoen critlcized by PrOf€l\m)f Schmalensee fur bctng diffcult to apply and for lIot
adequaw!y addrc sing OIa forms of predation Schmalen"ee gencra!\y prefer" the Scherer approach , although he
suggests that an averah'\ cost test may be a more workable standard for judicia! applicalion in predatory pricing
ass. &hmalensee. On the Use of Economic Models in Antit.ru5L The RcaLemon Case. 127 1'a- L Rev. 994 , 1029

1979)
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effective entry-deterring device than price cutting. Spence, Entry
Capacity, Investment and Oligopolistic Pricing, 8 Bell J. of Econ. 534
(1977). Spence contends that capacity expansion may be used strategi-
cally to deter entry, but his concern is with practices quite different

from those in the present case.

The principle of this (Spence) model is quite simple. It is that existing firms choose
capacity in a strategic way designed to discourage entry. This strategic purpose is
realized by holding excess capacity in the preen try period. This excess capacity permits
existing firms to expand output and reduce price when entry is threatened , thereby
reducing the prospective profits of the new entrant who operates on the residual
demand curve to zero. (emphasis added). Id. at 534-35. (43)

While Spence s model really addresses excess capacity carried by an
entire industry, rather than a single firm, we recognize its potential
applicabilty to single-firm behavior; even so, we distinguish the
conduct of DuPont. It cannot be said that DuPont buil excess
capacity to hold in reserve as a means of disciplining existing rivals
or deterring new entry. DuPont's original plan conformed to demand
estimates, and there is no persuasive evidence that DuPont unrea-
sonably refused to delay or cancel De Lisle in the face of declining
demand simply as a way to keep competitors in check. Also, the fact
that there is capabilty for a second new line at De Lisle does not lead
us to conclude that DuPont artificially or unreasonably attempted to
head off competitive expansion in the context of the Spence model.

In a more recent article, Professors Joskow and Klevorick pull
together some of the theories and concepts previously discussed and

advance a two-tiered approach to dealing with predatory pricing.
Joskow & Klevorick, A Framework for Analyzing Predatory Pricing
Policy, 89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979). They propose that structural
conditions determine whether the market is conducive to predation;
if it is, a set of behavioral rules would be applied to gauge the legality
of the dominant firm s pricing practices. Under their approach
monopoly pricing that fails to cover average total costs would be
presumed to be predatory, except in limited circumstances, for
example, where excess capacity is attributable to a declining
industry.

As for pricing above average costs, Joskow and Klevorick believe
that in certain circumstances temporary price cuts by dominant
firms to levels above average cost may also be predatory. They
propose the following rule:

A price decrease to a point above average total cost would be presumed to be legal

" Professor Posner also IIdvrnatcs an average cost st as the proper basis for assessing the legillity 61
monopoly pricing. R. osner, Antitrust Law: An Economic Perspetive 184-96 (1976).
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unless the price cuts were reversed either fully or to a significant extent within a
reasonable period oftime for example, two years. Id. at 255.

Under this rule, any reversal in price would have to be justified by
changes in demand or costs, and the predatory pricing would have to
run its course" before relief would be available." (44)
Comparing DuPont's strategy with the Joskow & Klevorick

approach reveals some obvious distinctions. For one thing, it is not
clear whether DuPont, in 1972 or even today, enjoys the kind of
entrenched monopoly power that Joskow & Klevorick view as a
critical prerequisite to the application of their behavioral standards,
although there is evidence that DuPont has some degree of market
power. More importantly, as noted elsewhere, there is no allegation
of below-cost pricing here, whether the standard is average variable
or average total costs. To be sure, these authors offer a separate non-
cost standard that looks to temporary price deviations and the
circumstances surrounding those deviations, but implicit in their
model is a concern for short-run responses to competitive inroads

that are divorced from such market factors as new growth opportuni-
ties or superior .technology." When coupled with the demand
projections and cost advantages extant here, the DuPont strategy
reveals long-term considerations that are of a character considerably
different from the short-run price cutting addressed by Joskow &
Klevorick.

To summarize, the focus of much of the literature centers on
strategic responses to new entry, or, as characterized by Wiliamson
responses "of a gaming variety-now it's there, now it isn
depending on whether an entrant has appeared or perished. . . .
Willamson, 87 Yale L. J. at 339. Such behavior hardly typifies
DuPont' s expansion plan, which contemplated a permanent increase
in plant capacity and output. Even as to respondent's pricing

objectives-generating funds for its own expansion while (45)dis-
oouraging similar efforts by competitors-those objectives were

" Another commentator, Professor Baumol, advocates a predatory pricing rule that precludes monopolists
rom rescinding price cul. made in re:ponse to the threat of entry for a reaoonablc period of time. Baumel , n. 20
upra.

" While the authors downplay the significance of evidence concerning subjective intent, they believe it may be
f some value where the evidence clearly indicates (1) that the monopolist plans to increase prices after driving
Impetition from the market, and (2) the price cuts are being used " to increase artificially the diffculty of entering
Ie market. What they mean by thi8 is evidence oflong- range plans hy a monopolist to preserve its market power
,rough erection of entry harriers or outright e!iminatinn of competing firma.. In this connection, the authnrs
'fHrve that al!egations of predatory pricing are often accompanied by chargeil that firms have engaged in other
'n- price' forms of predation , such as " ' targeted' advertising expenditures

, '

fa!se' product announcements afld
ooud 'manipulatiofls.' .. , foskow & K!evorick, A Framework l"or Analyzing Preatory Pricing Policy, 89 Yale L
213 259 , n. 92 (1979) But they acknowledge that the issues may not be resolved easily because of the diffculty of
tinguishing artificial exclusiunary behavior from legitimate responses to competition Similar issues are
olved here inasmuch as DuPont is charged with having develope II predatory scheme that involws interreJawd
cing, cxpallsion and announcement practices.
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consistent with DuPont' s cost advantage and undertaken in conjunc-
tion with the firm s long-term growth in response to demand
projections; they were not undertaken simply as a device to retard
entry without regard to independent market forces.

To be sure, the recent literature does not fully address all forms of
exclusionary conduct, especially where the actions are of a longer-
term nature. To the extent that it does we can find no persuasive

basis for declaring DuPont' s behavior unlawful. The conduct at issue
here, for example, does not appear to be the kind of artificial, entry-
barrier raising behavior cited by Professors Joskow & Klevorick. See
n. 37 supra. DuPont' s actions may make future competitive expan-
sion more diffcult, but that effect is not the product of artificially
induced conduct that is unrelated to market conditions, cost differ-
ences or scale economies.

Thus, although the literature to date on the subject of predation is
not exhaustive, nor has it produced a consensus among the commen-
tators, it does provide a valuable framework for looking at the merits
of this case. As such, we find no compellng basis in the various
analyses for judging DuPont' s behavior to be unreasonable.

c) Conclusions

Having reviewed the legal precedents and economic literature on
the subject of predation, we believe that the conduct under question
should be assessed generally in light of the respondent's market
power, the nature of its conduct and prevailing market conditions.
As the firm s market power approaches monopoly proportions, the
standard for measuring the legality of the firm s behavior would
more closely approximate the standard applicable to monopolists.

We recognize, of course, the importance of providing as much
guidance to business as possible, so that desirable competitive

behavior is not chiled, even by a firm with considerable market
power. Nevertheless, some uncertainty in dealing with dynamic

market factors is probably unavoidable. Noone simple test seems
adequate. We suspect, however, that in many instances the chal-
lenged conduct can be fairly categorized as clearly legitimate
competitive behavior, on the one hand, or as behavior which clearly
has little or no redeeming justification, on the other hand. For the
gray areas in between , we believe there is no substitute for a careful
considered look at the overall competitive effects of the practices (46)
under scrutiny." In the absence of a stronger consensus among the

" At a mOre specific level, some of the factors that appear especially pertinont to a proper rule-of-reason type
analysis include; (1) the extent to which the conduct enhances effciency or innovation, includinf; profitability
considerations; (2) thf' extent to which the condLJct is a reaction to competitive bf'havior, demand shifts , new

(Conlinlled)

335- 3"50 - 81 - 48
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courts and commentators as to the lawful parameters of monopoly or
dominant firm behavior, we believe that a balancing approach

which takes due account of rational, effciency related conduct, is
best suited to the task at hand.
Recallng Judge Wyzanski's comments in United Shoe Machinery,

he observed that the practices at issue there involved

contracts , arrangements , and policies which instead of encouraging competition based
on pure merit, further the dominance of a particular firm. In this sense , they are
unnatuml barriers; they unnecessarily exclude actual and potential competition; they
restrict a free market. 110 F. Supp. at 344-45 (emphasis added). (47)

This characterization , though addressing monopoly behavior, effec-
tively summarizes the kind of approach that remains relevant today
for dealing with market power-related conduct. Similar consider-
ations are reflected in the decisions in Greyhound, 559 F.2d at 498
(whether practices "unnecessarily excluded competition ) and Tran-
samerica, 481 F. Supp. at 1022 (conduct proscribed which "unreason-
ably restrict(s) competition

In applying these principles to the facts of this case, it is useful to
restate complaint counsel's fundamental objection to DuPont'
growth plan. In essence, complaint counsel contend that it was

logical for DuPont to do what it did only if monopoly power could be
attained in the future. It is argued that DuPont's construc-
tion/pricing/non-licensing policy involved a current foregoing of
available profits, that DuPont recognized that it could recoup those
profits down the road through high volume and higher prices, and
that DuPont's policy only made sense if those excess profits would
become available at a later date.

Put differently, DuPont presumably would not have tried 
capture all future demand growth, and thereby risked the costs of
operating a plant the size of DeLisle at less than capacity, unless it
was reasonably assured that other competitors could not expand.

DuPont obtained this assurance, it is claimed, not through normal
market forces, but rather through its own efforts, as evidenced by
the combination of expansion, announcement, pricing and licensing
technology Of other market conditi"n$ (:\) the permanence or rcversibility of the challcoged actions; (4) the
alternatives avai!ab!e to the firm; ,HId (5) the effect orthe conduct on entry harriers and rival firm behavior- As we
have noted , however, resort to such benchmarks as wh..ther th.. practices constituted "ordinary" or ..typical"
business behavior may be of some value, but they Can hard!y bt expected to serve as reliable indicators of
competitive effects , especia1!y where market power is substantial and entry barriers high. Even behavior that
improv..s effciency or technology may stit! be unre!lsonab!e , since the benefits may be only incidental in relation to
the adverse eff,cts (e-

g. 

improvements instituted merely as a temporary measure for the purp"se of driving
competitors out of the market) As we have seen , increases in output, a normal and usually legitimate form of
competitive behavior, may be used primarily as an exclusion!lry tact ic.

" Professor Cooper also provides some helpful considerations for determining the reasonableness of behavior
in attempt cases, Cooper, AttempL and Monopolization; A Mildly Expansionary Answer to the Prophylactic Riddle
of Sed ion Two, 72 Mich- L Rev- ,J7:, 449 (l J74).
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policies. As further proof of the overall strategy, complaint counsel
cite to DuPont's pricing forecasts, which it is argued clearly reveal
respondent' s plan to sacrifice short-term profits for long-term
monopoly gains.

We simply cannot accept this analysis. The rationality of DuPont's
program hardly seems dependent on its ability to extract monopoly
profits in the future. DuPont had a highly effcient process, indeed
the most effcient in the industry, and it anticipated expanding
market demand. To serve that demand, DuPont enlarged its existing
facilities to optimal levels and built a new plant of effcient scale (but
not above effcient levels and no larger than necessary to satisfy
predicted demand) to serve the market it expected would develop.
Given respondent' s level of effciency, expansion of the magnitude
undertaken would make sense, regardless of whether the firm would
eventually be able to raise prices above competitive levels. Moreover
DuPont' s pricing policies were entirely consistent with its cost
advantage and apparently (for there is no suggestion that it engaged
in predatory pricing) were profitable, even during the '70s when
respondent was arguably foregoing additional profits. (48)

Even if DuPont could earn future profits equal to those it was
passing up in the mid-1970s only if existing competitors were
dissuaded from expanding, it does not necessarily follow that actions
leading to that result should constitute an ilegal attempt to
monopolize. As we have observed, DuPont' s abilty to pursue its
strategy derived from substantial economic effciencies; it did not
stem from below cost pricing, false plant announcements , construc-
tion of excess capacity or other plainly anticompetitive conduct.

Complaint counsel contend, however, that notwithstanding these
effciencies and DuPont's conceded right to expand, there were less
restrictive alternatives available that would have less adverse
competitive consequences. In particular, they cite DuPont's own
more moderate expansion program-a program discarded in favor of
the more aggressive growth plan in 1972-which contemplated only
expansion of existing plants. More generally, complaint counsel and
their expert witness, Professor Shepherd, urged that DuPont should
have pursued any less aggressive strategy than the one it did. 
other words, respondent should not have attempted to capture all
the growth in the market, thereby making it more diffcult for
competitors to expand to the scale justified by DuPont's technology.

While it is proper and desirable to consider alternative courses of
conduct open to DuPont, we firmly believe the course chosen was not
unreasonable. When DuPont conceived its strategy in 1972, its
estimates of demand growth and supply shortfall seemed reasonable,
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and there has been no suggestion to the contrary. In competing for
this growth, DuPont realized that even expansion of its existing
plants to their practical limits could not satisfy all of the additional
demand expected through the early 1980s. A new plant would be
required. To build such a plant at effcient scale, afforded by
DuPont' s developed technology, meant that there would be little, if
any, room left for expansion by competitors. Yet, to deny DuPont the
opportunity to compete for all of the projected demand growth
unduly penalizes its technological success. To require respondent to
build a smaller, less effcient plant, or no plant, under these
circumstances would be an unjustified restraint on competitive
incentives and an unjustified denial of the benefits of competition to
consumers.

To be sure, DuPont had another alternative. It could have licensed
its technology to competitors, as suggested by complaint counsel
thereby enabling respondent's rivals to close the technological gap
more quickly. But, in the context of this case, we can find no basis for
concluding that DuPont's refusal to license its technology, whether
taken separately or together with the other conduct, was unjustified.
There is no evidence, for example, that respondent used unreason-
able means to acquire its know-how, or that it joined with others in
preventing access by competitors. Complaint counsel cite no authori-
ty for the proposition that DuPont should have (49Jlicensed its
technology, and we are aware of none." Whatever may be the proper
result in other factual settings, we are not persuaded that the refusal
to license in this situation provides a basis for liability; in fact
imposition of a duty to license might serve to chil the very kind of
innovative process that led to DuPont's cost advantage.

Turning to the pricing options available to respondent, there is, of
course, no evidence that DuPont priced below its costs, since the case
was not tried on such a theory. As for the issue of limit pricing, the
literature discussed previously suggests that predation may occur
even in circumstances where prices are above the dominant firm
costs (whether measured by average variable or average total cost).
In this respect, it seems clear that respondent sought to price in a
fashion that took account of the propensities and abilities of

" To the contrary, the recent Berkey and IBM cases suggest that firms (monopolists and non- monopolists) that
have achieved success through superior products and business acumen , and not unlawful anticumpetitive conduct
are under nO duty to license or disclose their technology to their rivals. Berkey Ph"t". !nc v, Em;tman Kodak 
603 F.2d 263 (2d Cir. 1979); Calif(Jrniu. Computer Products. Inc. v. IBM C"rp. (;13 2d 727 (9th Cir. 1979),

Transu.merica Computer Co. v. IBM Corp. 4811", Supp. 96.5 (N. D. Cal 197fJ); ILL' Peripherals Lmsing Corp. v. IBM
Corp. 15M V Supp. 4 3 (N.D. Cal. 197R). Here, DuPont' s refusal to license its technology is not a f"clor that would
make otherwise reasonable beh"vior unreasonably anticompetitive. And, if tbe oth\Jr conduct were its\Jlr

unreasonable , the refusal to license would add little to the case , except , of course, as a prsible basis for rem ial
action. See also SCM Corp. v. Xerox Corp. 463 . Supp. 983 (D. Conn. 1978)
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competitors to expand, although the firm s pricing decisions were

affected at least in part by independent economic forces, such as
demand conditions. Given this situation, it can be argued that these
pricing policies went too far, that they transformed an otherwise
legitimate method of expansion into an unlawful course of conduct.

We do not agree. DuPont' s pricing strategy stemmed from its clear
cost advantage over competitors and occurred in conjunction with its
long-term plan to capture future market growth, a plan which we
have pointed out before was consistent with foreseeable demand and
scale economies. Thus, this is not a case where DuPont was

attempting solely to preserve its market power through selective
temporary price cuts to deter new entry or expansion by existing
competitors. Even complaint counsel do not attack respondent'

pricing as an independent violation; rather they argue that it is
unlawful as part of a broader pattern of behavior. For our part, even
if DuPont' s pricing can be characterized as a form of limit pricing,
we do not find it to be unreasonable, absent at least some evidence of
below-cost pricing, (50)in view of the firm s cost advantage, its
market position and its legitimate expansion efforts. While there
may be circumstances where above cost pricing is unjustifiably
exclusionary, those circumstances clearly are not present here.

We also do not find that DuPont's announcements of its early
plans to build an unidentified additional facilty or its later
announcements identifying the De Lisle plant were unfairly exag-
gerated or misleading threats or signals in the strategic sense

suggested by the commentators. Because of the lead time required
for obtaining environmental permits and for completing construc-

tion, DuPont's early disclosure of its plans appears logical. The
documents also reflect DuPont's strong belief that unfavorable
customer reaction could be expected if it cancelled or postponed De
Lisle for any significant length of time, so that there were disincen-
tives to making false or exaggerated announcements. Had these
announcements been false or grossly disproportionate, under cir-
cumstances suggesting they served little purpose except to mislead
and discourage competition, there might have been a basis for
liability. Cf Bergjans Farms Dairy Co. But that is not the case before

us. Moreover, DuPont's decisions to scale back tlte size of De Lisle
and delay its start-up are attributable, in hirge measure, to

unforeseen changes in supply and demand and therefore do not
render the otherwise justified announcements unreasonable.

As an additional argument, complaint counsel contend that
DuPont' s cost advantage is largely fortuitous, owing to technology
developed many years before. Without expressly suggesting that the
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result should be different had DuPont developed the ilmenite process
in 1972, complaint counsel nevertheless argue that DuPont' s alleged-
ly superior skils and business acumen should be given little weight.
More specifically, they contend that DuPont had demonstrated no
contemporaneous technological superiority because it has not

recently distinguished itself as an organizational innovator " citing

Wiliamson Dominant Firms and the Monopoly Problem: Market
Failure Considerations, 85 Harv. L. Rev. 1512 , 1527 (1972) (emphasis
in original). But the point of Wiliamson s discussion is whether an
established monopolist should be able to defend against a charge of
monopolization on traditional grounds of business acumen or
historic accident, where such causes bear little relationship to the
reasons for the firm s continuing dominance. The issues here are
considerably different.

We believe it would be anomalous to downgrade the significance of
DuPont' s technological superiority simply because the fruits were
not reaped simultaneously with the discovery of the process. It may
well be that DuPont anticipated possible future shortages of rutie
a\ld other ores back in the '40s and ' 50s, even though it could not
have anticipated precisely the events that occurred in the late ' 60s.
In any event, DuPont's development of an alternative supply source
reflects the kind of skil and foresight that should be encouraged,
whether the benefits materialize immediately or at some later date.
(51)

With the possible exception of Alcoa, which involved repeated
increases in output by a monopolist, there is nothing in the case

precedents to suggest that DuPont' s expansion program unnecessari-
ly heightened entry barriers or otherwse unreasonably excluded
competition. Nor does the conduct appear to be sufficiently similar to
the preemptive kinds of expansion described by Professors Scherer

and Wiliamson to warrant condemnation. To the extent that the
effects of DuPont' s expansion bear any resemblance to those models,
a review of factors such as those suggested by Scherer s rule-of-

reason approach would stil call for a finding of reasonableness.
It may be that DuPont ultimately wil achieve a monopoly share of

the market. As its share increases, other firms may find it harder to
capture the effciencies enjoyed by DuPont due to the scale econo-
mies associated with the ilmenite process. Those effects should be
weighed carefully, and we have done so. Antitrust policy wisely
disfavors monopoly, but it also seeks to promote vigorous competitive
behavior. Indeed, the essence of the competitive process is to induce

" Se discussion of &:herer s criteria at 

pp, 

40 - S!lprn
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firms to become more effcient and to pass the benefits of the
effciency along to consumers. That process would be ill-served by
using antitrust to block hard, aggressive competition that is solidly
based on effciencies and growth opportunities, even if monopoly is a
possible result. Such a view, we believe, is entirely consistent with
the "superior skil, foresight and industry" exception in Alcoa and
subsequent cases, for those decisions clearly indicate that monopolies
may be lawfully created by superior competitive abilty.

As we have previously indicated, DuPont engaged in conduct
consistent with its own technological capacity and market opportuni-
ties. It did not attempt to build excess capacity or to expand
temporarily as a means of deterring entry. Nor did respondent
engage in other conduct that might tip the scales in the direction of
liabilty, such as pricing below cost, making false announcements
about future expansion plans, or attempting to lock up customers in
requirements contracts to assure the success of its growth plans. In
short, we find DuPont's conduct to be reasonable. Accordingly, we
affrm the ALJ's dismissal of the complaint.

FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeal of
complaint counsel from the initial decision and upon briefs and oral
argument in support of and in opposition to the appeal. For the
reasons stated in the accompanying Opinion, the Commission has
determined to sustain the initial decision. Complaint counsel'
appeal is denied. Accordingly,

It is or(iered, That the complaint is dismissed.

.. If a monopoly results that proves impervious to competitive inroads and is unjustifIed by scale eeonomics ur
other effciencies, antitrust action in this Or some other forum may be warranted , even in the absence of abusive
conduct. Se note 2. supra; see also Statement of the FP.eral Trade Commission to the National Commission for
the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures (Nov- 17 , 1978), Report to the President and the Attorney General
407 . That, however, is an issue entirely different fmm theonebcfo reus


